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Study Guide 

  
Congratulations Congratulations on your enrollment in a distance education course from the 

Distance Learning and Technologies Department (DLTD) of the Marine 
Corps Institute (MCI).  Since 1920, the Marine Corps Institute has been 
helping tens of thousands of hard-charging Marines, like you, improve their 
technical job performance skills through distance learning.  By enrolling in 
this course, you have shown a desire to improve the skills you have and 
master new skills to enhance your job performance.  The distance training 
course you have chosen, MCI 0033, Fundamentals of Marine Corps 
Leadership, will provide necessary knowledge for you to efficiently perform 
your duties as a Marine noncommissioned officer. 

  
Your Personal 
Characteristics 

• YOU ARE PROPERLY MOTIVATED.  You have made a positive 
decision to get training on your own.  Self-motivation is perhaps the most 
important force in learning or achieving anything.  Doing whatever is 
necessary to learn is motivation.  You have it! 

 
• YOU SEEK TO IMPROVE YOURSELF.  You are enrolled to improve 

those skills you already possess, and to learn new skills.  When you 
improve yourself, you improve the Corps! 

 
• YOU HAVE THE INITIATIVE TO ACT.  By acting on your own, you 

have shown you are a self-starter, willing to reach out for opportunities to 
learn and grow. 

 
• YOU ACCEPT CHALLENGES.  You have self-confidence and believe 

in your ability to acquire knowledge and skills.  You have the self-
confidence to set goals and the ability to achieve them, enabling you to 
meet every challenge. 

 
• YOU ARE ABLE TO SET AND ACCOMPLISH PRACTICAL 

GOALS.  You are willing to commit time, effort, and the resources 
necessary to set and accomplish your goals.  These professional traits will 
help you successfully complete this distance learning course. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Study Guide, Continued 

  
Beginning Your 
Course 

Before you actually begin this course of study, read the student information 
page.  If you find any course materials missing, notify your training officer or 
training NCO.  If you have all the required materials, you are ready to begin. 
 
To begin your course of study, familiarize yourself with the structure of the 
course text.  One way to do this is to read the table of contents.  Notice the 
table of contents covers specific areas of study and the order in which they are 
presented.  You will find the text divided into several study units.  Each study 
unit is comprised of two or more lessons, lesson exercises, and finally, a study 
unit exercise. 

  
Leafing 
Through the 
Text 

Leaf through the text and look at the course.  Read a few lesson exercise 
questions to get an idea of the type of material in the course.  If the course has 
additional study aids, such as a handbook or plotting board, familiarize 
yourself with them. 

  
The First Study 
Unit 

Turn to the first page of study unit 1.  On this page, you will find an 
introduction to the study unit and generally the first study unit lesson.  Study 
unit lessons contain learning objectives, lesson text, and exercises. 

  
Reading the 
Learning 
Objectives 

Learning objectives describe in concise terms what the successful learner, 
you, will be able to do as a result of mastering the content of the lesson text.  
Read the objectives for each lesson and then read the lesson text.  As you read 
the lesson text, make notes on the points you feel are important. 

  
Completing the 
Exercises 

To determine your mastery of the learning objectives and text, complete the 
exercises developed for you.  Exercises are located at the end of each lesson, 
and at the end of each study unit.  Without referring to the text, complete the 
exercise questions and then check your responses against those provided. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Study Guide, Continued 

  
Continuing to 
March 

Continue on to the next lesson, repeating the above process until you have 
completed all lessons in the study unit.  Follow the same procedures for each 
study unit in the course. 

  
Preparing for 
the Final Exam 

To prepare for your final exam, you must review what you learned in the 
course.  The following suggestions will help make the review interesting and 
challenging. 
 
• CHALLENGE YOURSELF.  Try to recall the entire learning sequence 

without referring to the text.  Can you do it?  Now look back at the text to 
see if you have left anything out.  This review should be interesting.  
Undoubtedly, you’ll find you were not able to recall everything.  But with 
a little effort, you’ll be able to recall a great deal of the information. 

 
• USE UNUSED MINUTES.  Use your spare moments to review.  Read 

your notes or a part of a study unit, rework exercise items, review again; 
you can do many of these things during the unused minutes of every day. 

 
• APPLY WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED.  It is always best to use the 

skill or knowledge you’ve learned as soon as possible.  If it isn’t possible 
to actually use the skill or knowledge, at least try to imagine a situation in 
which you would apply this learning.  For example make up and solve 
your own problems.  Or, better still, make up and solve problems that use 
most of the elements of a study unit. 

 
• USE THE “SHAKEDOWN CRUISE” TECHNIQUE.  Ask another 

Marine to lend a hand by asking you questions about the course.  Choose 
a particular study unit and let your buddy “fire away.”  This technique can 
be interesting and challenging for both of you! 

 
• MAKE REVIEWS FUN AND BENEFICIAL.  Reviews are good habits 

that enhance learning.  They don’t have to be long and tedious.  In fact, 
some learners find short reviews conducted more often prove more 
beneficial. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Study Guide, Continued 

  
Tackling the 
Final Exam 

When you have completed your study of the course material and are confident 
with the results attained on your study unit exercises, take the sealed envelope 
marked “FINAL EXAM” to your unit training NCO or training officer.  
Your training NCO or officer will administer the final examination and return 
the examination and the answer sheet to MCI for grading.  Before taking your 
final examination, read the directions on the DP-37 answer sheet carefully. 

  
Completing 
Your Course 

The sooner you complete your course, the sooner you can better yourself by 
applying what you’ve learned!  HOWEVER--you do have 2 years from the 
date of enrollment to complete this course.   

  
Graduating! As a graduate of this distance education course and as a dedicated Marine, 

your job performance skills will improve, benefiting you, your unit, and the 
Marine Corps.  

  
Semper Fidelis! 



STUDY UNIT 1

BECOMING A MARINE NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER

Introduction.  Remember the day you were promoted to the rank of private first class and
how proud you felt?  This was the first step in becoming a noncommissioned officer.  Hard
work and dedication to your unit earned you the respect of your superiors, who
recommended you for promotion.  The second step is the rank of lance corporal.  When
you hold this rank, you will be given more responsibility.  You will have an opportunity to
show your leadership abilities and prove to your superiors you have what it takes to
become a corporal.  This study unit will cover some of the areas that you need to know to
become an effective noncommissioned officer.

Lesson 1. PLACEMENT AND PURPOSE OF THE MARINE NCO IN THE CHAIN OF
COMMAND

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the two purposes of the chain of command.

2. Identify three purposes of the Marine NCO in the chain of command.

1101.  Chain of Command

The chain of command is the system the Marine Corps uses to ensure that each Marine receives
instructions for a particular task from only one supervisor.  Each immediate supervisor in turn
receives instructions from his or her immediate supervisor; this process continues up to the
Commandant of the Marine Corps.  In this way, each supervisor is a link in the chain of
command from the Commandant to each Marine.  This chain serves two purposes:

a. The first of these purposes is to decentralize authority.  Since it is impossible for one
person to assign duties to every Marine or to supervise every task personally, assignments are
passed down through the levels of command.  This is called decentralization of authority.  For
example, the mess officer tells the chief cook what foods to prepare for a meal.  The chief cook
then tells the section cook, who in turn tells the other cooks.  Whenever duties are assigned to a
subordinate, that subordinate must be given the authority to accomplish those duties.  The
subordinate is held responsible for accomplishing the assigned task, but overall responsibility for
its success remains with the Marine originating the order.

b. Besides the decentralization of authority, another purpose of the chain of command is to
link the different levels of command.  It is in this way that the infantry private can talk to his
battalion commander.  The private goes through his fire team leader with a problem.  If the
problem cannot be solved by his fire team leader, he is sent to his squad leader, then to the
platoon sergeant, next to his platoon commander, and finally to his company commander.
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If the problem cannot be solved by any of these Marines after they are seen in order of their
authority, the private is sent to the battalion commander.  Any Marine can go as high as
necessary to get a problem resolved.  All that the Marine must do is to follow the chain of
command one step at a time.  A Marine does not have to disclose the subject of a Request Mast
to anyone in the chain of command except to the commander with whom the Marine is
requesting the mast (See Appendix A, MCO 1700.23E, Request Mast).

1102.  Purposes of the Marine NCO in the Chain of Command

a. The Marine NCO is the lowest rated link in the chain of command (fig 1-1).  The first
purpose of that link is to carry the orders and information passed from the NCO's immediate
supervisor to the NCO's subordinates and to pass requests from the Marines up the chain of
command.  In this manner, the NCO is the link between Marine subordinates and their
commanding officer.  As this link, the NCO is responsible for enforcing the orders and
commands of the commanding officer.  The NCO accomplishes this by assigning tasks and then
supervising the work.  Often, duties require the NCO to be elsewhere, so the NCO cannot
personally remain at that task.  The NCO then directs a subordinate to ensure that the task is
completed properly.  When a subordinate is given a task to supervise, the NCO must also give
the Marine enough authority to accomplish the tasks, but overall responsibility remains with the
NCO.  Remember, as a supervisor in the Marines (or civilian life), you can delegate authority but
you can never delegate responsibility.

Fig 1-1.  The NCO is the link between commander and troops.

b. A second purpose of the Marine NCO is to train Marines to perform their assigned tasks.
This training, usually in the Marine's MOS, is a combination of on-the-job training (OJT) and
classroom instruction.  The Marine NCO must be able to demonstrate and teach.  More
important, he must inspire the Marines, making them want to learn the skills they are expected to
master.
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c. A third purpose of the Marine NCO is to ensure close supervision and personal guidance of
junior Marines.  Without a supervising NCO, many tasks would not be finished properly, if at all.
The personal guidance provides a junior Marine with someone else to turn to for help with
personal problems or for answers to questions about his assignments.

Lesson Summary.  This lesson defined the chain of command and discussed the role of Marine
supervisors in the chain of command.  Finally, the lesson discussed the role of the Marine NCO
in the command structure.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 1 Exercise: Complete items 1 and 2 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. The two reasons or purposes for the chain of command are

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

2. Three purposes for the NCO rank in the Marine Corps are

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 2.  THE MARINE NCO:  APPOINTMENT AND AUTHORITY

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the qualifications needed for appointment to the NCO rank.

2. Identify and explain the military meaning of the words in the NCO promotion
warrant (DD 216, MC).

3. Identify the three official publications that give the Marine NCO the authority needed
for performing duties.
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1201.  Qualifications

The first step on the leadership promotion ladder is the rank of corporal.  Holding this rank
changes the nonrated Marine to a Marine noncommissioned officer.  Promotion to lance corporal
is almost automatic if the Marine has a clean record and the needed time in grade, but, because
the rank of corporal is so important, Marines considered for it must meet certain statistical and
personal qualifications before promotion.

a. The Marine Corps statistical qualifications are the required time in grade, time in service,
and composite score for the MOS.  The composite score is based on a set score a Marine must
achieve for each of a number of activities (tables 1 through 3).  All of these qualifications are
determined by Headquarters Marine Corps (HQMC).  Headquarters Marine Corps also sets a
composite score each Marine must meet to be qualified for promotion.

b. In addition to these statistical qualifications, you must demonstrate personal qualification,
such as maturity, leadership ability, enthusiasm, and professional skill in your MOS.  These
factors are observed and evaluated by your superiors.

Table 1-1.  Composite Table

Line number Item
1 Rifle score (from conversion chart) =
2 PFT score (from conversion chart) =
3 Subtotal (add lines 1 and 2) =
4 GMP average (line 3 divided by 2 if you are required to qualify

with the rifle and do a PFT, or 1 if you are not required to
qualify with the rifle) =

5 GMP score from Line 4 x 100 =
6 Average proficiency marks x 100 =
7 Average conduct marks x 100 =
8 Time in grade (months) x 5 =
9 Time in service (months) x 2 =
10 DI/Recruiters/MSG Bonus x 1 (100) =
11 MCI/college courses x 15 ( 75 pts. maximum) =
12 Command recruiting bonus x 1 (100 pts. maximum) =
13 Total composite score (add lines 5-12) =
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Table 1-2.  Rifle Marksmanship

For Rs For PFT (Ages 17-26) For PFT (Ages 27 and up)
240-250    =  5.0
235-239    =  4.9
230-234    =  4.8
225-229    =  4.7
220-224    =  4.6
215-219    =  4.4
210-214    =  4.2
205-209    =  3.8
200-204    =  3.6
195-199    =  3.4
190-194    =  3.0
189-under  =  0.0

280-300  = 5.0
270-279  = 4.9
260-269  = 4.8
250-259  = 4.7
240-249  = 4.6
225-239  = 4.5
215-224  = 4.4
205-214  = 4.3
195-204  = 4.2
185-194  = 4.1
175-184  = 4.0
170-174  = 3.9
160-169  = 3.8
150-159  = 3.7
140-149  = 3.6
135-139  = 3.5
134-under = 0.0

280-300  = 5.0
270-279  = 4.9
260-269  = 4.8
250-259  = 4.7
240-249  = 4.6
225-239  = 4.5
215-224  = 4.4
205-214  = 4.3
195-204  = 4.2
185-194  = 4.1
175-184  = 4.0
170-174  = 3.9
160-169  = 3.8
150-159  = 3.7
140-149  = 3.6
135-139  = 3.5
110-134  = 3.0
109-under = 0.0

Table 1-3.  Rifle Conversions

Rifle Conversions Table
65 - 250 54 - 236 43 - 223 32 - 204
64 - 248 53 - 235 42 - 222 31 - 202
63 - 247 52 - 234 41 - 221 30 - 200
62 - 246 51 - 233 40 - 220 29 - 198
61 - 245 50 - 232 39 - 218 28 - 196
60 - 244 49 - 230 38 - 216 27 - 194
59 - 242 48 - 229 37 - 214 26 - 194
58 - 241 47 - 228 36 - 212 25 - 190
57 - 240 46 - 227 35 - 210 Note:  a score of

24 or less  = 0
points

56 - 239 45 - 226 34 - 208
55 - 238 44 - 224 33 - 206
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1202.  Promotion Warrant

a. Have you heard of the DD Form 216 MC?  It is better known as the promotion warrant (fig
1-2).  The warrant is the same for all grades, private first class through sergeant, except in one
important way--the blanks!  It is in the blanks that your name and the grade you are appointed to
will appear.

Fig 1-2.  Promotion warrant, DD Form 216 MC.
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b. The first sentence on the warrant says that you "will carefully and diligently discharge the
duties of the grade to which appointed by doing and performing all manner of things thereunto
pertaining."  These words mean that, as an NCO, you have an established leadership position.
With this leadership position also come the responsibilities of that position.  One of the prime
responsibilities is setting a good example for subordinate Marines in both appearance and
performance.  As a Marine NCO, you are expected to consider yourself on duty all the time.

c. The second sentence requires "all personnel of lesser grade to render obedience to
appropriate orders."  These words are very important to you.  They charge you with the
responsibility of being a Marine NCO to all Marines, not just an NCO to a particular unit.  You
must correct subordinate Marines whether they are in or out of uniform.  Your role as a Marine
NCO is not just to pass on the commander's orders.  Subordinate Marines in turn must obey your
lawful orders.

d. The third sentence of the promotion warrant directs you "to observe and follow such orders
and directions as may be given from time to time by superiors acting in accordance to the rules
and articles governing the discipline of the Armed Forces of the United States of America."  In
other words, in performing your duties as an NCO, you must set the example by following the
orders of your superiors.  It is important to remember that you must be a good follower before
you can be a good leader.

e. To meet the requirements for promotion to NCO, you must demonstrate initiative, courage,
and good judgment, all of which come from experience, for the words on the warrant to reflect
that special meaning that distinguishes the grades of corporal and sergeant from the nonrated.

1203.  Publications Describing Authority

Thus far in the course, you have read about the responsibilities and purposes of the Marine
noncommissioned officer.  Later in the course you will be guided in the techniques for becoming
a successful leader and NCO and you will be given practical applications.  Now, as an NCO
charged with all these responsibilities, you must be given enough authority to accomplish them.
You should know what those authorities are.  There are three official publications that describe
the needed authority given you to perform your duty.

a. United States Navy Regulations, 1973.  As a noncommissioned officer, you should be
familiar with chapters 8, 9, and 11 of the Navy Regulations, parts of which are quoted below.

(1) Article 1104 reads in part as follows:  "All persons in the naval service are required
to obey readily and strictly, and to execute promptly, the lawful orders of their
superiors."  In addition to binding the noncommissioned officer to obedience to the
orders of his superiors, this article requires persons subordinate to him to obey his
lawful orders.
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(2) Article 0814 reads as follows:  "Persons in authority are forbidden to injure their
subordinates by tyrannical or capricious conduct, or by abusive language."  Military
leaders are granted certain authority and privileges to enable them to perform their
duties; the authority is not to be used for their personal comfort and convenience.
The good leader works harder than his or her subordinates to comply with
established rules to set the example for his Marines to follow.

(3) Article 0829 reads as follows:  "Chief warrant officers, warrant officers, petty
officers, and noncommissioned officers shall have, under their superiors, all
necessary authority for due performance of their duties, and they shall be obeyed
accordingly."  Article 91 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice provides for the
punishment of a subordinate who shows disrespect toward a superior
noncommissioned officer or who assaults or willfully disobeys a superior
noncommissioned officer.

b. Marine Corps Manual.  As a noncommissioned officer, you should be familiar with chapter
5 of the Marine Corps Manual, 1961, extracts from which are quoted below:

(1) "Command is exercised by virtue of office or by the special assignment."

(2) "Any commissioned, warrant, or noncommissioned officer of the Marine Corps is
eligible to command activities of the Marine Corps subject to limitations imposed by
the Commandant or higher authority."

c. Uniform Code of Military Justice, 1969 (rev.).  Article 7 of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice reads in part as follows:

(1) "Apprehension is the taking into custody of a person."

(2) "Any person authorized under regulations governing the armed forces to apprehend
persons subject to this code or to trial thereunder may do so upon reasonable belief
that an offense has been committed and that the person apprehended committed it."

(3) "All officers, warrant officers, petty officers and noncommissioned officers shall
have the authority to quell all quarrels, frays, and disorders among persons subject to
this code and to apprehend persons subject to this code who take part in the same."

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned about the personal and statistical qualifications for
promotion to the NCO ranks and the authority granted to those ranks by the promotion warrant
and regulations.
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Lesson 2 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 4 by performing the actions required.  Check
your responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. The statistical qualifications needed for appointment to NCO are

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

2. The personal qualifications needed for promotion include

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

3. Explain in your own words the meaning of the three sentences on the promotion
warrant.

a. First sentence: ___________________________________________

b. Second sentence: ___________________________________________

c. Third sentence: ___________________________________________

4. Which three official publications give Marine NCOs authority to do their job?

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________
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Lesson 3.  RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE MARINE NCO

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the four areas of NCO responsibility.

2. Give a specific example of the four areas of NCO responsibility.

1301.  The Four Areas of NCO Responsibility

As a Marine NCO, you have responsibility in four major areas.  To be successful as an NCO, you
must accept added responsibilities in all of these areas.  They include your responsibility to your
country, the Marine Corps, your organization, and finally, your subordinates.

1302.  Definitions of the Areas of Responsibility

a. Your country.  One responsibility as a Marine NCO to your country is to demonstrate
behavior that dignifies the United States and the American people.  For example, when you are in
a foreign country, conduct yourself in such a way that the people of that country will not be
offended.  Convey the feeling that you are an ally and are in their country as a guest, friend, and
protector of freedom.

b. The Marine Corps.  As a Marine NCO, it is your duty to be loyal to Marine Corps policies.
You  have the responsibility to develop leadership skills, professional knowledge, and
proficiency.  You develop this skill, knowledge, and proficiency through on-the-job experience,
reading, taking correspondence courses, attending service schools, and by seeking new tasks.
You also have the responsibility of presenting a favorable image of the United States Marines to
both public and to our sister services.  Community activity and friendly interservice competitions
are ways of presenting a favorable image.

c. Organization.  Your responsibilities to your own organization are many.  One important
responsibility is training Marines as a team and developing that team's loyalty.  While developing
a strong team loyalty, you must not do so at the expense of the other teams within your unit.  You
must ensure that teams within the unit cooperate with each other.  To achieve good teamwork, a
unit must show unhesitating response to orders and regulations.  You accomplish this by
demanding discipline within your unit and by taking the responsibility, at all times, for the
conduct of your Marines.

(1) Unit courtesy is clearly related to the unit's discipline and cooperation.  An example
of unit courtesy is coming to attention for an officer.  Unit courtesy has a special
practical use.  Often, instructions for a mission must be given in noisy surroundings.
Time and effort are saved if the commander has the attention of all Marines at once,
rather than waiting for Marines to be quiet.  The officer should not be expected to
shout over the voices of the Marines and compete with the surrounding noise, too.
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(2) Developing unit loyalty is another of your responsibilities to your organization.  Just
as you must ensure loyalty towards Marine Corps policies, you must ensure your
Marines have loyalty toward the organization's policies.

(3) If unit PT is required, you must conduct a real PT session; you can't just go through
the motions.  Making each assigned task as interesting as possible and doing each
task enthusiastically will help develop unit loyalty.

d. Subordinates.  As a Marine NCO, you have certain responsibilities to subordinates.  You
must train subordinates in their MOS to develop the proficiency and skills the Marine Corps
needs.  Often, proficiency in the MOS means life and death either to the individual Marine or to
another Marine.  You must educate your subordinates in military skills and also encourage
individual self-improvement.  You must be aware of educational opportunities and the unit's
policies and know where to direct Marines desiring aid (fig 1-3).

(1) Perhaps the most important of the responsibilities of an NCO toward subordinates is
taking care of their physical needs.  These needs include quarters and food.  You
have no control over billeting but you can ensure that the assigned areas are as good
as the situation allows.  By enforcing high standards of police, cleanliness, and
discipline, you can make the quarters as comfortable as possible.  As with billeting,
you have no control over food preparation, but by ensuring that the Marines are on
time for meals and in proper uniform, you can make the meals more pleasant.  In the
field, you will be the last one to eat.  You can take care of your Marines' needs by
ensuring that all problems, such as those in quarters maintenance, food quality, and
food quantity are brought to the attention of your immediate supervisor.

(2) Marines, like everybody else, need relaxation.  Recreation time is made available for
all Marines.  Organizational sports and unit get-togethers are ways of letting Marines
relax mentally and physically.  You must ensure that Marines get their fair share of
liberty.  This responsibility to your subordinate Marines is of such importance that it
will be discussed later in a separate lesson.  Before you can expect the most of
subordinate Marines, you must ensure their well-being.

Fig 1-3.  The NCO has responsibilities to subordinates.
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Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned that a Marine NCO has responsibility to his
country, the Marine Corps, to his organization, and to his subordinates.  You learned that, as an
NCO, you may have to make personal sacrifices for your subordinates' well-being.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 3 Exercise: Complete item 1 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. On the lines below, list four areas of an NCO's responsibility and, in your own
words, write an example of each.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 4.  LEADERSHIP IN GENERAL

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Define leadership.

2. Identify the three elements of leadership.

3. Identify what a leader does to assist an organization in accomplishing its goals.

1401.  Importance of Leadership

Why is leadership so important?  The answer to this question is simple.  Without leadership,
nothing requiring teamwork can be accomplished.  Before you can talk effectively about
leadership, you must know what leadership means.  There are almost as many definitions of
leadership as there are leaders.  The definition that combines all the ideas is simply this:  "The
sum of those qualities of intellect, human understanding, and moral character that enables a
person to inspire and control a group of people successfully."
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1402.  Elements of Leadership

This definition does not mention the military because leadership is not exclusive to the military.
Leadership is necessary whenever two or more people get together to perform a common task.
The leader's primary purpose is to ensure that the job is done, or, in the words of the military, that
the mission is accomplished. 

 Three essential elements are needed to perform the role of a leader (fig 1-4).  The leader is the
first essential element.  The second element in leadership is the group, or the people led;
obviously without this element, leadership would not be needed since there would be no one to
lead.  The third and final element is the situation.  Of the three elements, the third is never the
same.  The situation is dependent on what the mission of the organization is and the time
available to accomplish the desired goal.  Thus, each situation is unique.

1403.  Accomplishing Goals

Any organization needs good leaders to succeed in accomplishing its desired goals.  Leaders
organize jobs and workers.  They coordinate the tasks to achieve the desired results in a
systematic and logical manner, and they supervise the workers to ensure the tasks are
accomplished correctly and in a timely manner.

Fig 1-4.  The elements of leadership.
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Notes: When all three elements of leadership are brought together and the leader
exercises effective leadership over the group, the desired goal is attained.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the definitions and means for achieving motivation
and a motivational climate.

Lesson 4 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 4 by performing the actions required.  Check
your responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Define leadership.  

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

2. Which of the tasks listed below will a leader perform to assist an organization in
accomplishing its goals?

a. Socialize with workers to learn more about them
b. Organize the workers and their jobs
c. Supervise the workers
d. Follow management directions but do no more than this
e. Coordinate the tasks to achieve results

3. The three elements of leadership are

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

4. Which element of leadership changes constantly?

a. The leader
b. The group
c. The situation
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Lesson 5.  LEADERSHIP IN THE MILITARY

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. State the objective of military leadership.

2. State three reasons why military leadership is essential.

3. Identify two general responsibilities of leadership.

4. Identify the two types of leadership styles.

5. Give examples of why the individual Marine seeks leadership.

1501.  Objective of Military Leadership

The United States military has the mission of keeping our country free.  To accomplish this
mission, strong military leadership is essential.  Marines are all potential leaders and military
leadership should be important to everyone.  The objective or goal of military leadership is "the
creation and maintenance of an organization which will loyally and willingly accomplish any
reasonable task, assigned or indicated, and will initiate suitable action in the absence of orders."

1502.  Three Reasons for Military Leadership

With our country's freedom depending on us as Marines, we must ensure that we are always
capable of protecting our country.  A military unit is effective only when its leaders are.  There
are three reasons why military leadership is essential:

a.  The first reason is the coordination of people and activities within a unit; that is, getting the
right people to do the right job.  Without such coordination, capable people will not be assigned
the right tasks, and the unit will be in a state of confusion.

b.  A second reason for military leadership is to hold a military unit together.  A military unit is
made up of people organized to accomplish a mission that requires the successful completion of
a series of tasks.  When a unit is deployed, a set number of tasks must be assigned and
completed.  The unit must be inspected to ensure readiness, training schedules must be prepared,
and logistics plans must be made up.  Because it would be difficult for one leader to do all of
these things alone, unit leaders are needed.  In the Marine Corps, these unit leaders form a chain
of command from the Commandant down to the smallest unit.
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c.  A third reason for military leadership is to ensure a unit's success.  The unit achieves success
by accomplishing the assigned mission.  Through demonstration, motivation, and hard work,
leaders ensure that all missions are accomplished.  A leader's failure to ensure that subordinates
accomplish their task leads to the failure of the unit to accomplish its mission and thus the failure
of the military service in carrying out the larger mission.  And if the military service fails, our
country and way of life are in danger.

1503.  Responsibilities of Leadership

Leadership implies responsibility.  Within the military structure there are two general areas of
responsibility for every leader in every situation.  They are (1) the responsibility for ensuring that
the mission is accomplished and (2) the responsibility to the subordinates who work to
accomplish that mission.  (Responsibility toward subordinates will be discussed in another
lesson.)  Completion of the mission is the first priority of leadership.  How the individual leader
accomplishes the mission depends on the subordinates, the situation, and the leader's individual
leadership style.

1504.  Leadership Styles

a. There are two extremes in leadership styles:  the authoritarian (autocratic) and the
persuasive (democratic).  Each leader is free to choose a style of leadership; the choice of
leadership style is influenced by the situation, the subordinates, and leader's personality.

(1) Authoritarian style.  The authoritarian leader leads by personal control.
Characteristics of the authoritarian style are as follows:

(a) Lets subordinates know he is in charge.
(b) Makes subordinates into a team but remains outside the team membership.
(c) Tells subordinates what to do and how to do it.
(d) Makes all decisions without asking for suggestions.

(2) Persuasive style.  The persuasive leader uses personality to lead and influence
subordinates.  Characteristics of the persuasive style are as follows:

(a) Doesn't emphasize that he is in charge.
(b) Develops subordinates into a team of which the leader is a member.
(c) Asks subordinates to do their jobs.
(d) Makes the decision but asks for, listens to, and sometimes takes subordinates

advice.

b. The two styles of leadership mentioned above are the extremes.  Each style has its bad and
good points.  As displayed in front of subordinates, the authoritarian must be perfect or the
subordinates will lose respect for the leader; the persuasive leader must be alert that subordinates
won't play on friendships to get out of doing their work.  Very few Marine leaders are strictly
authoritarian or strictly persuasive.
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Most of them fall somewhere between the two styles, taking bits and pieces from each.  The
pieces used from each style are determined by the individual leader, the subordinates, and the
situation at the time.

c. Every Marine from private to general needs leadership.  Whether Marines are aware of it or
not, they seek leadership.  The reasons are both tangible and intangible.  Tangible (measurable)
needs include training and instruction.  Every Marine has an MOS and must be trained in that
MOS.  When Marines cannot understand the training and ask questions, they expect their leaders
to supply the answers.  A second reason leadership is sought is to obtain physical necessities.
The infantryman in the field, for example, seeks the advice of one of his NCOs when directed to
pitch shelter halves.  If the Marine pitches the shelter half in the wrong area, physical comfort
may suffer.  Pitching the shelter half in the ditch during a rainy season could lead to a wet,
uncomfortable night!  A third tangible reason why individual Marines seek advice and leadership
is to fulfill the need for incentives and challenges.  People join the Marine Corps for many
reasons, one of which is the desire to do something different and challenging.  Individual effort in
the Marine Corps is recognized and rewarded.  Promotions, meritorious masts, and letters of
appreciation are just a few of the ways the individual Marine can achieve tangible recognition for
a job well done.

d. There are also intangible needs for seeking leadership.  These intangible reasons include a
desire for adventure, a desire for security, the feeling of belonging, and a desire for recognition.
Many civilians join the Marine Corps for adventure and travel made available to them.  The
Marine Corps is second to none in job security.  The military is never unemployed!  Because
Marines are trained as a team, every Marine is a member of some type of team.  A Marine
completes an assigned task and waits for the supervising NCO to check the work.  In the same
way, Marines volunteer to be a drill instructor or recruiter.  These Marines want to get ahead and
achieve personal goals by taking challenging duty assignments.  They seek help and advice from
their leaders to achieve these goals.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned that the objective of military leadership is to
maintain an organization that will willingly accomplish a necessary task, assigned or not.  You
learned that there are three reasons for military leadership and that the leader has responsibilities
to his subordinates as he accomplishes the mission.  You learned that there is a persuasive as well
as authoritarian leadership style.
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Lesson 5 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 8 by performing the actions required.  Check
your responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. What is the objective of military leadership?

2. List three reasons why military leadership is essential.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

3. The two general responsibilities of a military leader are

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

4. The authoritarian leader leads by ___________________.

5. The persuasive leader uses __________________  to lead.

6. Most Marines lead by

a. authoritarian style.
b. persuasive style.
c. a style somewhere between the authoritarian and persuasive styles.

7. Tangible needs for leadership include

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

8. Intangible needs for leadership include desires for adventure, security, belonging,
 and                                  .
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Lesson 6.  THE LEADER'S CODE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the purpose of the leader's code.

2. Conduct a self-evaluation using the leader's code.

1601.  Leader's Code

a. To be an effective leader, you must know your professional strengths and weaknesses.  The
leader's code is a guideline to use in making an honest evaluation of yourself in leadership.  After
you determine these areas, you can improve weak areas and exploit the strong areas.

b. The leader's code.  "I become a leader by what I do.  I know my strengths and my weakness
and I strive constantly for self-improvement.  I live by a moral code with which I set an example
that others can emulate.  I know my job and I carry out the spirit as well as the letter of orders I
receive.  I take the initiative and seek responsibilities, and I face situations with boldness and
confidence.  I estimate the situations and make my own decisions as to the best course of action.
No matter what the requirements, I stay with the job until the job is done; no matter what the
results, I assume full responsibilities.  I train my men as a team and lead them with tact, with
enthusiasm, and with justice.  I command their confidence and their loyalty:  they know that I
would not assign to them any duty that I myself would not perform.  I see that they understand
their orders, and I follow through energetically to insure that their duties are fully discharged.  I
keep my men informed and I make their welfare one of my prime concerns.  These things I do
selflessly in fulfillment of the obligations of leadership and for the achievement of the group
goal."

1602.  Leadership Self-evaluation

Self-evaluation is simple.  As you read each sentence of the leader's code, ask yourself, "Is this
what I do?"  You must answer honestly!  When your answer is "no," you become aware of a
personal weak area and how it should be improved.  This evaluation is not meant to be the bible
of leadership; yes and no answers will not make or break you as a leader.  The leader's code is
simply a guideline to follow in the progress of your self-development as a leader.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the elements of the leader's code and you used the
code to perform a self-evaluation of your leadership.
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Lesson 6 Exercise: Complete items 1 and 2 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. The purpose of the leaders code is to

a. determine who is a good or bad leader.
b. provide a guideline of what an effective leader should be.
c. give the Marine Corps a basis for promotions.

2. When conducting a self-evaluation using the leader's code, the key to getting the
most out of the evaluation is to answer all sentences

a. without thinking a lot about each one.
b. the way you think they should be answered.
c. based on what your actions really are.
d. that you feel are important to you.

Before you go on to the following study units, conduct a self-evaluation of your leadership.  The
result will help you learn the rest of the course material and aid your personal growth by allowing
you to spend extra time in your weak areas.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. At some time in your career, you have been assigned a job which both you and your
senior knew you could do.  For some reason, your senior stood over your shoulder and kept
telling you how to do it.  (The senior did not trust you with the authority to do the job.)  How did
you feel?  To make matters worse, you discovered later that the job should not have been done in
the way that you were instructed to do it and your supervisor seemed to hold it against you that
he was "gigged" for the job.

What can you learn from such an experience to help you be a better NCO?

Recall other experiences you didn't like and determine how you can avoid doing the same
to your Marines.

2. A Marine corporal and two of his squad members walked into a downtown bar in
which a number of U.S. sailors and soldiers were present.  The corporal began to make
derogatory comments about the sailors and soldiers.  In no time, a fight started which resulted in
the three Marines taking a pretty bad beating.

Did the corporal violate his responsibility to his country, to the Marine Corps, to his
organization, and to his subordinates?  Did the corporal violate his responsibility to all four
or to a combination of two or more?  Discuss this with your peers.

As you study further in this course, you will find a number of examples of good and bad
leadership.  Keep your thoughts on this in mind as you get further guidance on how to deal
with your subordinates.

3. Does the smart person in a group always end up as a leader?  If a Marine seems to
know all the answers on how to get the job done, shouldn't that Marine be in charge?  If not, what
else is more important in leadership qualities?  Think about this as you study the next unit on
leadership traits and principles.

4. Read books and articles about military leaders.  Try to decide while you read if a
leader is more authoritarian or persuasive.  Which way seems best to you?  Are there some
situations in which you almost have to be authoritarian and others in which you almost have to be
persuasive?  If so, what kinds of situations require each kind of leadership style?
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UNIT SUMMARY

The chain of command ensures that each Marine has only one supervisor.  Its purpose is to link
the different levels of command.  The NCO's purpose in the chain of command is to pass on
orders and information, to train Marines, and to provide supervision and personal guidelines for
junior Marines.  After meeting certain statistical and personal qualifications, a lance corporal
may be promoted to corporal by the Promotion Warrant (DD 216 MC).

Leadership is the sum of those qualities of intellect, human understanding, and moral character.
These qualities enable a person to inspire and control a group of people successfully.  Leadership
involves a leader, those led, and a specific situation.  Military leadership has the goal of creating
and maintaining an organization that will loyally and willingly accomplish any reasonable task,
assigned or indicated, and will initiate suitable action in the absence of orders.  Leadership can
have the extremes of authoritarian or persuasive styles; most Marine leaders use a style
somewhere between.

The leader's code provides a guideline for the honest evaluation of personal strengths and
weaknesses.

Lesson Exercise Solutions

Note: Give yourself credit for answers that have reasonably similar wording.

Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions

Reference

1. a. To decentralize authority 1101a
b. To link levels of command 1101b

2. a. To serve as a link between Marines and supervisors 1102a
b. To train Marines to perform assigned tasks 1102b
c. To ensure close supervision and personal guidance 1102c

for junior Marines

Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions

1. a. Time in grade 1201a
b. Time in service 1201a
c. Composite score 1201a

2. a. Demonstrated maturity 1201b
b. Leadership ability 1201b
c. Professional MOS skill 1201b

3. a. You have an established leadership position. 1202b
b. You are to be obeyed as a Marine NCO. 1202c
c. You are to follow orders and directions. 1202d
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Study Unit 1 Lesson Exercise Solutions -- cont'd.

Reference

4. a. United States Navy Regulations, 1973 1203a
b. Marine Corps Manual 1203b
c. Uniform Code of Military Justice, 1969 (rev.) 1203c

Lesson 3 Exercise Solutions

Note: Give yourself credit for answers that have reasonably similar wording.

1. To your country.   Conduct yourself in a foreign country in a 1302a
way which you will not offend the people of that country.

2. To the Marine Corps.  Participate well in community service 1302b
and friendly interservice competitions.

3. To your organization.  Example:  Demand discipline 1302b
within your unit.

4. To your subordinates.  Example:  Be the last in the field 1302c
to eat.

Lesson 4 Exercise Solutions

1. The sum of those qualities of intellect, human under- 1401
standing, and moral character that enables a person to
inspire and control a group of people successfully.

2. b. 1403
3. a. the leader 1402

b. the situation 1402
c. those led 1402
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Study Unit 1 Lesson Exercise Solutions -- cont'd

Reference

Lesson 5 Exercise Solutions

1. The successful accomplishment of the mission 1501
2. a. Coordination of people and tasks within the unit 1502a

b. Hold the military unit together 1502b
c. Ensure unit success 1502c

3. a. Responsibility for ensuring that the mission is
accomplished

b. Responsibilities to the subordinates who work
to accomplish the mission

4. personal control 1504b
5. personality 
6. c. 1504b
7. a. training and instruction 1504c

b. physical necessities

8. recognition 1504d

Lesson 6 Exercise Solutions

1. b. 1601a
2. c. 1602
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STUDY UNIT 2

DEVELOPING LEADERS

Introduction.  Leaders are not born, but developed!  The Marine Corps has adopted the
fourteen leadership traits for leaders to use as a tool.  Every leadership trait is important
because all leadership traits work together and complement each other.  The leadership
traits can and should be used while planning how to handle situations and as a self-critique
for evaluating the way situations were handled.  Some of these traits, such as judgment and
knowledge, will improve with time and practice.  Another, such as integrity, is an example
of one of the traits that you must possess now.

Lesson 1.  LEADERSHIP TRAITS AND PRINCIPLES

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Define the term leadership traits.

2. State the purpose of leadership traits.

3. Define the term leadership principles.

4. State the purpose of leadership principles.

2101.  The Nature of Leadership Traits

Leadership traits are individual characteristics.  Proper understanding of the 14 leadership traits
will help you to gain the respect, confidence, willing obedience, and cooperation of your
Marines.

2102.  The Purpose of Leadership Traits

The purpose of the 14 leadership traits is to help you set guidelines for yourself.  By evaluating
your own personality with respect to the leadership traits, you can find your personal strengths
and weaknesses of leadership.  By following the traits as a guide, you can exploit your strong
traits and develop your weaker leadership traits.

2103.  Leadership Principles

The purpose of the leadership principles is the same as that of leadership traits.  The principles
give you a proven set of guidelines to follow while developing your personal leadership abilities.

The 11 leadership principles are general rules that, through the test of time, have been proven as
guides to successful conduct and actions.
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Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the definition and purpose of leadership traits and
principles.

Lesson 1 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 4 by performing the actions required.  Check
your responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Define the term leadership traits.

________________________________________________________________

2. What is the purpose of leadership traits?

________________________________________________________________

3. Define the term leadership principles.

________________________________________________________________

4. State the purpose of leadership principles.

________________________________________________________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 2.  EXAMINING LEADERSHIP TRAITS

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Define the 14 leadership traits and, given examples of the traits, match the example with
the appropriate trait.

Note: Training Extension Course (TEC), FOL:  Desirable Traits of Leader, Part 2,   
(909-971-0032-F), is recommended in connection with this study unit.  See
your training officer for availability of this course and the equipment for
viewing it.

2201.  Fourteen Leadership Traits

a. Integrity.  Integrity is the quality of absolute honesty, trustfulness, and uprightness of
character and moral principles.  In the Marine Corps, a few Marines hold the lives of many
Marines in their hands.  As a leader, you must have unquestioned integrity.  Honesty, a sense of
duty, and moral principles must be placed above all else.  You must be totally trustworthy for
subordinates to have faith in you and for seniors to have confidence in you.  The trait of integrity
is developed by the following the four practices and habits listed on the next page.
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(1) Practice absolute honesty and be trustworthy at all times, not only with yourself, but
with others.  Never shade the truth.

(2) Be accurate and truthful in all statements.  Don't tell your superiors only what you
think they want to hear.  Tell it as it is--but tactfully.

(3) Stand for what you believe, even if the belief is an unpopular one.

(4) Place honesty and duty above all else.

b. Knowledge.  Nothing will gain the confidence and respect of your subordinates more
quickly than demonstrated knowledge.  As an NCO, you should develop a program of learning.
Development of knowledge and skills is important and not only for military purposes.  You
should study and read not only to keep up with current changes in military policies but also to be
aware of matters of general interest in the everyday world.  To improve your knowledge of
military subjects, you can take correspondence courses (MCI) and study field and technical
manuals.  To stay aware of current events, read newspapers, log on to the internet, or read articles
and books on varied subjects.  Your base library or public library downtown is a great place to do
this!  Another excellent source of knowledge is from discussions with people of sound judgment
and experience.  Ask these people questions every time you have a chance.  The bottom line is,
before you can teach someone else how to do something, you first must know how to do it
yourself.  So, to develop the trait of knowledge, you should do the following:

(1) Read all kinds of articles and take courses.
(2) Listen to experienced people.
(3) Ask questions.

c. Courage.  Courage, the physical and mental control of fear, is essential to leadership.
Courage is a mental quality that allows you to recognize fear, yet enables you to meet danger or
opposition with calmness and firmness.  Courage is a quality of mind that gives you personal
control, enabling you to accept responsibility and to act in a dangerous situation.  You show
physical courage when you continue to perform in the face of personal danger.  Physical courage
also means controlling your emotions.  You show moral courage when you stand up for and
enforce decisions that are right even in the face of popular disfavor.  Admitting errors takes real
moral courage.  To develop the leadership trait of courage, you must do the following:

(1) Place duty over your personal desires or feelings.
(2) Look for and readily accept responsibilities.
(3) Speak in a calm tone, keep an orderliness in your thought process, and not make any

physical danger or hardship bigger than it really is.
(4) Stand for what is right, even in the face of popular disfavor.
(5) Never blame others for your mistakes.
(6) Recognize fear but control your emotions.
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d. Decisiveness.  Decisiveness is the ability to weigh all the facts in a situation; analyze the
facts, and then arrive at a sound and timely decision.  But before you make a decision, you must
be sure that you have all the facts.  Decisiveness is largely a matter of practice and experience.
To develop the trait of decisiveness, you should do the following:

(1) Form the habit of considering several points of view for every problem.
(2) Learn from the mistakes of others.
(3) Force yourself to make a decision and then check the decision to see if it is sound.
(4) Talk to people and practice making your conversations logical and clear.

e. Dependability.  A dependable leader is one who can be relied on to carry out any mission
to the best of his or her personal ability.  To be dependable, you must voluntarily and willingly
support the policies and orders of your seniors.  This does not mean blind obedience, but it does
imply a high sense of duty.  This high sense of duty results in your setting very high unit
standards.  You put personal interests second to military duty as well.  To develop the leadership
trait of dependability, you should do the following:

(1) Practice honest thinking--avoid making excuses.
(2) Accomplish the assigned task regardless of the obstacles.
(3) Always be prompt and perform all tasks to the best of your ability.
(4) Be careful about making promises and personal deals.  But when you have made

them, build a reputation for keeping them.

f. Initiative.  The trait of initiative is a key to being a successful leader.  Initiative is simply
seeing what has to be done and doing it without having to be told to do it.  As a Marine NCO,
you must develop initiative, not only in yourself, but in your subordinates as well.  Your Marines
will develop trust and respect when you take prompt action in meeting new situations.  To
develop initiative in subordinates, you should assign tasks according to the subordinates' ability
and experience.  But once a task is assigned, don't tell subordinates how to do it unless they ask
for suggestions.  By allowing subordinates to do the job, it not only develops initiative but frees
you to do other tasks.

Closely related to initiative is resourcefulness.  The successful NCO must know the assets
available and how they can best be used to accomplish the mission.  Resourcefulness sometimes
means using particular materials and methods to deal with a situation even when those materials
and methods are not normally used that way.
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Another side of initiative is the ability to anticipate.  Simply stated, this is the ability to foresee
situations before they arise.  This prior knowledge gives you a chance to plan for the event and
have preparations ready to deal with the situation.  It is easier to prevent a fire than to put one
out.

Initiative, combined with resourcefulness and anticipation, gives you an advantage.  When you
team initiative with good judgment and experience, you have a strong leadership plus.  The key
test that shows you have initiative is to recognize the task and accomplish it using the resources
at hand.  To develop initiative, you must practice the following:

(1) Develop and maintain a state of mental and physical alertness.
(2) Look for tasks to be done and do them without being told.
(3) Practice thinking and planning ahead.
(4) Anticipate situations before they arise and have a plan already developed.

g. Tact.  Tact is the ability to deal with people without causing friction or giving offense.
More simply stated, tact is the ability to say and do the right thing at the right time.  You must
use tact not only when dealing with seniors but with the subordinates as well.  To successfully
use tact, you must be courteous because courtesy given will be returned.  It is important that
courtesy not be misunderstood as "brown-nosing."  Inexperienced NCOs may wrongly feel that
politeness in a military command is a sign of weakness.  All orders given will be obeyed but
those given with courtesy will be obeyed willingly.  Even in emergency situations where orders
must be abrupt and rapid, there is no room or need for discourtesy.  Usually you will find that a
calm and courteous, though firm, manner of speech gets the best results.  Tact becomes very
important when criticizing a subordinate.  Lack of tact can crush a Marine's spirit and initiative.
Criticism must be made in a manner that points out a weakness in the subordinate's actions but
still encourages the subordinate to continue to show initiative.  To develop the leadership trait of
tact, you must do the following:

(1) Be considerate.  Develop the habit of cooperating in spirit as well as in fact.
(2) Study the actions of successful senior NCOs who enjoy a reputation for being able to

handle Marines successfully.
(3) Check yourself for tolerance and patience.  If at fault, correct your own habits.
(4) Apply the Golden Rule:  Do unto others as you would have them do unto you--it is

vital to teamwork.
(5) Let no Marine, superior or subordinate, exceed you in courtesy and consideration for

the feelings of others.

h. Justice.  Justice is fairness!  As a Marine NCO, you give rewards and punishments as each
case merits.  Justice must be impartial.  Personal feelings, emotions, beliefs, and prejudices must
not be allowed to influence your decision.  When dealing with a situation that requires justice,
you must be fair, consistent, and prompt.  It only takes one unfair decision to hurt your reputation
and cause you to lose the respect of your Marines.  Each Marine rates individual attention; each
case should be looked at individually and be dealt with fairly.
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Justice is involved not only in dealing with problems; it is also rewarding a job well done.  When
you use justice in recognizing outstanding effort, you boost morale.  To improve your trait of
justice, you should do the following:

(1) Search your mental attitudes to determine prejudices.  Then seek to rid your mind of
them.

(2) Learn to be absolutely impartial when imposing punishment or giving rewards.
  (3) Search out the facts of each case.

(4) Analyze cases that have been decided by leaders who have a reputation for justice.
(5) Study human behavior.
(6) Be honest with yourself.
(7) Recognize those subordinates worthy of commendation or reward.  Don't be known

as one who hands out only punishment.

i. Enthusiasm.  Enthusiasm is showing sincere interest and zeal in the performance of duties
(fig 2-1).  You should tackle all tasks cheerfully and with determination to do the best job
possible.  Enthusiasm is contagious and is an excellent way to set the example for subordinate
Marines.  Demonstrated enthusiasm in training and instructing develops a happy, close-knit, and
successful unit.  To develop the trait of enthusiasm, both personally and in others, you should

(1) Explain why the mission must be accomplished whenever you can do so.
(2) Know and believe in your work.
(3) Tackle all tasks with a cheerful "can-do" attitude.
(4) Believe in your mission no matter what it is.

Fig 2-1.  Enthusiasm.

j. Bearing.  Bearing is a Marine's general appearance, carriage, deportment, and conduct.  By
your bearing, you establish a standard for your peers, superiors, and subordinates.  Your
appearance should show confidence, competence, alertness, and energy.  Your clothing and
equipment should be neat and clean at all times (fig 2-2).  Your voice and actions should be
under control.  Few things can steady the morale of troops like a leader who, with full knowledge
of the difficulties of a situation, neither looks nor acts worried.  When speaking to Marines, talk
in short, plain sentences.  Never talk down to Marines or allow sarcasm to enter the conversation.
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Vulgar speech, frequent loss of temper, and an irritable nature show a lack of self-confidence that
subordinates easily see.  They react to lack of self-confidence with resentment or even
insubordination.  Avoid criticizing an entire group of Marines for the failings of a few.  Those
who didn't do anything wrong will resent it.  Your bearing should show dignity and control of
both emotions and actions.

Dignity shows pride and confidence in yourself and the ability of your Marines.  Emotional
control shows that you have any situation well in hand.  To develop and improve your bearing,
you should do the following:

(1) Practice control over your voice, facial expression, and gestures.
(2) Demonstrate calmness, sincerity, and understanding.
(3) Master your emotions so that you control them and they do not control you.
(4) Speak simply and directly.
(5) Never reprimand subordinates in the presence of their subordinates.
(6) Observe and study leaders who enjoy a reputation for good bearing.
(7) Know and adhere to regulations concerning dress, grooming, and conduct.
(8) Demand the highest standards of yourself and subordinates.
(9) Avoid indiscriminate coarse behavior, profanity, and vulgarity.

Fig 2-2.  Bearing.

k. Endurance.  Endurance, like courage, has two distinct parts.  Physical endurance means
being able to function effectively when tired or in pain (fig 2-3).  Mental endurance is the ability
to think straight when fatigued, distressed, or in pain.  Demonstrated endurance brings respect
from subordinates.  Lack of endurance fails not only to set a proper example for subordinates to
follow, but it can be also mistaken as lack of courage.  You can increase both mental and
physical endurance by doing the following:
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(1) Avoiding excesses that lower both physical and mental stamina.
(2) Keeping physically fit by exercise and proper diet.
(3) Learning to stand discomfort by undertaking hard physical tasks.
(4) Forcing yourself to study when you are tired and your mind is sluggish.
(5) Finishing every job regardless of obstacles.

Fig 2-3.  Endurance.

l. Unselfishness.  The unselfish leader is one who gives credit where credit is due.
Unselfishness means not taking advantage of a situation for personal gain at the expense of
others.  No subordinate can respect an NCO who takes credit for jobs well done and blames
others when performance is poor.  An unselfish Marine NCO will ensure subordinates' needs
come before personal needs.  To develop your trait of unselfishness, you should do the following:

(1) See that subordinates have the best that can be obtained for them under the
circumstances.

(2) Try to understand the problems, military or personal, of subordinates.
(3) Put the comfort, pleasures, and recreation of subordinates before your own.  In the

field, your Marines eat before you do.
(4) Give credit to subordinates for jobs well done and ensure that any recognition from

higher commands is passed on to the deserving Marine or Marines.

m. Loyalty.  Loyalty is the quality of faithfulness to your country, the Marine Corps, your
seniors, and your subordinates.  Demonstrated loyalty wins respect and confidence from seniors
and subordinates alike.  Your reputation spreads far and wide when it is based on actions taken to
protect subordinates from abuse.  Loyalty means supporting the views and methods the unit
employs, but it doesn't mean becoming a "yes man."  Every action you take must reflect loyalty to
every area to which you owe allegiance.  To develop loyalty, you should do the following:
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(1) Be quick to defend subordinates from abuse.
(2) Never give the slightest hint of disagreement with orders from seniors when giving

instructions to subordinates.
(3) Practice doing every task to the best of your ability.  Wholeheartedly support your

commander's decisions.
(4) Never discuss the personal problems of subordinates with others.  Keep such matters

confidential.
(5) Stand for your country, the Marine Corps, your unit, and your fellow Marines when

they are unjustly accused.
(6) Never criticize seniors in the presence of subordinates.
(7) Do not discuss command problems outside the unit.
(8) Be loyal to your seniors and subordinates.  Support the lawful policies of senior

officers whether you personally agree with them or not.  Loyalty is a two-way street.

n. Judgment.  Judgment is the ability to logically weigh facts and possible solutions on which
to base sound decisions and includes common sense!  When faced with a new problem or
information you don't understood, seek advice before you attempt a solution.  It isn't degrading to
ask questions.  It is embarrassing to arrive at a poor solution because of the lack of judgment to
seek help.  To develop the trait of judgment, you should do the following:

(1) Practice making estimates of the situation.
(2) Anticipate situations which require decisions to be prepared when the need arises.
(3) Avoid making rash decisions.
(4) Approach problems with a common sense attitude.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned about the 14 leadership traits.  The traits consist of
integrity, knowledge, courage, decisiveness, dependability, initiative, tact, justice, enthusiasm,
bearing, endurance, unselfishness, loyalty, and judgment.  The discussion of each trait defined
that trait and provided you with ways you could develop the trait within yourself.  Internalizing
the traits is them most important part of becoming a successful Marine Corps NCO leader.
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Lesson 2 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 15 by performing the actions required.  Check
your responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

Matching:  For items 1 through 14, match the leadership example in column 1 with the trait
in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided.

Column 1 Column 2

Example Trait

___ 1. Practice absolute honesty. a. Bearing
___ 2. Ask questions. b. Initiative
___ 3. Stand for what is right c. Courage

even if it's unpopular.
___ 4. Force yourself to make d. Knowledge

decisions.
___ 5. Accomplish the task e. Dependability

regardless of obstacles.
___ 6. Look for tasks and do them f. Enthusiasm

without being told to.
___ 7. Apply the "Golden Rule." g. Endurance
___ 8. Be absolutely impartial. h. Loyalty
___ 9. Tackle all tasks with a i. Decisiveness

"can do" attitude.
___ 10. Demand the highest standard j. Integrity

of yourself and others.
___ 11. Keep physically fit by exercise. k. Justice
___ 12. Give credit where credit is due. l. Judgment
___ 13. Don't discuss command m. Unselfishness

problems outside the unit.
___ 14. Avoid making rash decisions. n. Tact
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15. Define each leadership trait in your own words.

a. Integrity ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

b. Knowledge ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

c. Courage ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

d. Decisiveness ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

e. Dependability ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

f. Initiative ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

g. Tact ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

h. Justice ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

i. Enthusiasm ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

j. Bearing ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

k. Endurance ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

m. Loyalty ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

n. Judgment ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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Lesson 3.  EXAMINING LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Given examples of the 11 leadership principles, match each example with the appropriate
principle.

Note: Training Extension Course (TEC), FOL:  Principles of Leadership, Part 3,
(909-071-0033-F), is recommended in connection with this lesson.  See your
training officer for availability of the course and the equipment for viewing it.

3101.  The 11 Leadership Principles

a. Be technically and tactically proficient (fig 2-4).  Before you can lead, you must be able to
do the job; so the first principle of leadership is to know your job.  As a Marine NCO, you must
demonstrate your ability to accomplish the mission, and to do this, you must be capable of
answering questions and demonstrating competence in your MOS.  Respect is the reward of the
Marine NCO who shows competence.  Tactical and technical competence can be learned from
books and from on-the-job training.

Fig 2-4.  Be technically and tactically proficient.
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To develop proficiency in the leadership principle of being technically and tactically proficient,
you should do the following:

(1) Seek a well-rounded military education by attending service schools; by doing
independent reading and research; by taking correspondence courses from MCI,
colleges, or correspondence schools; and through off-duty education.

(2) Seek out and associate with capable leaders.  Observe and study their actions.
(3) Broaden your knowledge through association with members of other branches of the

U.S. armed services.
(4) Seek opportunities to apply knowledge through the exercise of command.  Good

leadership is a skill acquired only through practice.
(5) Prepare yourself for the job of leader at the next higher rank.

b. Know yourself and seek self-improvement (fig 2-5).  Use leadership traits to develop this
principle of leadership.  Evaluate yourself by using the leadership traits to determine your
strengths and weaknesses.  Then, work to improve your weaknesses and use your strengths
effectively when the opportunity to do so presents itself.  With a knowledge of yourself and your
experience with and knowledge of group behavior, you can determine the best way to deal with
any given situation.  With some Marines and in certain situations, the firm, hard stand may be
most effective; however, in other situations the "big brother" approach may work better.  You can
improve yourself in many ways.  Self-improvement can be achieved by reading and observing.
Ask your friends and seniors for an honest evaluation of your leadership.  Their advice will help
you to find your weakness and strengths.

Solicit, when appropriate, the honest
opinions of your contemporaries and
superiors as to how you can improve your
leadership abilities.

Fig 2-5.  Know yourself -- seek self-improvement.
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To develop yourself and seek self-improvement, you should do the following:

(1) Make an honest evaluation of yourself to determine your strong and weak personal
qualities.  Strive to overcome the weak ones and further strengthen those in which
you are strong.

(2) Seek the honest opinions of your friends or superiors on how you can improve your
leadership ability.

(3) Learn by studying the causes of success or failure of other leaders.
(4) Develop a genuine interest in people; acquire the human touch.
(5) Master the art of effective writing and speech.
(6) Have a definite goal and a definite plan to attain it.

c. Know your Marines and look out for their welfare (fig 2-6).  This is one of the most
important of the principles.  (To emphasize the importance of this principle, a separate study unit
later in this course will be devoted to how to help your Marines.)  You should know your
Marines and how they react to different situations.  This knowledge can save lives.  A Marine
who is nervous and lacks self-confidence should never be put in a situation where an important,
instant decision must be made.  Knowledge of your Marines' personalities will enable you, as the
NCO, to decide how to best handle each Marine and determine when close supervision is needed.

Fig 2-6.  Know your Marines and look out for their welfare.
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To know your Marines and look out for their welfare, you should do the following:

(1) Put your Marines' welfare before your own.
(2) Be approachable.  See the members of your unit and let them see you.
(3) Get to know and understand the Marines under your command.
(4) Concern yourself with the living conditions of the members of your unit.
(5) Help your Marines get needed support from available personnel services.
(6) Protect the health of your unit by active supervision of hygiene and sanitation.
(7) Determine your unit's mental attitude.
(8) Ensure fair and equal distribution of rewards.
(9) Encourage individual development.
(10) Provide sufficient recreational time and insist on participation.
(11) Share the hardships of your Marines so you can better understand their reactions.

d. Keep your Marines informed (fig 2-7).  Marines are inquisitive by nature.  To promote
efficiency and morale, a Marine NCO should inform the Marines in his unit of all happenings
and give reasons why things are to be done.  This, of course, is done when time and security
permit.  Informing your Marines of the situation makes them feel that they are a part of the team
and not just a cog in a wheel.  Informed Marines perform better and, if knowledgeable of the
situation, they can carry on without your personal supervision.  The key to giving out information
is to be sure that the Marines have enough information to do their job intelligently and to inspire
their initiative, enthusiasm, loyalty, and conviction.

Fig 2-7.  Keep your Marines informed.
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To apply this principle, do the following:

(1) Whenever possible, explain why tasks must be done and how you intend to do them.
(2) Assure yourself, by frequent inspections, that immediate subordinates are passing on

necessary information.
(3) Be alert to detect the spread of rumors.  Stop rumors by replacing them with the

truth.
(4) Build morale and esprit de corps by publicizing information concerning the

successes of your unit.
(5) Keep your unit informed about current legislation and regulations affecting their

promotion, privileges, and other benefits.

e. Set the example (fig 2-8).  As a Marine progresses through the ranks by promotion, all too
often he or she takes on the attitude of "Do as I say, not as I do."  Nothing turns Marines off to an
NCO faster!  As a Marine NCO, your duty is to set the standards for your Marines.  Your
appearance, attitude, physical fitness, and personal example are all watched by the Marines in
your unit.  If your personal standards are high, then you can rightfully demand the same of your
Marines.  If your personal standards are low, you are setting a double standard for your Marines
and you will rapidly lose their respect and confidence.  Remember your Marines reflect your
image!  Set the example by sharing danger and hardship with your Marines--demonstrate your
willingness to share their difficulties!

Fig 2-8.  Set the example.
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Techniques for setting the example include the following:

(1) Show your Marines that you are willing to do the same things you ask them to do.
(2) Be physically fit, well groomed, and correctly dressed.
(3) Maintain an optimistic outlook.  Develop the will to win by capitalizing on your

unit's abilities.  The more difficult the situation is, the better your chance is to display
an attitude of calm and confidence.

(4) Conduct yourself so that your personal habits are not open to criticism.
(5) Exercise initiative and promote the spirit of initiative in your Marines.
(6) Avoid showing favoritism to any subordinate.
(7) Share danger and hardship with your Marines to demonstrate your willingness to

assume your share of the difficulties.
(8) By performance, develop the thought within your Marines that you are the best NCO

for the position you hold.
(9) Delegate authority and avoid oversupervision to develop leadership among

subordinates.

f. Ensure the task is understood, supervised, and accomplished.  This principle is necessary in
the exercise of command.  Before you can expect your Marines to perform, they must first know
what is expected of them.  You must communicate your instructions in a clear, concise manner.
Talk at a level that your Marines will understand but not at a level so low that would insult their
intelligence.  Before your Marines start a task, allow them a chance to ask questions or seek
advice.  Supervision is essential.  Without supervision, you cannot know if the assigned task is
being properly accomplished.  Many NCOs tend to oversupervise.  Subordinates view
oversupervision as harassment and effectively stops the initiative.  Allow subordinates to use
their own techniques, and then periodically check their progress.

The most important part of this principle is the accomplishment of the mission.  All the
leadership, supervision, and guidance in the world are wasted if the end result is not the
successful accomplishment of the mission.  To ensure the task is understood, supervised, and
accomplished, you should do the following:

(1) Ensure that an order is necessary before issuing it.
(2) Use the established chain of command.
(3) Through study and practice, issue clear, concise, and positive orders.
(4) Encourage subordinates to ask questions concerning any point in your orders or

directives they do not understand.
(5) Question your Marines to determine if there is any doubt or misunderstanding in

regard to the task to be accomplished.
(6) Supervise the execution of your orders.
(7) Make sure your Marines have the resources needed to accomplish the mission.
(8) Vary your supervisory routine and the points which you emphasize during

inspections.
(9) Exercise care and thought in supervision.  Oversupervision hurts initiative and

creates resentment; undersupervision will not get the job done.
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g. Train your Marines as a team (fig 2-9).  Teamwork is the key to successful operations.
Teamwork is essential to both the smallest unit and the entire Marine Corps.  As a Marine NCO,
you must insist on teamwork from your Marines.  Train, play, and operate as a team.  Be sure that
each Marine knows his or her position and responsibilities within the team framework.

When team spirit is in evidence, the most difficult tasks become much easier to accomplish.
Teamwork is a two-way street.  Individual Marines give their best, and in return, the team
provides the Marine with security, recognition, and a sense of accomplishment.

Fig 2-9.  Train your Marines as a team.

To train your Marines as a team, you should do the following:

(1) Encourage unit participation in recreational and military events.
(2) Never publicly blame an individual for the team's failure nor praise one individual

for the team's success.
(3) Provide the best available facilities for unit training and make maximum use of

teamwork.
(4) Insure that all training is meaningful and that its purpose is clear to all members of

the command.
(5) Acquaint each Marine of your unit with the capabilities and limitations of all other

units, thereby developing mutual trust and understanding.
(6) Ensure that each junior leader understands the mechanics of tactical control for the

unit.
(7) Base team training on realistic, current, and probable conditions.
(8) Insist that each leader knows the functions of the other members of the team.
(9) Seek opportunities to train with other units.
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h. Make sound and timely decisions.  As an NCO, you must be able to rapidly evaluate a
situation and make sound decisions based on that evaluation.  Hesitation or reluctance to make a
decision leads subordinates to lose confidence in your abilities as a leader.  Loss of confidence in
turn creates confusion and hesitation within the unit.

Once you make a decision and discover it is the wrong one, don't hesitate to revise your decision.
Marines respect an NCO who corrects mistakes immediately instead of trying to bluff through a
poor decision.

Some suggestions for making sound and timely decisions include the following:

(1) Developing a logical and orderly thought process by practicing objective estimates of
the situation.

(2) Planning for every possible event that can reasonably be foreseen when time and the
situation permit you to do so.

(3) Considering the advice and suggestions of your subordinates whenever possible
before making decisions.

(4) Announcing decisions in time to allow subordinates to make necessary plans.
(5) Encouraging subordinates to estimate and make plans at the same time you do.
(6) Making sure your Marines are familiar with your policies and plans.
(7) Considering the effects of your decisions on all members of your unit.

i. Develop a sense of responsibility among your subordinates.  Another way to show your
Marines that you are interested in their welfare is to give them the opportunity for professional
development.  Assigning tasks and delegating the authority to accomplish tasks promotes mutual
confidence and respect between the NCO and subordinates.  It also encourages the subordinates
to exercise initiative and to give wholehearted cooperation in the accomplishment of unit tasks.
When you properly delegate authority, you demonstrate faith in your Marines and increase their
desire for greater responsibilities.  If you fail to delegate authority, you indicate a lack of
leadership, and your subordinates may take the failure to delegate to be due to a lack of trust in
their abilities.

To develop a sense of responsibility among your subordinates, you should do the following:

(1) Operate through the chain of command.
(2) Tell your subordinates what to do, not how to do it.  Hold them responsible for

results, but don't forget that the overall responsibility remains yours.  Delegate
enough authority to them to enable them to accomplish the task.

(3) Give your Marines frequent opportunities to perform duties usually performed by the
next higher ranks.

(4) Be quick to recognize your subordinates' accomplishments when they demonstrate
initiative and resourcefulness.

(5) Correct errors in judgment and initiative in a way that will not discourage the Marine
to try harder.  Avoid public criticism or condemnation.

(6) Give advice and assistance freely when your subordinates request it.
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(7) Let your Marines know that you will accept honest errors without punishment in
return.

(8) Assign your Marines to positions in accordance with demonstrated or potential
ability.

(9) Be prompt and fair in backing subordinates.  Until convinced otherwise, have faith in
each subordinate.

(10) Accept responsibility willingly and insist that your subordinates live by the same
standard.

j. Employ your command in accordance with its capabilities (fig 2-10).  Successful
completion of a task depends upon how well you know your unit's capabilities.  If the task
assigned is one that your unit has not been trained to do, failure is very likely to result.  Failures
lower your unit's morale and self-esteem.  You wouldn't send a cook section to PM a vehicle nor
would you send three Marines to do the job of ten.  Seek out challenging tasks for your unit but
be sure that your unit is prepared for and has the ability to successfully complete the mission.

Fig 2-10.  Employ your unit in accordance with its capabilities.

To employ your command in accordance with its capabilities, do the following:

(1) Not volunteer your unit for impossible tasks.  Not only will the unit fail, but your
Marines will think you are seeking personal glory.

(2) Keep yourself informed as to the operational effectiveness of your command.
(3) Be sure that tasks assigned to subordinates are reasonable but do not hesitate to

demand their utmost in an emergency.
(4) Analyze all assigned tasks.  If the means at your disposal are inadequate, inform your

immediate supervisor and request the necessary support.
(5) Assign tasks equally among your Marines.
(6) Use the full capabilities of your unit before requesting assistance.
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k. Seek responsibility and take responsibility for your actions.  For professional development,
you must actively seek out challenging assignments.  You must use initiative and sound
judgment when trying to accomplish jobs that are not required by your grade.  Seeking
responsibilities also means that you take the responsibility for your actions.  You are responsible
for everything your unit does or fails to do.  Regardless of the actions of your subordinates, the
responsibility for decisions and their applications fall on you.  You must issue all orders in your
name.  Stick by your convictions and do what you think is right; but accept justified and
constructive criticism.  Never remove or demote a subordinate for a failure that is the result of
your own mistake.

To seek and take responsibility for your actions, do the following:

(1) Learn the duties of your immediate senior and be prepared to accept the
responsibilities of those duties.

(2) Seek different leadership positions that will give you experience in accepting
responsibility in different fields.

(3) Take every opportunity that offers increased responsibility.
(4) Perform every act, large or small, to the best of your ability.  Your reward will be

increased opportunity to perform bigger and more important tasks.
(5) Stand up for what you think is right; have the courage of your convictions.
(6) Carefully evaluate a subordinate's failure before taking action.  Make sure the

apparent shortcomings are not due to an error on your part.  Consider the Marines
that are available.  Salvage a Marine if possible, and replace a Marine when
necessary.

(7) In the absence of orders, take the initiative to perform the actions you believe your
senior would direct you to perform if the leader were present.

Lesson Summary:  This lesson discussed the 11 leadership principles.  They include being
technically and tactically proficient; knowing yourself and seeking self-improvement; knowing
your Marines and looking out for their welfare; keeping your Marines informed; setting the
example; ensuring tasks are understood, supervised, and accomplished; training your Marines as
a team; making sound and timely decisions; developing a sense of responsibility among your
subordinates; employing your command in accordance with its capabilities; and seeking  and
taking responsibility for your actions.
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Lesson 3 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 11 by performing the actions required.  Check
your responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

Matching:  For items 1 through 11, match the example of leadership in column 1 with the
most appropriate principle of leadership in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces
provided.

Column 1 Column 2

Example of Leadership Principle of Leadership

___ 1. Explain why tasks must be a. Be technically and tactically proficient.
done and how you intend b. Know yourself and seek self-improvement.
to do them. c. Know your Marines and look out for their

___ 2. Conduct yourself so that  welfare
your personal habits are d. Keep your Marines informed.
not open to criticism. e. Set the example.

___ 3. Make an honest evaluation f. Ensure the task is understood, supervised,
of  yourself and work on and accomplished
on your weaknesses. g. Train your men as a team; develop the

___ 4. Learn the duties of your Marine Corps team.
supervisor and be prepared  h. Make sound and timely decisions.
to assume those duties i. Develop a sense of responsibility in
 responsibilities. your subordinates.

___ 5. Encourage unit participation j. Employ your command in accordance
in both military and with its capabilities.
recreational activities. k. Seek responsibility and take responsibility.

___ 6. Don't volunteer your Marines with its capabilities.
for a task that is impossible
for them to complete.

___ 7. Get to know your Marines
and encourage individual
development.

___ 8. Question your Marines to 
find out if they understand
what they are to do.

___ 9. Give your Marines plenty
of opportunities to perform
the duties of the next higher
rank.

___ 10. Seek a well rounded education
and keep abreast of changes in
your MOS.

___ 11. Announce plans in time for
subordinates to get prepared.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. From the list of leadership principles and leadership traits, select those that are your own
personal strong points and those that give you the most problems.  Make a self-development plan
or program to improve your performance in those principles or traits that are your weakest.

2. From the same list, think of situations or people who provide the best examples of each
trait and principle.

3. Obtain TEC lessons, FOL:  (909-071-0033-F) Principles of Leadership and FOL:
(909-071-0033-F)  Desirable Traits of a Leader  and review these in connection with your study
on these subjects.

UNIT SUMMARY

The 14 traits and 11 principles of leadership are not in themselves the solutions to the challenge
of becoming a good leader.  They can, however, help you because they present desirable personal
qualities of leaders and common sense guidelines you can use to improve your relations with
your Marines.  The principles and traits are closely related and often overlap.  By using these
leadership tools together, you can build a sound leadership foundation.  These guidelines give
you, as a Marine NCO, a starting point on which to build.  The next study unit will describe the
measurement of effective leadership and will provide you with a more thorough look at
leadership techniques.
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Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions

Reference

1. Individual personality characteristics 2101
2. Leadership traits are guidelines to evaluate 2102

your strengths and weaknesses in leadership.
3. Leadership principles are general rules that, 2103

through the test of time, have been proven as
guides to successful conduct and actions.

4. The leadership principles are a proven set of 2103
guidelines to follow while developing personal
leadership abilities.

Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions

1. j. 2201a(1)
2. d. 2201b(3
3. c. 2201c(4)
4. i. 2201d(3)
5. e. 2201e(2)
6. b. 2201f(2)
7. n. 2201g(4)
8. k. 2201h(2)
9. f. 2201i(3)
10. a. 2201j(8)
11. g. 2201k(2)
12. m. 2201l(4)
13. h. 2201m(7)
14. l. 2201n(3)

15. Give yourself credit for answers that have a reasonably
similar meaning to the following:

a. Integrity:  Quality of absolute honesty, trustfulness, 2201a
and uprightness of moral character.

b. Knowledge:  Development of mental skills and 2201b
information to keep tune with changes in your
MOS, the Corps, other services, and the world
at large.

c. Courage:  Physical and mental control of fear that 2201c
enables you to perform in the face of personal danger.

d. Decisiveness:  Ability to weigh all facts in a 2201d
situation; to analyze those facts, and arrive at
a sound and timely decision.
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Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions -- cont'd

Reference

e. Dependability:  Being one who can be relied 2201e
on to accomplish the mission to the best of ones
ability.

f. Initiative:  Seeing what has to be done and 2201f
doing it without having to be told to.

g. Tact:  The ability to deal with people without 2201g
causing friction or giving offense.

h. Justice:  Being fair and impartial and not basing 2201h
decisions on emotions, prejudices, or personal
feelings.

i. Enthusiasm:  Showing sincere interest and zeal in 2201i
the performance of every duty, likable or not.

j. Bearing:  A Marine's general appearance, carriage, 2201j
deportment, and conduct which by example
establishes a standard for your Marines.

k. Endurance:  The ability to continue to function 2201k
properly and think straight while in pain or while
tired.

l. Unselfishness:  Giving credit where credit is due 2201l
and not taking advantage of the situation by virtue
of your rank or position.

m. Loyalty:  The quality of faithfulness to your country, 2201m
the Marine Corps, your seniors, and subordinates.

n. Judgment:    The ability to logically weigh the facts 2201n
and possible solutions on which to base sound 
decisions.

Lesson 3 Exercise Solutions

1. d. 3101d(1)
2. e. 3101(e)4
3. b. 3101b(1)
4. k. 3101k(1)
5. g. 3101g(1)
6. j. 3101j(1)
7. c. 3101c(3), c(9)
8. f. 3101f(5)
9. i. 3101i(3)
10. a. 3101a(1)
11. h. 3101h(4)
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STUDY UNIT 3

MEASUREMENTS AND TECHNIQUES OF LEADERSHIP

Introduction.  There is more to being a leader than just being technically and tactically proficient yourself!
Inspiring your Marines to become technically and tactically proficiency is what a true leader does.  When
you accomplish this, you will notice that teamwork develops, and the unit takes on a spirit of its own.
Your actions, guidance, and personal interest in each Marine's well-being (personal and professional)
have the biggest influence in successfully mentoring Marines.  The reputation of every leader is based on
how well his or her unit functions 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.  In this study unit, we will cover the
four indicators of leadership and the techniques of leadership including professionalism, motivation,
communication, and problem solving.

Lesson 1.  MEASUREMENTS OF LEADERSHIP

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify and define the four indicators of leadership.

2. Identify the purpose of the leadership indicators.

3101.  Four Indicators of Leadership

The success of any unit depends on the leadership exercised within that unit.  Marines are only as good as their
leaders.  Thus, unit efficiency can be determined by measuring leadership.  To measure a unit's leadership, look
at the four indicators of leadership:  morale, esprit de corps, discipline, and unit proficiency.

a. Morale.  Morale is the state of the individual Marine's mind.  Morale is the most important leadership
indicator because the other indicators are affected by morale.

b. Esprit de corps.  Esprit de corps is loyalty to, pride in, and enthusiasm for a unit shown by its Marines.
Esprit de corps is the personality of a unit and makes up the unit's spirit.

c. Discipline.  Discipline is the individual or group attitude that ensures prompt, willing obedience to orders.
Discipline within a unit also means that Marines start actions and perform properly without being told to do so
and without direct supervision.

d. Proficiency.  Proficiency is the technical, tactical, and physical ability of a Marine or a unit to successfully
accomplish the assigned mission.
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Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the definitions and purposes of the four indicators of leadership.

Lesson 1 Exercise:Complete items 1 and 2 by performing the actions required.  Check your responses against
those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. List the 4 indicators of leadership and write a definition for each.

a. _____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

2. What is the purpose of leadership indicators?

_____________________________________________________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 2.  MEASURING MORALE AND ESPRIT DE CORPS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. State why high morale is needed.

2. Identify the indicators of the state of morale.

3. Identify the signs that indicate high esprit de corps.

4. Identify ways to develop high morale and esprit de corps.
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3201.  Morale

Morale in a unit is made up of many factors.  The feeling of Marines toward their fellow Marines, NCOs,
officers, and the Marine Corps in general all indicate the state of morale.  For a unit to function as a team, high
morale is essential.  When morale is high, a Marine has a feeling of confidence and well-being.  It is this feeling
that further enables the Marine to face hardship with courage, determination, and endurance.

3202.  Indicators of Morale

a. Because of its importance, morale must be checked constantly.  There are two basic ways to evaluate the
state of morale in a unit.  The first is through observation of the Marines within a unit, and the second is by
studying certain administrative reports.

b. Observation of your Marines can take place by watching them in their daily activities, by conducting
personnel inspections, and by talking to them both at work and on liberty.  Specific items to look for when
evaluating morale by observations are the following:

(1) Appearance
(2) Personal conduct
(3) Standards of military courtesy
(4) Personal hygiene
(5) Use of recreational facilities
(6) Amount of quarreling
(7) Presence of harmful or irresponsible rumors
(8) Condition of mess and quarters
(9) Care of equipment
(10) Response to orders and directives
(11) Job proficiency
(12) Motivation during training

c. Often by studying reports of punishment in your unit, you can determine the morale of the unit.  A lack of
nonjudicial punishment (NJPs) and a high reenlistment rate reflect high unit morale.  Specific administrative
reports to study include the following:

(1) Arrests, military or civil
(2) Damage to or loss of equipment through carelessness
(3) Family problems
(4) Indebtedness
(5) Malingerers
(6) Marines UA and deserters
(7) Requests for transfer
(8) Sick call rate
(9) Stragglers
(10) Reenlistment rates
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3203.  Esprit de Corps

Esprit de corps in a unit enables that unit to perform seemingly impossible tasks.  Pride in the unit's traditions,
history, and honor are reflected by the Marine's attitude toward the unit and its mission.  Signs that indicate a
high degree of esprit de corps within a unit are the following:

(1) Expressions from the Marines showing enthusiasm and pride in their unit
(2) A good reputation among other units
(3) A strong competitive spirit
(4) Willing participation by the members in unit activities
(5) Pride in traditions and history of the unit
(6) Readiness on the part of Marines to help one another
(7) The belief that their unit is better than any other unit in the Marine Corps
(8) High reenlistment rate in the unit

3204.  Development of Morale and Esprit de Corps

a. Both morale and esprit de corps are mental states.  As such, both are constantly changing;  they may be
high one week and low the next.  As an NCO, you must be continuously aware 
of the mental states of your Marines.  Problems, both personal and military, affect the mental attitude of your
Marines and thus affect the unit's performance.

To help develop high morale, you can do the following:

(1) Ensure that basic needs are satisfied.
(2) Teach belief in the cause and mission.
(3) Instill in your Marines confidence in themselves, their leaders, their training, and their equipment.
(4) Increase job satisfaction by carefully considering job assignments.
(5) Keep your Marines aware of your concern for them and the Marine Corps' interest in their

physical, moral, and spiritual welfare, as well as that of their dependents.
(6) Establish an effective awards program.
(7) Make your Marines feel that they are essential to the unit.
(8) Recognize your Marines' desire to retain individuality and to be treated as individuals.
(9) Encourage the strengthening of their ties to home, family, and religious groups.
(10) Maintain a professional atmosphere in training and administration.

b. High esprit de corps can be developed and maintained by doing the following:

(1) Start newly assigned Marines off right by a reception program, including an explanation of the unit's
history, traditions, and present role.

(2) Develop the feeling that the unit must excel.
(3) Recognize and publicize achievements of the unit and its members.
(4) Make use of ceremonies, symbols, slogans, and military music.
(5) Use competition to develop teamwork.
(6) Make proper use of decorations and awards.
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Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the definitions of morale and esprit de corps and how to bring
and  maintain each at a high level.

Lesson 2 Exercise:Complete items 1 through 7 by performing the actions required.  Check your responses
against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Why is a high state of morale needed?

_______________________________________________________________

2. List five items to check for when evaluating morale by observation.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

e. _____________________________________________________________

3. List five administrative reports to study that indicate the state of morale.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

e. _____________________________________________________________

4. Expressions from Marines showing pride in their unit, a strong competitive spirit, and a readiness
on the part of Marines to help one another are all indicators of high

a. morale. c. proficiency.
b. esprit de corps. d. discipline.

5. Strengthening a Marine's ties to home, family, and church will help improve his or her

a. proficiency. c. discipline.
b. esprit de corps. d. morale.
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6. Explaining a unit's history, traditions, and mission will help improve a Marine's

a. proficiency. c. discipline.
b. esprit de corps. d. morale.

7. The phrases listed below are means for developing either a high state of morale or a high state of
esprit de corps.  Place an "M" in front of the phrase if it concerns high morale or an "E" if the
phrase indicates high esprit de corps.

a.      Ensure basic needs are satisfied.
b.      Make Marines feel they are essential to the unit.
c.      Develop a feeling that the unit must excel.
d.      Encourage strengthening of ties at home and with the family.
e.      Make use of ceremonies, symbols, and slogans.
f.      Make proper use of military decorations and awards.
g.      Instill in your Marines a sense of confidence in themselves and in you.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 3.  EVALUATION OF DISCIPLINE AND PROFICIENCY

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Define discipline.

2. Identify the factors that indicate the state of discipline within a unit.

3. Identify how discipline is achieved.

4. Identify the factors used in evaluating the state of proficiency of a unit.

5. Identify how proficiency is achieved and maintained.

3301.  Discipline

a. Over the years, the term discipline has acquired at least three meanings--punishment, obedience, and
self-control.  The first meaning, punishment, is frequently used when a Marine violates a policy or regulation.
The Marine may be informed that he or she will be disciplined for his or her actions.

b. Secondly, discipline seems to suggest complete and total obedience to the orders of superiors.  The most
striking characteristic of this type of military discipline is the consistent and unwavering compliance with duty
demanded of all troops.
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c. Yet, under closer examination, the most constructive form of discipline involves something more than
either punishment or unquestioning obedience.  This leads to the third and highest concept of discipline which
involves self-control and a sense of personal responsibility that goes beyond the threat of punishment and is
demonstrated by more than mere obedience.

d. Discipline is the individual or group attitude that insures prompt obedience to orders and the starting of
proper actions in the absence of orders.  Discipline is an internal attitude that motivates men to conform to the
informal and formal requirements of their leaders and the service.  It is a state of mind that produces a readiness
for willing and intelligent obedience and for proper conduct.  Discipline insures stability under stress; it is
prerequisite for predictable performance.

e. Marine Corps leaders must learn and teach the standards of personal behavior, job performance,
courtesy, appearance, and ethical conduct that increase the willingness of their men to perform their jobs
efficiently.

3302.  Indicators of Discipline

Discipline is essential for combat efficiency and it obviously must be achieved before a unit enters combat.  Unit
discipline must be continually evaluated to make sure it is maintained.  Factors to look for as indicators of the
state of discipline are the following:

a. Attention to detail
b. Friendly relations between units and Marines
c. Devotion to duty
d. Proper senior-subordinate relationships
e. Standards of cleanliness, dress, and military courtesy
f. Promptness in responding to orders and directives
g. Using the chain of command
h. Ability and willingness to perform effectively with little or no supervision

3303.  Achievement of Discipline

Discipline can be achieved by continual effective training, hard work, and intelligent leadership.  Intelligent
leadership can be achieved by the following:

a. Demonstrating discipline by your own conduct and example
b. Starting and maintaining a fair and impartial system for punishment and the distribution of privileges and
rewards
c. Striving for mutual confidence and respect through training
d. Encouraging self-discipline among subordinate Marines
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3305.  Unit Proficiency

A unit accomplishes its assigned missions by being proficient.  A unit's worth is measured by its proficiency;
therefore, it is important to be able to evaluate the unit's proficiency.  Factors to look for when evaluating unit
proficiency include the following:

a. Personal appearance and physical condition of the Marines
b. Appearance and condition of weapons, equipment, and the unit area
c. Reaction time of the unit in various situations and conditions
d. Professional attitude demonstrated by the unit and its members
e. Troop leading ability of subordinate leaders
f. Promptness and accuracy in passing out orders, instructions, and information
g. Degree of skill demonstrated when accomplishing tasks

3306.  Achieving and Maintaining Proficiency

The old saying "practice makes perfect" is the key to unit and personal proficiency.  Continual training and
practical application of skills improve proficiency.  Improvement of individual proficiency leads to unit
proficiency when the training includes teamwork.  To achieve proficiency you, as an NCO, should do the
following:

a. Thoroughly train your Marines in their duties.
b. Emphasize teamwork through the chain of command.
c. Establish a sound physical conditioning program.
d. Provide for cross-training and encourage the Marines to learn the duties of the next    higher position.
e. Set high standards of performance and insist that they are met.
f. Check proficiency by inspecting and testing.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the definition of discipline, the factors that show the state of
discipline in a unit, and  how discipline is achieved, evaluated, and maintained.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 3 Exercise:Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the actions required.  Check your responses
against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Discipline is

_______________________________________________________________
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2. Listed below are factors indicating discipline or proficiency.  Place the letter "D" in the blank in
front of the factor if the factor indicates discipline and the letter "P" if the factor indicates
proficiency.

     a. Proper senior/subordinate relationship
     b. Personal appearance and physical condition of Marines
     c. Troop leading ability of subordinate leaders
     d. Degree of skill demonstrated in accomplishing tasks
     e. Promptness in responding to orders

3. Discipline and proficiency are keys to unit success.  Listed below are methods of achieving
discipline and proficiency.  Place a "D" in the blank if the phrase states a method used achieve
discipline or a "P" if it is used to achieve proficiency.

___ a. Thoroughly train Marines in their duties.
___ b. Set high standards of performance.
___ c. Use a fair and impartial system of reward and punishment.
___ d. Check by inspecting and testing.
___ e. Strive for mutual confidence and respect through training.
___ f. Encourage self discipline.
___ g. Establish sound physical conditioning programs.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 4.  PROFESSIONALISM

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Define a professional Marine.

2. Identify the two reasons why professionalism is important in the military.

3. Identify the three attributes needed to become a professional.

3401.  A Professional Marine

A professional Marine is one who has undergone special preparation and training, who has the knowledge on
which professional actions are based, and who has the ability to apply knowledge in a practical way.  The
professional leader knows the principles of leadership and how to apply them to the unit's advantage.  A
professional Marine tries to be of service; his wages are a means of earning a living but earning wages does not
become the primary purpose of his work.
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3402.  Why Professionalism is Important

There are two main reasons why professionalism is important in the military.  First, the military leader is a public
servant responsible for the defense of the nation.  Second, the military leader may have to take risks that
endanger the lives of subordinates and these risks must be carefully evaluated in light of all available facts.  If the
leader is less than professional, the unit may suffer needless casualties.

3403.  Attributes of a Professional

a. To become a professional, a Marine must develop the three attributes of technical competence, values,
and ethical conduct.  Much has been said about technical competence; you must know your job and be able to
do it well to lead others.  Knowing your job and doing it well gives you an inner confidence which in turn can
help give you a professional bearing.  This confidence can also lead in the wrong direction to an overbearing or
"smart aleck" bearing if you do not develop your values along with developing your confidence.

b. Values, in general, are those things that are important to you.  These include what is important to your
own life such as self-development; social values, or traditions you grew up with; economic values or what you
would like to own; political values such as loyalty to your country and voting; and religious values like reverence
for life and freedom of worship.  All of these relate to the way you approach people.  To develop professional
values and attitudes, you simply resolve to let nothing be more important to you than the welfare of your
Marines, the accomplishment of your mission, and your personal integrity.

c. Your personal integrity is based on your code of ethics--your sense of right or wrong.  Your code of
ethics is closely related to your values.  Your values include what you want, but your ethics are more involved
with the way you get what you want.  Getting a promotion may be important to you but if you put down other
people by "back biting" and cheating, you have not been ethical.  If, on the other hand, you desire to improve
yourself (value), you work to improve your knowledge and ability (technical competence), and you use methods
that are fair and honest (ethical conduct), you are on your way to being professional.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the definitition of a professional Marine and the importance and
attributes of this professionalism

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Lesson 4 Exercise:Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the actions required.  Check your responses
against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. What is a professional Marine?

_____________________________________________________________
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2. List two reasons why professionalism is important in the military.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

3. What are the three attributes needed to develop professionalism?

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 5.  MOTIVATION

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Define motivation.

2. Identify the methods an NCO can use to create a motivational climate.

3. Identify methods of motivation.

3501.  Motivation

a. Motivation is the internal process by which each Marine strives to satisfy personal goals or needs.
Motivation is probably the single most important factor in developing a highly proficient, mission-oriented unit.
Why is motivation of such great importance?  The reason is simple; motivation is the internal process by which
each individual Marine strives to satisfy personal goals or needs.  If you can properly motivate a Marine, that
Marine will do the best possible job because he sees the end result as the fulfillment of those things that are
personally important to him.

b. As a Marine NCO, you must learn to recognize each Marine's needs and then create an atmosphere that
will permit those needs to be satisfied.  You must channel these personal needs toward military goals.  If you fail
to recognize the needs of your Marines, you will fail to see the ways to use such needs to motivate your Marines
to meet military goals.  If you encourage Marines to put self-improvement above self-satisfactions, you can go
farther in channeling these needs towards military gains.
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3502.  A Motivational Climate

Creating a motivational climate gives a Marine the opportunity to satisfy personal needs, and at the same time, it
allows the military mission to be accomplished.  To create the desired climate, you, as an NCO, should do the
following.

a. Make newly assigned Marines feel welcome ( 3-1).

b. Assign useful tasks.  Before assigning a task make sure there is a reason for the task to be done.

c. Provide guidance and supervision without oversupervising.  Allow the Marine to try  personal methods to
accomplish a task.

d. Express appreciation for jobs well done and recognize efforts.

e. Refrain from personal humiliation and embarrassment.  Don't reprimand a Marine in public.

f. Challenge Marines in accordance with their capabilities.  Avoid assigning tasks that are either too easy or
too difficult.

Fig 3-1.  Motivating the newly assigned.

3503.  Methods for Achieving Motivation

Motivation can be achieved by positive or negative methods; each method can be either physical or mental.
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a. Positive motivation is by far the best method.  Positive motivation not only allows needs to be satisfied
but also creates an atmosphere of initiative and a desire to succeed.  Positive physical motivation is
accomplished by rewarding a Marine for a job well done.  Rewards can be given in many forms including time
off and decorations.  Care must be taken not to create a situation where a Marine expects a reward for just
doing the job.  You give special rewards for superior achievement but not just for accomplishing the mission.
Positive mental motivation is achieved by telling the Marine that his efforts are worthwhile and that the Marine is
a valuable member of the unit.  Once again, you must be careful to not praise efforts that barely get the job
done; however, failure to praise at all makes a Marine feel that the leaders don't appreciate his or her efforts.

b. The negative method of motivation is threatening a Marine with punishment for failure to perform as
expected or directed.  Like positive motivation, this method may achieve immediate results, but in the long run it
can hurt the Marine and the unit.  Threatened punishment can take both physical and mental forms.  Physical
punishment can be in the form of extra duty or a threat of extra duty unless a job is properly finished.  Mental
punishment is such that a Marine knows he'll be punished by perhaps losing face and respect or by not being
promoted if the job isn't done properly.

c. Negative motivation can create problems in several ways.  First, it may kill the initiative of a Marine.
Second, it may instill fear in the Marine.  Poor performance may not be a result of poor motivation but may be a
result of inability to perform the task.  If a Marine is punished for poor performance when that Marine is
incapable of accomplishing the tasks, the Marine will be motivated not to try since punishment is the only result.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the definitions and means for achieving motivation and a
motivational climate.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 5 Exercise:Complete items 1 through 5 by performing the actions required.  Check your responses
against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. What is motivation?

_____________________________________________________________

2. What are the ways an NCO can create a motivational climate?

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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3. What are the two methods of motivation?

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

4. Which is the best method of motivation?  Why?

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

5. What are two problems negative motivation can create?

(1)_____________________________________________________________

(2)_____________________________________________________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 6.  COMMUNICATING WITH YOUR MARINES

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the three ways to communicate.

2. Identify the means by which communication can be evaluated.

3. Identify barriers to communication.

3601.  Three Ways to Communicate

a. A good plan may fail unless all Marines know the what is expected of them.  The only method of
delivering this information is by communicating to the Marine.  As a Marine NCO, you must be able to clearly
communicate your instructions and orders to your Marines.

b. Communication can be made in any of three ways:  by physical touch, by physical movements or gestures
(fig 3-2), or by symbols.
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Fig 3-2.  A good way to communicate.

c. Physical touch is one method of getting the Marine's attention when the Marine isn't looking at you.
Closely associated with touch are physical gestures and movements.  This form of communication is useful when
silence is necessary or when the battleground noise is too loud for verbal instructions.  Hand and arms signals
are employed to guide helicopters down to the landing point or to disperse Marines into desired positions.

d. The third way to communicate is the most common.  Symbolic communication is broken down into
written and oral communications.  Oral communication is simply telling your desires by speaking, while written is
writing your desires or plans and passing the written page around.  Marine Corps orders are a form of written
communications.

3602.  Evaluating Methods of Communication

a. Whichever method of communication you choose to use, you must be able to determine how effective
your communication techniques are.  During the time you are giving instructions, you can answer questions and
explain the reasons, but the overall evaluation of communication can be determined only by the actions that
result from the communicated instructions.  If you told your senior lance corporal to "field day" the head and
failed to mention the showers, you failed to make your communication clear.  You might return to find the
showers not clean because of a misunderstanding.

b. Whenever you pass on orders or instructions there is always the possibility that the instructions will not be
properly understood or received.  Such a breakdown in communications is caused by barriers.  Barriers in
communication are a result of either poor instructions given or failure to understand the instructions received.
Examples of communication barriers include:
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(1) Different backgrounds and experiences.  Words have different meanings to different people; for
example, the word "wing" may mean something different to an aviation Marine from what it would
to a Marine cook.  Experience also plays an important part; a Marine with two years in the Corps
understands the unit's customs, while the Marine straight from "boot camp" may not know what is
expected.  Racial or national backgrounds are another cause for communication barriers.  A
Marine raised in a Spanish-speaking family may have problems understanding English, thus that
Marine might misunderstand the intended meaning of words and react badly to what he thought
was a racial slur.

(2) Poor listening.  Poor listening habits may be a communications barrier.  While you are talking, the
listener may be saying something to a friend; obviously, if people are talking they can't be listening
to the instructions.  The solution for this is to halt side conversations when you are talking and
demand total attention of the Marines.

(3) Closed mind.  When instructions are passed on to a Marine, the Marine may not agree with what is
being said.  If the Marine is strongly against the message content, that Marine will probably not
accept the communication.  Marines with closed minds may allow personal opinions to prevent
them from receiving the instructions.

(4) Fact versus inference.  Communications are passed down the chain of command.  Unfortunately
the actual wording is often changed from one leader to the next.  By the time the last Marine
receives instructions, those instructions may not resemble the ones originally issued.  Information
that started as being factual can be distorted by the assumptions of those who have passed it on.
Insure that the message you receive is correct and then pass the EXACT message on.  Be careful
to repeat exactly what was passed on to you.  Rumors often arise from failure to repeat the
message exactly and rumors can have nothing but adverse effects on a unit (fig 3-3).

Fig 3-3.  Fact versus rumor.
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(5) Misunderstanding.  Each communication must be given in a manner that allows no room for
misunderstanding.  For example, a helicopter pilot was given the mission to capture the enemy
soldier who was separated from his unit and was running through a field.  As the helicopter landed
near the fleeing enemy soldier, the pilot ordered his door gunner, "Get him!"  What were the door
gunner's actions?  Did he "get him" by firing with his machinegun or did he "get him" by leaving the
helicopter and physically capturing him?  The order "get him" is subject to interpretation by the
door gunner, and the door gunner's actions may not be what was intended by the pilot.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the methods of communication and the advantages and
disadvantages of each method.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Lesson 6 Exercise:Complete items 1 through 4 by performing the actions required.  Check your responses
against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. What is the best way to deliver instructions?

_______________________________________________________________

2. The three ways of communications are

(1)_____________________________________________________________

(2)_____________________________________________________________

(3)_____________________________________________________________

3. How can a communication be evaluated?

_______________________________________________________________

4. List four communication barriers.

(1)_____________________________________________________________

(2)_____________________________________________________________

(3)_____________________________________________________________

(4)_____________________________________________________________
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Lesson 7.  SENIOR/SUBORDINATE RELATIONS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. State how relationships with both seniors and subordinates should be maintained.

2. Identify the proper methods for dealing with seniors.

3. Identify the primary responsibility of a leader in dealing with subordinates.

3701.  The Importance of Good Relationships

a. Your working relationship with your Marines is a vital part of leadership.  An assigned mission will be
achieved with a lot of less trouble if the Marines get along well with each other and with their NCO.  As an
NCO, you may be in contact with your Marines twenty-four hours a day.  Your relations with seniors and
subordinates are not confined to duty hours; you may interact with them on liberty status as well.  The secret to
success is to keep your relations on a professional level at all times.

On duty, you should talk to Marines in a military manner using their rank and titles.  At all times you must
maintain your prestige as a leader.  To maintain prestige, you should never borrow money from subordinates
nor allow yourself to become too chummy with them.  At the same time, as a leader, you must be available to
subordinates and not give the appearance of being aloof.  Do not at any time join your subordinates when they
complain about decisions made by their superiors.

b. While on liberty, you, as an NCO, must retain your dignity.  To promote a spirit of teamwork, you should
encourage your Marines to go on liberty together, and, on an infrequent basis, you should socialize with your
subordinates.  As an NCO, you should spend most of your liberty time with fellow NCOs, not with
subordinates.  When you are asked to join a group of your Marines, however, you should not hesitate to do so;
Marines rate respect from you both officially and socially.

3702.  Dealing with Seniors

a. To deal effectively with seniors, you must show respect, cooperation, and tact.  An NCO's relations with
seniors are as important a reflection on noncommissioned officer's leadership ability as his or her relations with
subordinates.  To be a good leader, you must first be a good follower--showing the same cooperation and
respect toward seniors that you expect from your subordinates.  Before a Marine can be trusted with the
authority to lead others, a commander must be absolutely sure that the Marine will carry out instructions and
policies as given.

b. Tact is another important part of dealing with seniors.  A noncommissioned officer should study his
seniors.  Officers and senior noncommissioned officers with whom the NCO comes in contact with each have
certain personal traits and certain ways in which they do things.
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It is as important to know the "ground rules" in working for a particular senior as it is to know terms such as
"deck," "bulkhead," and "ladder."  Its possible, on the other hand, that a senior may insist on using the words
"floor, wall," or "stairs."  If the senior desires either one or the other terminology to be used in the unit, it is the
noncommissioned officer's duty to carry out those wishes.

The junior is not likely to change the senior's habit; furthermore, it is not the NCO's business to do so.  You
should adjust yourself to each of your seniors.  Perhaps a private can be forgiven for becoming confused at the
mannerisms of different commanders and senior noncommissioned officers, but a noncommissioned officer is a
Marine of mature judgment.  You must adjust yourself to the personalities of seniors more quickly and easily
than you would expect your Marines to.

c. Your approach to seniors must be professional.   As a noncommissioned officer you should always be
friendly with seniors, but not overly so.  If you are friendly and cooperative, you senior will have confidence in
you and you can work together smoothly.  If you are reprimanded, you must remember that your senior is there
to guide and help you and that the reprimand is not to promote the senior's personal well-being but to impress
your shortcomings on you; nothing insulting is intended.  You should benefit from the lesson learned and should
continue to greet your senior with a cheerful smile and, if the senior is an officer, a snappy salute.

To do so indicates that you are properly adjusted to your work and that you desire to cooperate.  It gives the
senior confidence in you and his confidence in your abilities is essential.

3703.  Your Primary Responsibility to Subordinates

Whenever possible, you must use your rank to look out for your subordinates' welfare and ensure you develop
their talents as much as possible.  Get them what they need!  The proper use of rank also includes some
"don'ts" also.  Don't take unfair advantage of your rank.  By calling subordinate Marines by their first name, you
are being unfair because they cannot do the same to you.  Also, don't use your rank as a barrier.  This means
that you must not set yourself above all your subordinates and look down on them.  Rank has its privileges but,
more importantly, it has responsibilities and one of them is to be available to your Marines.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you the importance of dealing effectively with seniors and subordinates and the
methods for accomplishing those goals.
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Lesson 7 Exercise:Complete items 1 through 4 by performing the actions required.  Check your
 responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Relationships with both seniors and subordinates should be conducted on a

_______________________________________________________________

2. What is the primary responsibility of a leader in dealing with subordinates?

_______________________________________________________________

3. Rank has its privileges but more importantly rank has its

_______________________________________________________________

4. To deal effectively with seniors you must show

_____________________, __________________, and __________________.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 8.  DECISION MAKING

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the three phases in the decision making process.

2. List the situations in which the decision making process can be applied.

3801.  Three Phases in the Decision Making Process

a. A Marine is promoted to the rank of NCO only after demonstrating proven ability.  With the promotion
comes the responsibility of looking out for others and making decisions that will affect the accomplishment of the
mission.  Mastering the decision making process comes about only through practice.  The decision making
process can be divided into three phases:  the preparatory phase, the deciding phase, and the action phase.

b. The preparatory phase is the one in which you identify the problem to be solved and then gather all the
information needed to make the decision.

c. The second phase is making the actual decision.  By using the information gathered you develop a list of
possible actions that will solve the problem.  This can be done by holding "brainstorming sessions" with others
or by yourself.  You look at and analyze each possible solution to see pros and cons of each and then you pick
the one that will best solve the problem.
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3802.  Situations

Now that you know how to go about making a decision, you will next learn when to use the decision making
process.  The decision making process can be used to solve almost every problem since it involves viewing a
problem in a logical manner and making a list of possible solutions.  This process is effective in solving personal
problems, in finding ways to efficiently complete a task, and in handling the problems of your Marines.  Practical
examples of the decision making process will be given later.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the the phases of the decision making process.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 8 Exercise:Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the actions required.  Check your responses
against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. List the three phases of the decision making process in proper order.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

2. Match each situation below with the appropriate phase of the decision making process you just
listed above in item 1.  (Check your answer to item #1 above before attempting this item.)

a. Identify the problem to be solved. _______________

b. Put the decision into practice. _______________

c. Gather all the information. _______________

d. Can be done by "brainstorming." _______________

e. Evaluate the results. _______________

 f. Make a list of all possible decisions. _______________
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3. List three situations in which the decision making process can be applied.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. A "game" which illustrates the problems of communication can be set up with the help of 4 to 10 Marines
as follows:  Read a short paragraph aloud to one Marine only and ask him to repeat what he just heard to
another; that Marine in turn relays what he heard, etc.  Have the last Marine repeat the message he heard for all
to hear.  Then read aloud the original message.  The difference may be interesting and can illustrate what can
happen to word passed by mouth.

2. Apply the decision making process to a personal problem or ways to complete a task which you must
deal with.  Write down the exact problem or task, the ideas you get for ways to solve the problem or complete
the task, and the reasons for selecting the one you decide to use.  Put into action.  Can you make the process
work for you?

3. Caution:  Do NOT attempt to evaluate your leaders or superiors.  Such critiques can lead to ill-will and
bitterness, with little or no beneficial results.

UNIT SUMMARY

This study unit has dealt with measuring the effectiveness of leadership and techniques for developing leadership.
A unit's proficiency is directly related to the effectiveness of the unit's leaders.  As an effective leader, you follow
the principles of leadership with an awareness of the forces which are influencing both your personal behavior
and that of your Marines.  You must understand yourself, your Marines, their jobs, behavior, and situations.
Understanding, however, is not enough.  The effective leader is also able to evaluate the unit by using the
indicators of leadership and act appropriately in light of the results.  The leader is one who can assess the forces
that influence personal actions and then act in the manner which produces the best results.

Evaluation of a unit's morale, esprit de corps, proficiency, and discipline all indicate the effectiveness of
leadership.

Techniques of leadership are used to effectively lead Marines.  Professionalism is one factor of leadership.  The
amount of professionalism a leader exhibits sets the standards for subordinates.  A second technique is
motivation.  You must instill in subordinates the desire to succeed, and this can only be done by satisfying their
personal needs.  To satisfy their needs, you must create a good motivational climate and then motivate them
with positive more than negative motivations.  A third technique of leadership is the ability to communicate.  You
must make your desires known and understood.
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Your relationship with your seniors and subordinates and professionalism are essential.  When dealing with
subordinates, discipline is an added requirement.  Your duty to develop and use their talents can only be
accomplished with professional and fair relations.  A final technique of leadership is the decision making
process.  By taking a problem, identifying it, deciding on the best course of action, and then implementing that
decision, you can solve personal problems and subordinate's problems, and determine the most efficient way to
accomplish a task.  The degree of proficiency you attain in leadership evaluation and the proper employment of
leadership techniques will determine your success as a Marine leader.
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Study Unit 3 Lesson Exercise Solutions

Note: Give yourself credit for answers that have reasonably similar wording.

Reference

Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions.

1. a. Morale; the state of an individual Marine's mind. 3101
b. Proficiency; the technical, tactical, and physical 3101

ability to successfully accomplish the mission.
c. Esprit de corps; loyalty to, pride in, and enthusiasm 3101

for a unit by its Marines.
d. Discipline; the attitude which ensures prompt, willing 3101

obedience to orders.
2. To determine unit efficiency. 3101

Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions

1. A high state of morale is needed because it gives the 3201
Marine a feeling of confidence and well being that
enables the Marine to face hardships with courage,
determination, and endurance.

2. Any five of the following in any order: 3202b

Appearance, Presence of harmful or irresponsible
rumors, Personal conduct , Condition of mess and
quarters, Standards of military courtesy, Care of 
equipment, Personal hygiene,  Response to orders
and directives, Use of recreational facilities
Job proficiency, Amount of quarreling, Motivation
during training

3. Any five of the following in any order: 3202c

Indebtedness, Sick call rate, Malingering,
Stragglers, Family problems, Reenlistment
rates, Requests for transfers, Arrests, military
or civil, Self-inflicted wounds, Damage to or
loss of equipment through carelessness, Men
absent without leave and deserters
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Study Unit 3 Lesson Exercise Solutions--cont'd

Reference

Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions--cont'd

4. b. 3203
5. d. 3204a
6. b. 3204b
7. a. M 3204a

b. M 3204a
c. E 3204b
d. M 3204a
e. E 3204b
f. E 3204b
g.  M 3204a

Lesson 3 Exercise Solutions

1. Prompt obedience to orders and starting proper actions 3301d
in the absence of orders.

2. a. D 3302
b. P 3305
c. P 3305
d. P 3305
e. D 3302

3. a.  P 3305
c. D 3302
d. P 3305
e. D 3302
f. D 3302
g. P 3305

Lesson 4 Exercise Solutions

1. A professional Marine leader is a Marine who has 3401
undergone special preparation and training (MOS)
which enables that Marine to make sound decisions,
based on acquired knowledge, in a practical way.

2. a. The military is responsible for national defense. 3402
b. The military is responsible for troops in combat. 3402

3. technical competence, values, and ethical conduct 3403
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Study Unit 3 Lesson Exercise Solutions -- cont'd
Reference

Lesson 5 Exercise Solutions

1.  Motivation is the internal process by which each 3501a
Marine strives to satisfy personal goals or needs.

2.  Assign useful tasks. Before assigning a task make 3502
sure there is a reason for the task to be done.
Provide guidance and supervision without over
supervising. Allow the Marine to try personal
methods to accomplish a task.
Express appreciation for jobs well done and
recognize efforts.
Refrain from personal humiliation and embarrassment.
Don't reprimand a Marine in public.
Challenge Marines in accordance with their capabilities.
Don't assign tasks that are too easy for an individual or,
on the other hand, tasks that the Marine isn't capable of
doing.

3.  Positive motivation and negative motivation 3503
4.  Positive motivation is best because it only allows

for needs to be satisfied but also creates an atmosphere of
initiative and desire to succeed. If poor performance results
from the Marine's inability to perform, then that Marine will
not try because punishment is the only reward.

5. Negative motivation kills initiative and instills 3504
fear in the Marine.

Lesson 6 Exercise Solutions

1.  Effective communication
2.  Physical touch 3601

Physical movements or gestures
Symbols (written or oral)

3. Studying the results of the communication.
4. Any four of the following:

Different backgrounds and experiences 3602b
Poor listening
Closed mind
Fact versus inference
Misunderstanding



Study Unit 3 Lesson Exercise Solutions -- cont'd

Reference

Lesson 7 Exercise Solutions

1. Professional level 3701
2. To develop the Marine's talents to their best ability
3. responsibilities. 3703
4. respect, cooperation, and tact.

Lesson 8 Exercise Solutions

1. Preparatory phase 3801
Making the actual decision 3801
Action 3801

2. a. Preparatory phase 3801
b. Action phase 3801
c. Preparatory phase 3801
d. Making the decision phase 3801
e. Action phase 3801

3. In solving personal problems 3802
In finding ways to complete a task 3802
In handling your Marine's problems. 3802
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STUDY UNIT 4

ISSUES FACING THE NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER OF TODAY

Introduction.  In today's Marine Corps, it is not enough to be technically and tactically
proficient.  Because we are a team, we must be able to work together and doing so requires
an understanding of our fellow Marines.   Having a variety of races and ethnic groups as
well as both genders contributes to a unit's "personality" and strength.  How well the unit
leader understands the dynamics of these areas will have an effect on the unit's
effectiveness, or non-effectiveness, as the case may be.  Drugs are an ominous presence,
and must not be allowed to pollute your Marines.  Alcohol is another potentially
destructive force that will cripple your unit if its abuse goes unchecked.  Because we travel
to all points of the earth interacting with other cultures, culture shock is another dynamic
that must be understood.  Doing so will help ensure that maximum benefit is realized for
both our military units and for Marines as individuals on liberty where we are ultimately
ambassadors for our great country.  This study unit gives only a basic guidance in these
areas--there are no set scripts.  Experienced, respected peers and senior leadership will be
able to give invaluable insight on the right thing to do for each situation.

Lesson 1.  WOMEN IN THE MARINE CORPS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. State the way in which the role of women in the Marine Corps has changed.

2. Identify the proper way for dealing with Marines of the opposite sex.

3. Identify the basis for authority.

4101.  Role of Women in the Marine Corps

When the United States decided to stop drafting men into the Armed Forces, a new recruiting
problem arose.  The Marine Corps still had the same personnel requirements and billets to fill
and more of these vacancies were filled by women.  The number of women Marines increased at
a rapid rate because women were no longer restricted to the administration field and the role of
women has expanded.  Women Marines now serve in many more MOSs and billets offered by
the Marine Corps than before (fig 4-1).
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Fig 4-1.  A Woman Marine.

4102.  Subordinates of the Opposite Sex

A Marine NCO may be placed in the position in which members of the opposite sex serve as
subordinates.  An NCO cannot show favoritism because of sex.  Subordinates must be treated as
Marines, not as male Marines or female Marines.  Many Marine NCOs are now female and are in
billets in which their subordinate Marines are male; the sex of the NCO has nothing to do with
the authority of the NCO.  A promotion warrant appoints a Marine to the rank of NCO and not to
the rank of female or male NCO.  A Marine, male or female, is put into a position of authority
not because of gender, but because of proven ability and rank; thus, a subordinate Marine must
give all NCOs due respect and accept and follow lawful orders from every NCO in the Marine
Corps.

4103.  Using Your Authority Effectively

As an NCO, you will supervise the completion of numerous activities and you will be assigned a
number of Marines to help you carry out the duties of your mission.  You must recognize the
qualifications of your Marines--their physical abilities and their proficiency, before assigning
them to their tasks if you expect to accomplish the mission successfully.  An NCO should not
assign the smallest Marine, male or female, to carry a piece of heavy equipment when a larger,
stronger Marine is available.  Assignments, then, should be distributed correctly after all factors
needed to accomplish the mission have been carefully evaluated.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned about the role of women Marines and how to use
your authority effectively when dealing with subordinates of the opposite sex.
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Lesson 1 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 4 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. In what way has the role of women in the Marine Corps changed?

______________________________________________________________

2. What is the proper way for dealing with Marines of the opposite sex?

______________________________________________________________

3. On what basis should tasks be assigned?

______________________________________________________________

4. Which should be the basis for authority, rank or sex?

______________________________________________________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 2.  RACIAL AND ETHNIC RELATIONS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Define race relations.

2. Define prejudice.

3. Define discrimination.

4. Identify causes of racial tension.

5. Identify indicators of racial tension.

6. Identify the methods used to reduce racial tension.

4201.  What is Race Relations?

a. Race relations deals with how people of different races get along with each other.  In any
organization where people of different races, ethnic groups (national backgrounds), religions,
sexes, and colors work together, there is a possibility of conflicts.  These conflicts can occur in
the Marine Corps as well as elsewhere.  A bridge of teamwork must be built between the groups
if the Marine Corps is to complete its mission, and the causes of conflicts must be understood
and eliminated as soon as possible.
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b. To understand the problems that arise within mixed groups, you must be familiar with the
policies of the Marine Corps concerning racial relations.  Maintaining good relations simply
means getting along with groups of people of different races, backgrounds, and ethnic groups in
both work and recreation.  The effective leader must be able to accomplish the mission and, at
the same time ensure that discrimination and prejudice are not shown.  The key to race relations
is understanding.  You must know why a majority group acts a particular way and it helps to
know a bit of that minority group's history.  The Marine Corps holds leadership race relations
classes to aid help you study these situations and avoid potential problems.  These programs
encourage Marines of all races to talk about their problems and the reason for their reactions to
those problems.  Prejudice and discrimination are two of the major problems when dealing with
Marines of different races and backgrounds.

4202.  Prejudice

Prejudice is an irrational attitude directed toward people of different races, groups, or religions.
A prejudiced Marine is one who dislikes other Marines simply because they are somehow
different and for no other reason.

4203.  Discrimination

 Discrimination is closely related to prejudice.  It can be divided into personal and institutional
discrimination.  Personal discrimination is the unequal treatment of one group, or members of
one group of people, by another group.  An example is the NCO who dislikes minority Marines
and assigns these Marines to all the worst details.  Institutional discrimination occurs when an
organization works to make members of one group subordinate to another.  The Ku Klux Klan
and the American Nazi party are examples of organizations that practice institutional
discrimination.

4204.  The Causes of Racial Tensions

a. Racial tension occurs when Marines of different races are in conflict each other.  These
conflicts can take the form of arguments or even violence.  Racial tensions are caused or
increased by the following factors:

(1) Insensitive leadership
(2) Not understanding the need for racial identity
(3) Racial prejudice and discrimination
(4) Unfair giving of rewards and punishment
(5) Racial militancy and reactions to it
(6) Limited recognition and awareness of minority groups
(7) Absence of racial relations
(8) Failure of leaders to investigate and properly act on complaints of either minorities    

or majorities
(9) Accusations of discrimination by a minority group to gain advantage
(10) Indifference to and antagonism toward authority
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b. While it is important for a leader to know the cause of racial tension, it is of equal or
greater importance that the NCO be able to identify racial tensions among the unit's Marines (fig
4-2).  The first indicator of racial tension is indifference between Marines and NCOs of a
different race.  Lack of demonstrated respect is one obvious example.  The black lance corporal
who says "yeah man" when answering a white NCO or the white PFC who takes the order but
refuses to answer the black NCO are examples of this indifference.

Fig 4-2.  Indicators of racial tension.

c. A second indicator is what appears to be unfair or impartial treatment.  An example
demonstrating this indicator is a leader who announces that no one will be excused from an
upcoming field exercise without personal approval because of a critical shortage of Marines.
After the unit has been in the field for a week, several black Marines request permission to return
to garrison to participate in base religious ceremonies commemorating the birth of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.  The leader grants the request.  Later, several white Marines, who did not know
the reason why the black Marines had returned to garrison, began to complain of black favoritism
on the part of the leader.  Because the leader failed to properly inform the members of the unit,
the potential for racial unrest develops.  The leader could have prevented this misunderstanding if
he had explained to the unit the importance many blacks attach to the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.
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The leader also could have explained that similar requests for other racial or religious groups
under similar circumstances would be approved.  Or, the leader could have given all interested
Marines in the unit the opportunity to participate in the ceremonies.

d. A third indicator of racial tension is polarization.  This occurs when Marines in the same
race associate only among themselves and avoid Marines of other races.  This indicator can be
difficult to pick out because Marines with the same background and interests naturally associate
easily among themselves without racial tension being involved.  As an NCO, the sooner you can
identify the indicators of racial tension, the better your chances of successfully reducing or
stopping it.

e. The last thing any organization needs is racial conflict among its members.  When racial
tensions are found to be the cause of individual problems within the unit, efforts to deal with
these tensions must deal with the situations that caused the tensions in the first place.  Tensions
can be reduced by improving communication, by fair and impartial leadership, by organizing
group activities, and by immediately investigating complaints.

4205.  Methods of Dealing with Tensions

a. Communication can be a factor that can both cause or reduce racial tension (fig 4-3).
Misunderstanding the word that is passed on or getting only part of the facts may cause racial
tension.  As an NCO, you must be sure that the information you want to pass will reach your
subordinates as accurately and correctly as when you said it.  When an explanation is called for,
take the time to explain.  In this way, you may reduce the possibility of racial tension.  Whenever
you become aware of a rumor, you must stop it from spreading by replacing it with the facts.
Keeping abreast of a situation and keeping your Marines informed of your reasons for doing
things in a particular way will eliminate any misunderstanding among your Marines.  Avoid
racial slurs or slang words that add to tension and give the impression that you are hiding
prejudices.

Fig 4-3.  Communication reduces tension.
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b. Racial tension can also be reduced by practicing fair and impartial leadership.  Your
Marines must feel confident that you are not showing discrimination or prejudice toward one
group or race.  By rewarding Marines for a job well done and by punishing Marines for actual
misconduct regardless of race, you can further demonstrate that prejudice or discrimination plays
no part in your leadership.  Failure to be fair will give the impression of discrimination.  If one
Marine is given a more severe punishment for a common mistake, be sure to let the real reason
be known:  this added punishment was awarded because of a history of poor performance, for
example, and not just because of the Marine's race or religion.

c. A third method for reducing racial tension is by having organized group activities.  Ensure
that recreational events are organized so that all races can participate if they desire.  Offer events
that appeal to every ethnic or racial group.  Basketball, for example, may be popular with black
Marines but not with Mexican-American Marines.

d. The fourth method for reducing racial tension is to investigate all complaints or grievances,
no matter how small.  When a Marine or group of Marines makes a complaint, you must
carefully and fully investigate the complaint, take corrective actions if needed, and, when
possible, publicize the results.  Each Marine must be kept informed of the action taken
concerning his or her complaint.  When investigating a complaint of a racial nature, avoid using
only Marines of one minority group as a source of information.  The use of minority Marines is
useful in investigations; however, their sole use may be understood as an attempt to correct only
the immediate problem and not treat the cause of the problem.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the about the causes of racial tension and the
methods for dealing with and reducing racial tension.
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Lesson 2 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 6 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Define race relations.

_______________________________________________________________

2. Define prejudice.

_______________________________________________________________

3. Define discrimination.

_______________________________________________________________

4. List seven causes of racial tension.

(1) __________________________________________________________

(2) __________________________________________________________

(3) __________________________________________________________

(4) __________________________________________________________

(5) __________________________________________________________

(6) __________________________________________________________

(7) __________________________________________________________

5. The three indications of racial tension are

(1) __________________________________________________________

(2) __________________________________________________________

(3) __________________________________________________________

6. List four methods of reducing racial tension.

(1) __________________________________________________________

(2) __________________________________________________________

(3) __________________________________________________________

(4) __________________________________________________________
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Lesson 3.  DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify reasons why Marines take drugs.

2. Identify methods for identifying drug abusers.

3. Identify the official order for the Marine Corps on substance abuse.

4. Identify the problems caused by the alcohol abuser.

5. List the two level III treatment facilities for drug dependency.

5. List the three ways to prevent substance abuse.

4301.  Drug Abuse

a. Like alcohol abuse, drug abuse is a social disease.  One of the most serious problems you
may face as an NCO is that of Marines using drugs that are not prescribed by a physician (fig
4-4).  Drug usage has taken on a more prominent role in the Marine Corps since the early days of
Vietnam.  Marines take drugs for many reasons.  A Marine may develop a physical dependence
on drugs and, if the habit cannot be controlled, physical illness may result.  Closely related to the
physical addiction is the psychological addiction.  A Marine with psychological addiction thinks
that proper performance can be maintained only by using drugs.

Fig 4-4.  Drug abuse.
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b. Many Marines take drugs just on impulse or because it makes them "feel good."  Drugs are
readily available and a Marine may try a certain drug just to see what effects that drug has.
Another reason for taking drugs is that of social pressures.  If all the friends of a Marine take
drugs, that Marine probably will take drugs since failure to do so may create distrust among his
friends; thus, to remain a member of the "group" a Marine feels he must go along.

c. A final reason a Marine will take drugs is just to escape from reality.  A Marine who does
not like the situation he or she is in may take drugs to mentally escape from that situation.

4302.  Identifying Drug Abuse

a. Your duty as a Marine NCO is to enforce all rules and regulations contained in the
Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).  One of the violations of the UCMJ is the use of
nonprescribed drugs.  There are three basic ways of identifying Marines who are using drugs  The
first is by drug abuse testing.  This is simply a random sampling of Marines who are required to
take a urinalysis, but it is your duty to report suspected drug abusers to your commanding officer
who can authorize the tests.

b. The second method of identifying drug abusers is to actually catch the Marine with drugs
in his or her possession.  As an NCO, your duty is to turn in Marines that you actually catch
using or possessing drugs.  If you suspect a Marine of having hidden drugs, you must notify the
appropriate authority so that the Marine's personal property can be searched legally.  As an NCO,
you cannot search a Marine's personal property for drugs unless you have cooperation.

c. The third and final method of identifying Marine drug abusers is by use of informants.  A
Marine may see other Marines using drugs and let you know.  It is your duty to pass this
information on to the proper authority; it is also your duty to protect the Marine who gave you the
information.  In extreme cases, physical protection may be necessary, but at all times you must
ensure that the informing Marine isn't harassed or discriminated against by the other Marines.

On occasion a Marine will realize that he or she has a drug problem and wants to be free of drug
dependence.  That Marine may turn to you for help through rehabilitation; as an NCO, you must
act quickly to get the Marine to the proper authorities.

4303.  Applicable Marine Corps Order

a. MCO P5300.12A (fig 4-5) is the official order for the Marine Corps' substance abuse
program.  The order states that " The United States Marine Corps will not tolerate the possession,
use, sale, or distribution of illegal drugs and believes a drug free environment is essential to
mission accomplishment.  Accordingly, all Marines, regardless of pay grade, determined as
having used or possessed illegal drugs will be processed for administrative separation for
misconduct, by reason of drug abuse, per MCO P1900.16E, paragraph 6210.5.
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Fig 4-5.  MCO P5300.12A

4-11

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

2 NAVY ANNEX
WASHINGTON, DC 20380-1775

MCO 5300.12A
MHH
13 Dec 96

 MARINE CORPS ORDER P5300.12A

 From: Commandant of the Marine Corps
 To:    Distribution List

 Subj: THE MARINE CORPS SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM

 Ref. (a) SECNAVINST 5300.28B
(b) The Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1984
(c) U.S. Navy Reg. 1973, Art.  II 51
(d) MCO P1900.16E
(e) MCO PI 400.3 1 A
(f) MCO PI 400.32A
(g) MCO P 1 040.3 1 G
(h) MCO 5521.3H
(i) MCO 6320.2C
(j) MCO PI 610.7D
(k) MCO P5 600.3 1 G
(1) MCO P5211.2A
(m) MCO 1700.22C

Encl: (1) Locator Sheet

 Reports Required: I. Drug and Alcohol Abuse Report (DAAR), (Report Control Symbol DD-5300-06), par. 3300

 1. Purpose.  To publish the policies, procedures, and standards of the Marine Corps Substance Abuse Program,
 and to establish responsibility for execution of the program per the policies, procedures, and standards contained in
 references (a) through (m).

 2. Cancellation.  MCO P5300.12.

 3. Summary of Revisions.  This Order has been substantively revised and must be reviewed in its entirety.

 4. Background.  This Manual contains the specifics of those programs as modified by recent developments and 
 changes published through DoD directives, SECNAV instructions, Marine Corps bulletins and ALMARS.  This Manual  is
designed for ease in locating specific items and to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the Marine Corps
 Substance Abuse Program.

 5. Recommendations.  Recommendations concerning the contents of the Marine Corps Substance Abuse Program  
are invited.  Such recommendations should be forwarded to the CMC (MHH



b. As an NCO, you must be familiar with this order and ensure that your Marines are aware of
it.  You must know your unit's substance abuse control officer (SACO) or representative and
immediately direct Marines to that officer when they seek your advice and help with a
drug-related problem.

c. Drugs and alcohol can be prescribed for beneficial purposes.  Unfortunately, however, both
of these chemicals are often abused.  When abuse becomes evident, a Marine may have become
dependent on either drugs or alcohol.  The Marine who doesn't drink alcohol or use drugs in a
group that does use them is often regarded by his peers as being strange.  So, to avoid these
feelings, a Marine may drink or use drugs just to be accepted.

4304.  Problems with Alcohol

While the drug abuse program is fairly new, the alcohol program has been in the military for
years.  A Marine has an alcohol problem for one of two reasons; first, that Marine isn't mature or
responsible enough to handle alcohol and know when to quit or, second, he or she is an alcoholic
and has become medically sick.  In all cases, a Marine with an alcohol problem must be
identified and sent for medical aid when such aid is needed.  Failure to take corrective action can
result in the Marine's hurting himself or herself financially, emotionally, or physically.  The
Marine's not being able to perform adequately will hurt the effectiveness of the entire unit.

4305.  Separation Treatment Categories per MCO 5300.12A

a. Treatment facilities.

(1) Drug/Alcohol dependent personnel who are to be separated from the Marine Corps
for drug/alcohol-related incidents will be afforded treatment prior to separation.  The
primary method of providing treatment will be through a Navy Level III treatment
facility.  Navy Level III facilities at Miramar and Nolfork are the designated as both
drug and alcohol treatment facilities.  All other Level III facilities are for alcohol
treatment only.  Marines treated at Navy Level III  facilities will return to their parent
commands or a pre-designated command for final separation.

(2) The use of Veteran Administration medical facilities( VAMedFac) is considered an
alternative to the Navy Level III.  Use of the VA MedFac is at the commander's
discretion and must be justified as being in the best interest of the Marine Corps and
the separating Marine.  Marines treated at the VA MedFac will be separated from
active duty through a designated  I-I staff in proximity of the VA MedFac per
paragraph 1210.
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b. Determining potential for further service.

(1) The Marine Corps will provide access to treatment prior to separation from service.
The type of treatment and how the Marine will access it will depend on the medical
officer's diagnosis of the category of substance abuse.  Marines receiving Navy III
drug or alcohol treatment will return to their parent commands for final separation
processing.

(2) In making the decision regarding potential for future military service, commanders
will be guided by their knowledge of the illness of alcohol dependency and its effect
on the performance/behavior of the individual;  the amenability of the Marine toward
treatment, recovery, and subsequent return to full and productive service; and the
provisions of MCO P1900.16E, paragraph 6105, which states in part:

(a) "There is a substantial investment in the training of Marines.  As a matter of
policy, reasonable efforts at rehabilitation should be made prior to initiation of
separation proceedings."

(b) "Unless processing for separation is mandatory, the potential for rehabilitation
should be made prior to initiation of separation proceedings."

(c) "In some cases, separation processing may not be initiated until the Marine is
counseled concerning deficiencies and afforded reasonable opportunity to
overcome those deficiencies..."  An SRB/OQR entry is required per MCO
P1070.12H paragraph 4012.3Z.  Accordingly, the decision regarding the
potential for further service in the case of the Marine diagnosed as alcohol
dependent will be made after the Marine diagnosed as alcohol dependent has
been treated and returned to the command for duty and it can be ascertained
whether or not treatment was successful."

c. Drug-Related Incident Separation.

(1) Drug Abuse.  A Marine found guilty on charges of illegal drug abuse who is
diagnosed an abuser, not dependent, will be provide in writing the name, address and
telephone number of the nearest VA MedFac to his home or record or residence prior
to separation.

(2) Drug Dependence.  A Marine found guilty on charges of illegal drug use who is
diagnosed drug-dependent will be provided treatment at a Navy Level III facility not
less than 45 days prior to separation.
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4306.  Prevention of Substance Abuse

As with most problems, early identification of substance abuse is the most effective method of
preventing a problem before it irreparably damages the Marine's career.  Some commanders may
feel that identification of a Marine with an alcohol problem could be career-ending.  Such
thinking is detrimental to the good order of the Corps and to the safety of the Marines as it allows
this behavior to go unchecked when something can and should be done and the career saved.  As
an NCO you must try to keep Marines from becoming drug or alcohol abusers and you can
accomplish this in three ways.

a. Leadership is the first way.  You can demonstrate leadership by personal example and by
giving guidance to Marines you think may be encountering a drug or alcohol problem.  Strong
leadership, based on proven trust and ability, often is enough to stop a Marine from becoming a
drug or alcohol abuser.

b. Education is the second way.  As an NCO, you must make sure your Marines know who
the SACO officer is and the hazards of drug or alcohol abuse.  Besides possibly being given a
bad discharge, a Marine on drugs or alcohol can ruin a career or even a life.

c. Enforcement is the final method of prevention.  When a Marine uses drugs or alcohol and
as a result is incapable of doing a job, then, it becomes your job as an NCO to take immediate
corrective action.  Corrective action is essential for both the morale and functioning of the rest of
your unit and to assure that Marines who abuse drugs or alcohol know that you will report
violations and that you do this to help, not harass them.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned about drug and alcohol abuse and the means for
preventing and dealing with the abuse as necessary.
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Lesson 3 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 8 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. A Marine can become physically and                                addicted to drugs.

2. List three reasons why Marines take drugs.

(1) __________________________________________________________

(2) __________________________________________________________

(3) __________________________________________________________

3. What are the three methods used to identify drug abusers?

(1) __________________________________________________________

(2) __________________________________________________________

(3) __________________________________________________________

4. Marines usually use drugs and alcohol when in a group.

a. True b. False

5. List the three ways drug and alcohol abuse can be prevented.

(1) __________________________________________________________

(2) __________________________________________________________

(3) __________________________________________________________

6. The official order for the Marine Corps Substance Abuse Program  is                    .

7. Alcohol abuse and drug abuse are ______________________________ diseases.

8. List four problem areas of an alcohol abuser.

(1) __________________________________________________________

(2) __________________________________________________________

(3) __________________________________________________________

(4) __________________________________________________________
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Lesson 4.  CULTURE SHOCK

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify culture shock.

2. Identify characteristics of new environments in which culture shock can occur.

3. Identify techniques the NCO can use to reduce culture shock.

4401.  Culture Shock

Culture shock is the mental disorganization suffered by people when they are transferred into a
new and strange environment.  It may occur when a Marine leaves a civilian role to join the
Marine Corps, when a Marine arrives at a new unit, or when a Marine is assigned overseas for
the first time.  Whatever the cause to the culture shock, common characteristics can be identified
(fig 4-6).

Fig 4-6.  Culture shock.

4402.  Characteristics of Culture Shock

a. A Marine experiencing culture shock finds himself in strange surroundings, not knowing
where to seek help, and as a result he becomes confused.  He will at first feel a sense of
helplessness that will later be coupled with a sense of uselessness.  Normally, this state of
confusion lasts only until the Marine becomes accustomed to the new surroundings.  Culture
shock, however, is even greater for the Marine who has been trained to work both as a team
member and as an individual.  He will experience helplessness, uselessness, and confusion, but
worst of all, he will become frustrated since self-reliance is now replaced by a sense of
dependency.  Culture shock can be recognized through its several characteristics.
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When a Marine is stationed overseas, culture shock may affect him with feelings of nervousness
(fig 4-7) and contempt which may be expressed against the people of that country, thus causing
friction and a bad name for the Marine Corps and the United States.  The most severe
characteristic of culture shock, however, is the feeling of hostility that may be experienced by its
victims.  This usually occurs only rarely and must be prevented if at all possible.

Fig 4-7.  Culture shock is shown by nervousness.

b. In the Marine Corps, culture shock can occur in two different locations, the continental
United States (CONUS), and overseas.

(1) In CONUS, the first form of culture shock is the transition of the civilian to Marine.
Boot camp is usually the first experience a Marine has with the military.  When
entering the Marine Corps, the recruit does not know what to expect; numerous
stories and rumors are floating around, but the recruit knows nothing for sure.
Culture shock in boot camp usually lasts for the entire period.

(2) Different geographic locations also may promote culture shock.  The Marine from
the East Coast who is sent to California finds a different set of accepted habits and
traditions.  Culture shock generated by different geographic locations usually is only
temporary; the Marine can quickly overcome it by meeting new friends and
becoming accustomed to the new area.
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(3) A Marine can also experience culture shock when the Marine is put into unfamiliar
situations.  A Marine can experience culture shock the first time the Marine reports
to an air station and is surrounded by jets.  Again, the feelings generated by
unfamiliar situations are short-lived and disappear as soon as the Marine becomes
accustomed to the new area and his fellow Marines there.

c. Overseas duty adds another completely different aspect of culture shock:  the Marine is
subjected to a totally different culture.  In the U.S., at least the basic social traditions that are
accepted on one coast are usually accepted on the other.  Overseas, a whole new set of rules
comes into play.  A different society and government, different foods, and a different language
combine to make culture shock distinct and unique.  Geographic culture shock is also much
greater overseas.  A Marine cannot just pick up a phone or catch a plane home; the foreign
atmosphere, when added to a new and different work situation, increases the effect of culture
shock.  Now the Marine must adjust not only to the job but also of the area, the language, and
new environment.  Culture shock will affect every Marine at one time or other; however it can be
dealt with and reduced.

4403.  Techniques for Reducing Culture Shock

As an NCO, you must make every effort to ensure that newly assigned Marines become accepted
members of the unit as soon as possible to reduce the effects of culture shock.  The sooner a
Marine becomes accustomed to the unit, the better that Marine's chances are of becoming a
productive member.

Reducing culture shock should be divided in two phases, orientation and relationships.  As soon
as you can, you should brief your new Marines and give them a welcome aboard speech.  Orient
them to the local laws and customs, the unit's missions, and the unit's standards.  A Marine wants
to know what is expected and what level of performance and dress are accepted.  Once you have
made the Marine aware of the local situation and of your personal standards, you can pass to the
next phase, developing relationships.  To make new Marines feel welcome and needed, introduce
them to their immediate supervisors and to the other members of the unit. Encourage your unit to
take new Marines into their group and to go on liberty with them.  The Marine who is told what
is expected and is made to feel welcome will have a much less severe form of culture shock.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the nature and causes of culture shock and how to
deal with culture shock when it affects your subordinates.
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Lesson 4 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 4 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Culture shock is ________________________________________________.

2. The sense of helplessness and confusion lasts only until _________________.

3. List the three characteristics of culture shock.

(1) __________________________________________________________

(2) __________________________________________________________

(3) __________________________________________________________

4. In what type of environments can culture shock occur?

a. __________________________________________________________

b. __________________________________________________________

5. List the two techniques used to reduce culture shock.

(1) __________________________________________________________

(2) __________________________________________________________

UNIT SUMMARY

The noncommissioned officer of today faces many problems.  Some have been associated with
the military from its very start; others have arisen only in recent years.  This study unit has
introduced you to the causes of racial tensions and how they can be stopped and controlled before
they become a major problem.  Essential terms, such as discrimination and prejudice, have been
discussed.  In addition, the role of the woman in the Marine Corps has been examined.  It has
been stated that it is rank, not sex, that dictates authority and all Marines, regardless of sex, color,
or race must be treated the same--as Marines!  The age old problem of alcohol abuse has been
discussed, as well as the relatively new problem of drug abuse.  The Marine Corps Drug
Substance Abuse Program has been highlighted, as well as the methods of leadership, education,
and enforcement as ways with which to keep Marines from becoming drug and alcohol abusers.
Finally, the study unit introduced culture shock as a mental disorganization caused by a new
environment.  You have been taught that orientation and development of relations within the unit
can be combined to reduce the characteristics of culture shock.  Study unit 5 continues the
process of guiding you, as a Marine NCO, on how to exercise effective leadership and to look
after your Marines.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITY

Recall your own feelings when you were put into a new and unfamiliar situation.  What would
have helped you get oriented?  What you can do to help someone who is in a like situation?

Reference

Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions

1. The role of women Marines (WMs) has expanded. 4101
2. They should be treated as Marines, not as male 4102

Marines or WMs
3. On the basis of ability 4103
4. Rank 4102

Lesson 2  Exercise Solutions

1. How people of different races get along with each other 4201
2. An irrational attitude directed toward people of different 4202

races, religions, or classes
3. The unequal treatment of one group of people toward 4203

another group
4. Any seven of the following: 4204a

Insensitive leadership
Not understanding the need for racial identity
Racial prejudice and discrimination
Unfair giving of rewards and punishment
Racial militancy and reactions to it
Limited recognition and awareness of minority groups
Absence of racial relations
Failure of leaders to investigate and properly act on
complaints of either minorities or majorities
Accusations of discrimination by a minority group
to gain advantages

5. Indifference between NCO and the Marines of 4204b-d
different race
Apparent unfair or impartial treatment
Polarization
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Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions -- cont'd

Reference

6. 1.  Improving communications 4205
2.  Fair and impartial leadership
3.  Organizing group activities
4.  Immediately investigate complaints

Lesson 3 Exercise Solutions

1. psychologically (mentally)
2. Any three of the following: 4301

Physical dependence
Psychological dependence
On impulse
Because it makes them feel good
Peer pressure (social pressure)
Escape from reality

3. (1) Drug abuse testing 4302
(2) Catching the Marine with drugs in his or her possession
(3) Informants

4. a. true
5. (1) Leadership 4306

(2) Education
(3) Enforcement

6. MCO 1500.12A- 4303
7. social
8.  a. Financial 4304

b. Emotional
c. Physical
d. Performance

Lesson 4 Exercise Solutions

1. the mental disorganization suffered by people when they 4401
are transferred into a strange and new environment

2. the Marine has become accustomed to the new surroundings 4402
3. Feelings of contempt, anxiety, and hostility. 4402
4. a. Continental United States (CONUS) in 4402

unfamiliar environments such as boot camp.
b. Overseas

5. Provide help during the orientation phase 4403
Provide help during the relationships phase
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STUDY UNIT  5

LOOKING OUT FOR YOUR MARINES

Introduction.  As an NCO, you are the first in the young Marine's chain of command.  You will be
responsible for training and teaching young devil dogs how to do their jobs.  The only way the young
devil dogs will know if they are doing their job correctly will be through counseling.  Only by correcting
them and informing them of their weaknesses can they improve or correct their deficiencies.  All
Marines have weaknesses and areas in which to improve, and if you neglect to point out these areas,
you are letting down the Marines under your care.  Most Marines have families today, and if a Marine
has a problem at home, it will most likely affect his or her job performance.  You must be able to help
the Marine through the agencies that are set up for that purpose.  This study unit will cover pros and
cons, the types of counseling, and the agencies available to help all Marines with the problems that arise
from time to time.

Lesson 1. EVALUATION RECORD

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Name the two categories on the evaluation record.

5101.  Use of the Performance and Conduct Evaluation Record

a. The Performance and Conduct Evaluation Record (often referred to as "pros and cons") has two
categories; performance and conduct.  It should be used on a regular basis; once a month is recommended.
The Evaluation Record should also be used when a Marine changes primary duties, changes supervisor, or
whenever his performance and conduct should be specifically noted.

b. The fire team and squad leader will write the evaluations on squad members; the platoon sergeant will
ensure the evaluations are fair and complete; and the platoon commander will review the evaluations to ensure
that they adhere to his guidance.  When both the platoon commander and platoon sergeant concur with the
NCO's evaluation of the squad member, the NCO may conduct the counseling session.

c. The following guidelines and examples are provided for completing the Performance and Conduct
Evaluation Record:
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PERFORMANCE AND CONDUCT EVALUATION

DATE             

FROM: SGT MARINE LEADER
TO: LCPL I.M. JUNIOR

SUBJ: RECORD OF COUNSELING

1. PURPOSE.  TO PROVIDE COUNSELING ON YOUR PERFORMANCE AND CONDUCT
DURING THE PERIOD OF                         .

2. ACTION.

A. WORD DESCRIPTION OF MARINE COUNSELED:  (The word description will provide
specific performance and conduct areas that the Marine demonstrated during the reporting period
or date.  The areas being described will be the Marine's strong points and areas that need
improving.  This section will be filled in before sections B and C.)

Note: The markings in sections B and C are as follows:  U - Unsatisfactory, P - Poor, F - Fair, G -
Good, E - Excellent, and O - Outstanding.

B. PERFORMANCE PROFICIENCY

(1) ATTENTION TO DUTY - The overall performance level obtained.
(2) TACTICAL/TECHNICAL PROFICIENCY - The demonstrated ability obtained.
(3) MILITARY BEARING - Does the Marine maintain a calm voice and control of gestures?
(4) PERSONAL APPEARANCE - Does the Marine maintain a regulation haircut and wear

his uniform properly.
(5) PROFICIENCY OF ESSENTIAL SUBJECTS - Did the Marine demonstrate proficiency

as required by MCO 1510.89 and MCO P1510.90 (MBST books 1 and 2) in
accordance with MCO 1500.51A, Marine Battle Skills Training (MBST) Program?  GMS
test scores should be considered when assigning proficiency marks for corporals and
below.  The weight of the GMS test may not be more than .1 (1/10th of 1 point).  The .1
will be added to a Marine's overall proficiency mark if the Marine passes the GMS test on
the first attempt.

(6) INITIATIVE - Does the Marine think ahead and maintain mental alertness and physical
awareness?

(7) ENDURANCE - Does the Marine stay up with the unit during physically demanding tasks,
such as foot marches?

(8) JUDGMENT - Does the Marine weigh all facts in all situations he faces before taking a
course of action?
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PERFORMANCE AND CONDUCT EVALUATION, Continued

(9) DECISIVENESS - Does the Marine make sound decisions in performing assigned duties
and in personal matters?

(10) MORAL COURAGE - Does the Marine have the courage to perform assigned tasks
properly?

(11) PHYSICAL FITNESS - Does the Marine score high on the annual PFT?

C. CONDUCT

(1) COOPERATION WITH SUPERVISORS - Does the Marine conduct himself in a
cooperative manner with his NCOs, SNCOs, and officers?

(2) COOPERATION WITH PEERS - Does the Marine conduct himself in a cooperative
manner with his peers?

(3) FAIRNESS - Does the Marine treat his fellow Marines in a fair and just manner?
(4) CONCERN FOR FELLOW MARINES - Does the Marine demonstrate concern for his

fellow Marines by doing his share of unit tasks?
(5) ESPRIT de CORPS - Does the Marine take the Marine Corps, its laws, ways, and

traditions with utmost seriousness?
(6) DEPENDABILITY - Does the Marine have a high sense of duty and responsibility?
(7) LOYALTY TO SUPERVISORS - Does the Marine demonstrate a loyal attitude toward

his supervisors?
(8) LOYALTY TO PEERS - Does the Marine demonstrate a loyal attitude toward his fellow

unit members?
(9) TACT - Does the Marine demonstrate a courteous and respectful manner when dealing

with supervisors and peers?
(10) HONESTY - Does the Marine tell the truth?
(11) WEIGHT CONTROL - Has the Marine made satisfactory progress while assigned to the

weight control or military appearance programs?

_________________________________
(Signature)

5. COMMISSIONED OFFICER'S REVIEWING REMARKS:  (In this section the officer should make
his reviewing remarks of the Marine receiving the evaluation and provide leadership as required by MCO
5390.2D, Leadership Training and Education).

_________________________________
(Signature)
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PERFORMANCE AND CONDUCT EVALUATION, Continued

6. RECOMMENDED PROFICIENCY MARK: ____ PERFORMANCE AND CONDUCT
EVALUATION MARK: ____  (The purpose of part four is to develop the ability of an NCO to recommend
proficiency and conduct marks.  A fifty-point system has been developed to assist the supervisor in arriving at
fair marks.  The scale is as follows:

Outstanding = 5, Excellent = 4, Good = 3, Fair = 2, Poor = 1, Unsatisfactory = 0

UnsatisfactoryPoor Fair Good Excellent Outstanding

0 = 0 6 = 2.0 16 = 3.0 26 - 27 = 4.0 36 - 38 = 4.5 46 - 48 = 4.9
1 = 1.0 7 = 2.1 17 = 3.1 28 - 29 = 4.1 39 - 41 = 4.6 49 - 50 = 5.0
2 = 1.3 8 = 2.2 18 = 3.2 30 - 31 = 4.2 42 - 43 = 4.7
3 = 1.5 9 = 2.3 19 = 3.3 32 - 33 = 4.3 44 - 45 = 4.8
4 = 1.7 10 = 2.4 20 = 3.4 34 - 35 = 4.4
5 = 1.9 11 = 2.5 21 = 3.5

12 = 2.6 22 = 3.6
13 = 2.7 23 = 3.7
14 = 2.8 24 = 3.8
15 = 2.9 25 = 3.9

7. COUNSELED MARINE'S STATEMENT:  (In this section, the Marine may make a statement
concerning the evaluation; he should at least state that he has been counseled).

________________________ __________________________
COUNSELOR (Signature) PERSON COUNSELED (Signature)

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned the importance of looking out for junior Marines under your
supervision and the purposes and use of the performance evaluation record.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 1 Exercise: Complete item 1 by performing the actions required.  Check your responses against
those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. What two main categories are evaluated on the Evaluation Record?

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________
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Lesson 2. CORRECTIVE COUNSELING:  THE WHY AND WHEN

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Define counseling and identify the reasons for performing it.

2. Match the four types of counseling with their definitions.

3. Identify the indicators that show counseling is needed.

4. Identify the three approaches to counseling.

5201.  What is Counseling?

One of the functions of an NCO is to counsel his or her Marines.  As an NCO, you can use counseling to help
your Marines improve weaknesses and correct errors; you can also use it to praise superior efforts.
Counseling is the art of communicating advice, instructions, and judgment with the goal of influencing a
person's attitude or behavior.  Counseling, when properly used, enables a Marine to identify his or her
performance in personal weak areas and to solve problems before they cause serious trouble.

The effectiveness of a counseling session rests both on the counselor and the Marine to be counseled.  For
counseling to have the desired effect, the counselee must receive the instruction and act on it.  The counselee
must accept you as a counselor and have confidence in your suggestions.

Note: Instruction on preparing for and conducting a counseling session is presented in two
training extension courses (TEC) which you may be able to get through your training
officer.  These courses are:  Preparing a Counseling Session (909-071-0038F) and
Conducting a Counseling Session (909-071-0039F).  These two courses along with the
other TEC lessons listed at the back of this course booklet are highly recommended for
helping you become an effective leader.

5202.  Types of Counseling

a. The four types of counseling are performance, personal, professional, and career counseling.  The type
of counseling an NCO uses depends on the purpose of the counseling session; each type has a specific
purpose.

b. Performance counseling has the purpose of improving the performance of a Marine during work and
during liberty, or of maintaining an already acceptable level of performance.  You should conduct counseling
sessions on a regular schedule after the unit has set the performance standards.  These set standards are the
basis of the performance evaluation--you compare each Marine to these unit standards and not to the
performance of other Marines.
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You should base the counseling session on the Marine's performance over the entire evaluation period.  The
evaluation should be honest and accurate if constructive counseling is to result.  On-the-spot counseling and
corrections are desirable only if a Marine is performing in a substandard manner, such as wearing the uniform
improperly or being in need of a haircut.  The main purpose of performance counseling should be to point out
weakness and to suggest methods of improvement.

Keep in mind that it is most important that you also comment on good performance and that you encourage
the Marine to maintain a high level of performance.  In all cases, during a counseling session, you should allow
the Marine to make comments to ensure that he understands the purpose of the counseling session.  Keys to
constructive performance counseling are

(1) Accurate evaluation of performance
(2) Clear and understandable communication of evaluation to the subordinate
(3) Mutual agreement concerning performance areas where improvement is required
(4) Active subordinate response
(5) Concrete suggestions for improvement

c. Personal counseling is used to help solve problems that are related directly to the individual Marine.
When a Marine has a personal problem, it usually ends up affecting military performance.  To do a good job,
a Marine must be free of personal problems or at least should be aware that efforts are being made to help
him with the problems.  Personal problems can come in many forms.  Military-related personal problems
include pay, promotion, assignments, and discrimination; non-military problems may include marital difficulties,
personal debts, or trouble with civilian laws.

d. Often, a Marine may feel that his personal problems are beyond an NCO's ability to correct.  It is true
that, as an NCO, you can offer only advice; however, you can also ensure that the Marine is directed to the
proper military or civilian agency that can help solve the problem.  The key is to correct the Marine's problem
as soon as possible to enable the Marine to devote total attention to military duties.  Keys to personal
counseling are to

(1) Offer suggestions and advice only after you have learned all the facts
(2) Avoid giving advice on matters that require a professional; don't play psychologist, accountant,

lawyer, or doctor
(3) Immediately refer the Marine to someone who can solve the problem if you are unable to solve it

yourself.

e. Professional counseling is not directly accomplished by an NCO or the unit because it is, by definition,
counseling in a specialized field.  Your role in professional counseling is to ensure that the Marine is directed to
the right people to solve the problem.  You would look foolish telling a Marine to see the chaplain when the
Marine needs guidance in financial matters.
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Professional counseling is done by experts in specialized fields and your only role is to refer the Marine to the
proper expert, to follow up one the counseling results, and to insure that the problem has been solved to your
Marine's satisfaction.  Keys in conducting professional counseling include

(1) Finding out what the problem involves and then setting up an appointment for the Marine to talk
to the proper specialist(s)

(2) Using the chain of command when referring a Marine to the proper specialized expert

f. Career counseling.  As an NCO, you are not a career planner, but it is part of your duty to aid the
career planner in retaining good Marines.  You should familiarize yourself with a basic knowledge of
career-related fields.  By giving a brief but accurate picture of what the Marine Corps has to offer, you can
have a positive influence on a Marine's career.  Talk positively about the Marine Corps and encourage
discussion on the advantages of a military career.  Promotion, travel, education, and skill training are only
some of the advantages the Marine Corps has to offer.  When a Marine asks about a possible career, give
that Marine all the accurate information that you have and then make an appointment with the career planner.
Keys to career counseling are to

(1) Know and understand the individual Marine you are counseling.  Know the motivations, skills,
and attitude of that Marine

(2) Familiarize yourself with the advantages of a career in the Marine Corps and the opportunities
available

(3) Know the basic qualifications needed for reenlistment

Note: You can obtain some of the information just mentioned from the career planner.

5203.  Indicators  of the Need for Counseling

a. Counseling should be conducted on a regular basis and at times when the NCO sees or gets the
impression that a Marine needs help.  A Marine with a problem usually seeks help, although not always in a
direct and open manner.  There are three basic indicators that tell an NCO when counseling is needed.

b. The first indicator is solicited or asked-for help.  This indicator can be either direct or indirect.  If direct,
the Marine comes to you and asks for your help or advice.  You should listen to the problem and then solve it,
whether it is personal or performance oriented.  In other cases, a Marine may not want to talk to an NCO and
may tell his problem to other Marines.  You in turn may be informed of the problem by another Marine or you
may overhear the Marines talking.  This is indirect asking for help and indicates that a counseling session is
needed.

c. A second indicator that counseling is needed is a drop in performance.  This indicator may or may not
be intentionally shown by the Marine.
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When the performance level of one of your Marines drops noticeably, you can be sure there is a problem
somewhere.  Either morale or a personal problem may be the cause of the drop in performance.  In any case,
it is important that you get the Marine and point out the performance drop, discuss why the drop occurred,
and work out a way to correct the situation.  Make sure the Marine understands that poor performance will
not be accepted no matter what the cause.  In extreme cases, nonjudicial punishment may be needed in
addition to corrective counseling.

d. A third indicator of the need for counseling is closely related to performance drop.  Drastic changes in
attitude or behavior are easily-recognized indicators that all is not well and that there is a problem.  A normally
quiet Marine who suddenly becomes loud and argumentative is actually asking for help.  Your duty is to
counsel the Marine and find out the reason for the drastic change.  At times the Marine will tell you; at other
times you must explore in other ways to discover the true cause of the problem.

e. Whenever you see an indicator of a need for counseling, it is essential that you start corrective action
immediately.  Counsel the Marine, find out the problem, and then take corrective actions.  Ignoring the
indicators not only reflects poorly on your leadership ability and your unit's performance, but it may also cause
a good Marine to get into trouble.  Keys to look for as indicators of a need for counseling include the
following:

(1) A good performer begins to perform below par consistently.
(2) A normally attentive Marine suddenly displays a lack of attentiveness or concentration.
(3) A moderate drinker begins to drink excessively.
(4) A Marine is involved in deliberate acts of misconduct or refuses to follow instructions.
(5) A Marine lingers after a meeting to talk, and asks such questions as, "What if a person has a

problem?"

f. Now that you can spot an indication that counseling is needed and know what type of counseling is
required, it is time to determine the approach your counseling session must take.

5204.  Approaches to Counseling

a. The three basic approaches to counseling are the directive, the nondirective, and the combination.  You
must decide which approach is best, based on the reason for counseling and the Marine being counseled.
You may start with one approach and then, as it becomes obvious that a different approach is needed, you
may switch.  Changing from one approach to the other during the session is acceptable if it will enable you to
get your point across.

b. The directive approach (fig 5-1) is used most often for counseling on poor performance because, as the
NCO counselor, you are the dominant person.  With this approach, you dominate the counseling session; you
act as a father figure and direct the counseled Marine toward a course of action.  You try not to make the final
decision, however, but try to get the Marine to make his or her own decision.
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A directive counseling session will be successful when there is an available source of information with which to
solve the problem.  For example, if the Marine has a letter of indebtedness, you should follow the SOP
guideline and base your guidance along the SOP's lines.  This method is required when counseling immature
Marines.  When using a directive approach, you must appear as an expert and use logic, teaching,
confrontation, persuasion, and suggestions as counseling tools.  One shortcoming of this form of counseling is
that the counseled Marine may become dependent on you and regard you as a father figure rather than make
his own or her own decisions.  Another shortcoming is that since you dominated and directed the solution to
the problem, the counseled Marine may shift the blame to you if the solution doesn't work.

Fig 5-1.  The directive or "father figure" approach to counseling.

c. The nondirective approach (fig 5-2) is oriented toward the counselee (Marines being counseled).  With
this approach, you persuade the Marine to solve the problem with your help and guidance.  This can be done
by helping the Marine examine the problem logically and by developing a possible solution.  In the role of
nondirective counselor, you let the person with a problem take full responsibility for solving the problem.  You
aid in its solution only by helping to remove self-constructed obstacles. With this method, the Marine with the
problem starts the counseling relationship.  You listen to the problem, help in gaining insight, and provide
information as requested.  Throughout the counseling session, you give the Marine the feeling that you are a
fellow human being who is interested in trying to understand and who is concerned in helping to find a solution
to the problem.  As a nondirective counselor, you must be a good listener.  This type of counseling should be
used in situations when a Marine is dissatisfied with the job, requests career, guidance, or is having financial
difficulties.
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Fig 5-2.  The nondirective counseling approach.

d. The last approach, the combination approach (fig 5-3), combines the directive and nondirective
approaches to counseling to help a person to make the proper adjustments or to solve his or her own
problems as efficiently as possible.  You may be more direct initially until the counselee "opens up."  The
techniques involved in this approach follow the problem-solving process.  While the counselee is talking, you
listen and gather sufficient information to define the problem; you now have a basis for suggesting solutions.
At this point, you suggest all the possible solutions to the problem or you encourage the counselee to make
suggestions.  You assist the Marine in analyzing each of the possible solutions to determine the favorable and
unfavorable aspects of each and to consider the possible good or bad side effects of each.  Finally, you assist
the counselee in determining which solution is best while encouraging the Marine to make the selection and
take responsibility for the solution.

Fig 5-3.  Finding the best solution through the combination approach to counseling.
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Lesson Summary:  In this lesson you learned the definition of counseling, the four types of counseling and
when each is called for, and the three approaches to counseling.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 2 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 15 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Complete the following sentence:  Counseling is the art of communicating
________________________________________________________________

2. Counseling as a leadership tool is used to help solve problems and

a. for MOS training.
b. to improve performance in personal weak areas.
c. to pass on the CO's policies.
d. to evaluate unit performance.

3. List the four types of counseling.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

Matching:  For items 4 through 8, match the definition in column 1 with the type of counseling in column
2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided.

Column 1 Column 2

Definition Type of Counseling

___ 4. Points out weaknesses a. Professional
___ 5. Helps solve problem to get b. Career

the Marine's attention back c. Personal
to duty d. Performance

___ 6. Counseling by specialized
counselors

___ 7. Used only when a Marine makes
a mistake

___ 8. For knowledge of promotion
and education regulations
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9. List three indicators that show that counseling is needed.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

10. Three approaches to a counseling session are

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

Matching:  After each of the examples in column 1, write the appropriate approach from the three
listed in item 10 above.

Column 1 Column 2

Examples Approach

11. Father figure image. _______________
12. Used to get counselee to open up. _______________
13. Used for poor performance counseling. _______________
14. Encourages the Marine to decide _______________

and to take responsibility.
15. Gives the impression you're a _______________

human being who cares.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Lesson 3.  SETTING UP AND CONDUCTING CORRECTIVE COUNSELING

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the best conditions for counseling.

2. List the six main characteristics and skills of an effective counselor.

3. List the rules to follow when conducting a counseling session.
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5301.  Establishing Conditions for Effective Counseling

a. Counseling should be conducted on a regular basis with special counseling sessions scheduled when an
NCO feels a Marine needs help.  Once you have decided on what approach to use during the counseling
session, you are well on your way to being prepared to start counseling.  To have the best chance for a
counseling session to be constructive, you must provide the best possible situation for the Marine.

b. The first important condition for counseling is the physical setting.  Before you start the counseling
session, you should choose a place that has privacy and is away from distractions.  There should be chairs and
a comfortable environment in terms of temperature and ventilation.  A conference room or office with door
closed is a good location for counseling--unless the counseling session is of a disciplinary nature, the goal is to
make the Marine as comfortable as possible.  The proper setting enables the Marine to feel secure and
confident that you are truly concerned and are trying to help him.  These initial feelings are most important
since they will influence the Marine to open up and talk.

c. The second condition for effective counseling is proper research.  You should have all the background
information at hand and be familiar with the Marine's past records.  Proper research, when you know in
advance the reason for the counseling session, enables you to have a basic course of action outlined in your
own mind.  While this general background work is helpful, you must remember to keep a clear and open
mind, to be flexible, and to be prepared to see and follow the best solution among all the possible solutions.

d. The third condition for good counseling is advance scheduling.  Plan when you intend to hold the session
and give the counselee plenty of prior notice.  Allow plenty of time to accomplish what you hope to get done.
The keys identifying the best conditions for a counseling session are

(1) Advance notification
(2) Selection of site
(3) Scheduling of time
(4) General outline

(a) Open the session, create the atmosphere, and state the purpose.
(b) Conduct the session and guide toward decisions.
(c) Summarize the session.
(d) Follow-up with needed action.

(5) Creation of desired atmosphere

e. The actual procedures for a counseling session are important if the counseled Marine is to gain benefit
from it.  At the opening of a counseling session, you set the stage and create the atmosphere.  The atmosphere
should be informal unless the session is to correct poor performance.
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Your first objective is to establish an understanding with the counselee and to relieve tensions.  Tension and
nervousness are contagious and can be easily detected; therefore, you must be relaxed.  The Marine will be
affected by you and your state of nervousness or relaxation.  One way for reducing tension is to show
friendliness.  If there is tension, it should not be ignored--deal with it.  Once tension has been relieved, state
the purpose of the counseling session and get the Marine to talk.

f. Based on the type of counseling required and the individual Marine, the actual mechanics of the
counseling will vary widely.  The main rules for any counseling session, however, remain the same--listen to
the Marine, define the problem, determine the alternatives, and find the most suitable solution or guide the
Marine to making his or her own decision.  Guiding the Marine to the decision allows the Marine to save face
and also develops personal self-reliance.  You, as an NCO, must also be continually alert to spot problems
that are beyond your counseling capability.  If you find such problems, refer the Marine to an appropriate
outside agency.  If a referral is required, do not let the Marine feel that you are merely passing the buck but let
the Marine understand that you are referring the problem because of a sincere interest in the Marine's welfare.

g. When all of the problems have been dealt with and solutions have been discussed, it is time to end the
session.  If the Marine indicates that other problem areas have come up, schedule another separate counseling
session.  End all counseling sessions on a motivating note.  If the Marine is being counseled for poor
performance, tell the Marine that you can't accept poor work when you know the Marine can do better work.
Motivation is contagious and can be the key to getting the Marine back on the right track.

5302.  Being a Good Counselor and Avoiding Counseling Pitfalls

To be a good counselor--

a. Maintain confidentiality.  To be an effective counselor, you must first have a reputation for not repeating
what has been told to you in confidence--as part of a counseling session or otherwise.  No Marine will discuss
a situation honestly if that Marine knows that every word he says will be repeated to others.

b. Recognize your own limitations.  Avoid being an amateur psychologist even if you've taken a course or
two--you're still not an expert.

c. Avoid being hardheaded, inflexible, or self-important.  Marines will not come for help to an NCO who
is stubborn or has a blown-up opinion of himself as quickly as they will go to an NCO who is more concerned
about his people than with himself.

d. Make yourself available.  As an NCO, you should be available to subordinates.  This means that you
do not always rush away from the work area when work is done and you are willing to remain in the area after
hours.  Of course, it doesn't mean you have to be there all the time either!
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e. Know yourself.  To be an effective counselor, you must know your own prejudices and not let them
interfere with the counseling you provide.

f. Conduct follow up.  Make sure the counselee sees the other sources of help you have referred him to
and that the help received is adequate and appropriate.  You may need to make additional referrals later.
Follow-up of the session is essential to insure the desired results.

5303.  Characteristics and Skills of Effective Counselors

To sum up, the NCO who is an effective counselor not only shows superior leadership but can also stop a
good Marine or unit from going bad.  Characteristics and skills of effective counselors include

(1) Being well adjusted
(2) Having experience
(3) Knowing one's own likes, dislikes, biases, and prejudices
(4) Being observant
(5) Being flexible
(6) Being able to communicate

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson you learned the mechanics of conducting the counseling session.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 3 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 5 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Counseling should be conducted when an NCO gets the impression a Marine needs help and

a. only when a Marine makes a mistake.
b. when there is a group of Marines together.
c. on a regular basis.
d. when counseling is on the training schedule.

2. Counseling should be conducted in

a. private and with no distractions.
b. front of the Marine's peers.
c. a private place with only the Marine's immediate supervisors present.
d. a manner so as to embarrass the Marine.
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3. Counseling is most effective if the situation is researched and if the Marine to be counseled is

a. given no idea that a counseling session is due.
b. told that he is in trouble.
c. ignored until the time of the counseling session.
d. given advance notice.

4. List the rules to follow when conducting a counseling session.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

e. _____________________________________________________________

5. List the six main characteristics and skills of an effective counselor.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

e. _____________________________________________________________

f. _____________________________________________________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 4.  THE ROLE OF CIVILIAN AGENCIES IN THE WELFARE OF YOUR MARINES

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Identify the services provided by agencies offering specialized help.
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4401.  Specialized Civilian Help

a. As an NCO, one of the most important of your responsibilities is the welfare of your Marines.  You are
not expected to be an expert in all areas that offer help to Marines, but you should know at least a little about
the many areas.  Often a Marine or a Marine's family may have problems that can be solved with help from
the civilian community.  Knowledge of the basic goals of civilian agencies then will enable you to refer a
Marine to the proper agency for help.

b. The Red Cross is of great help to military service people in emergency situations.  The Red Cross
informs Marines of family illness and confirms emergency leave requests.  The Red Cross also helps in getting
money, cashing checks, and getting a Marine to his/her family as quickly as possible.  If one of your Marines
learns there is sickness at home, you should immediately direct that Marine to the Red Cross representative.
You should know where the Red Cross office is located in your area and how to contact it.

c. Navy Relief is an agency that helps financially troubled Marines by providing temporary loans.  If a
Marine must get home immediately, money may be borrowed from the Navy Relief for the Marine or the
Marine's family.  You should also know the location of the local Navy Relief and what services it offers.

d. Marines usually have access to the local credit union.  The credit union, while an independent business,
makes money for its owner-members, not for outside stock holders.  It offers basically the same services as a
bank but may charge lower fees for its services than a bank.  It may also provide financial advice.  Marines
buy shares that pay dividends like money in a savings account.  The credit union also offers low interest loans.
As long as a Marine has enough time on his or her enlistment period to pay off the loan and is able to show
that he or she can afford the payment, loans are normally approved.  Encourage your Marines to look into
joining the credit union.  For a very small initial membership fee, the advantages are great and payments and
savings can be made by allotment.

e. The Veterans Administration (VA) is an agency that aids members of the services.  It insures loans for
homes and businesses and guarantees them.  The VA checks that the price for a home or business is fair
before it insures that loan.  In addition, the VA handles the educational programs funded by the GI bill.  As an
NCO, you should know the basics of what the VA offers, and the location of the closest office so you can
direct your Marines there when they ask.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson you learned about some of the services provided by specialized civilian
agencies including the Red Cross, the VA, Navy Relief, and credit unions.
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Lesson 4 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 8 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

Matching:  For items 1 through 8, match the type of help in Column 1 with appropriate civilian agency
title in Column 2.   Place your responses in the spaces provided.

Column 1 Column 2

Type of Help Agency

___ 1. Makes low interest loans a. Red Cross
___ 2. Informs service members b. Navy Relief

of family illness c. Credit Union
___ 3. Guarantees home loans d. Veterans Administration
___ 4. Makes fast grants of 

emergency funds
___ 5. Confirms emergency

leave requests
___ 6. Provides financial advice
___ 7. Deals with education aid

under the GI Bill
___ 8. Offers many of the same

services as banks but at
lower costs to its members

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 5.  THE ROLE OF MILITARY OFFICES IN THE WELFARE OF YOUR MARINES

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Identify the functions of specialized military offices.

5501.  Specialized Military Offices

a. Within the Marine Corps, there are specialized offices to aid Marines with specific problems.  The
chaplain's office, for example, offers more than just spiritual and religious guidance.  Often a Marine who has
personal problems and cannot decide what to do can seek the counsel of the chaplain.  The chaplain can give
advice and act on the Marine's behalf by contacting specific people needed to solve the problem.  The
chaplain has many contacts in various fields; he can direct a Marine to a psychiatrist, to another religious
leader, or to agencies for marital counseling.
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b. Often a Marine thinks of the legal office only as a place to go if he or she is in trouble with the law.  As
an NCO, you should know that the legal office offers much more.  For no fee, a Marine can get legal advice
and actual legal representation, have a will written, have contracts and leases read, and may receive help filling
in an income tax form.  The legal office will ensure that the Marine's rights are not violated and that he or she
gets every legal benefit available for military matters.  The legal office will also refer a Marine to civilian
counsel as needed.

c. The education office is an important specialized office in the Marine Corps.  Education has become
essential for a successful Marine Corps career--one must have a high school diploma or equivalent to
re-enlist.  As an NCO, you should have a basic knowledge of the education programs offered by the Marine
Corps.  These programs are listed in the 1500 series of Marine Corps Orders, available in your company
office.  You should direct Marines to the education office for information on high school GED programs,
college courses, technical courses, and tuition assistance programs.  The Marine Corps tuition assistance
program helps pay the cost of the course; all you have to do is pass the course.  The education office, along
with the career planner has information on MOS qualification requirements.

d. The career planner has the task of retaining qualified Marines.  You can greatly aid the career planner if
you know the basic benefits a Marine can receive by reenlisting.  These include lateral moves, duty station, or
specific specialized duties such as drill instructor, embassy duty, or barracks duty.  At every opportunity, talk
about the good aspects of a Marine Corps career and ensure that all of your Marines talk to the career
planner.  If possible, advise the career planner of each Marine's goals, attitudes, and motivations so the career
planner can be of more help to each Marine.

e. TRICARE, the Department of Defense's new managed health care program, provides an integrated,
comprehensive approach for patient care to the Military Health Services System's 8 million beneficiaries or
eligible patients. The program is gradually being implemented in the United States and overseas for military
members, their families, and eligible retirees.  There are three choices under the program.

(1) TriCare Standard 
(2) TriCare Extra 
(3) TriCare Prime 

As a Marine NCO, you should have knowledge of the three programs to advise your Marines, especially
married Marines.  For specific information about the TRICARE program you should go to your local
dispensary.  It is your responsibility to ask and learn all you can about the program.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson you learned about some of the services provided by the chaplain's, legal, and
education offices, career planner, and the TRICARE program.
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Lesson 5 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 9 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

Matching:  For items 1 through 9, match the function listed in Column 1 with appropriate military agency
in Column 2.   Place your responses in the spaces provided.

Column 1 Column 2

Function  Military Office

___ 1. Writes wills a. Chaplain's office
___ 2. Offers religious guidance b. Legal office
___ 3. Directs Marine to specific c. Education office

people d. Career planner
___ 4. Family uses it for medical e. TRICARE

treatment
___ 5. Explains tuition assistance

programs
___ 6. Explains reenlistment programs
___ 7. Gives free advice is free on legal

contracts
___ 8. Marines can use it for medical

emergencies away from military
 facilities

___ 9. Has information on MOS
qualification
requirements.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 6. THE LEAVE AND EARNING STATEMENT (LES)

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

State the function of each of the specific boxes of the LES.

5601.  LES Sections

a. One of the most critical factors affecting a Marine's morale is pay and leave.  As an NCO, you should
be able to help your Marines with questions on pay problems.  The LES is sent on each mid-month payday.
It indicates how a Marine's pay is divided and how much leave a Marine has on the books.  The back page of
the LES gives the list of abbreviations and number codes used on the LES.  By referring to these numbers,
you can determine what each box represents.  Here briefly, is the breakdown of the boxes.
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Section A (I.D. INFO)

1. NAME
2. SSN
3. RANK
4. SERVICE
5. PLT CODE
6. DATE PREP
7. PRD COVERED
8. PEBD
9. YRS
10. EAS
11. ECC
12. MCC-DIST-RUC (Monitoring Command Code-District-Reporting Unit Code)

Section B FORECAST AMOUNTS

13. DATE
AMOUNT

14. DATE 
AMOUNT

Section C SPILT PAY

15. START DAY
16. AMOUNT
17. BALANCE
18. POE

Section D DIRECT DEPOSIT/EFT/ADDRESS
Section E Blocks 19 - 27,  LEAVE INFORMATION
Section F Blocks  28 - 32,  AVIATION PAY INFORMATION
Section G Blocks 33 - 35,  TAX INFORMATION
Section H RIGHTS OF MARINES INDEBTED TO THE GOVERNMENT
Section I Blocks 36 - 42,  ADDITIONAL VHA INFORMATION
Section J Block 43,  CAREER SEA PAY
Section K Blocks 44 - 46,  EDUCATION DEDUCTION
Section L Blocks 47 - 51,  ADMIN INFO
Section M Blocks 52 - 57,  RESERVE DRILL INFORMATION
Section N Blocks 57 - 65,  RESERVE RETIREMENT INFORMATION
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Fig 5-4.  The leave and earning statement.

b. When helping a Marine in figuring out his pay by using the LES, it is important to explain how you are
doing it.  If a pay problem cannot be solved by the directions given in the LES, immediately send the Marine
to the company office to have the problem researched and corrected.

Lesson Summary:  In this lesson, you learned about the Leave and Earnings Statement and its importance.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Lesson 6 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 8 by performing the actions required.  Check your
responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. When is an LES sent to a Marine?

a. Every payday
b. On the last payday of the month
c. On the mid-month payday
d. Semi-annually

2. The purpose of the LES is to tell the Marine how pay is divided and to show

a. how much leave the Marine has coming.
b. how much taxes the Marine owes.
c. the abbreviations used in pay.
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Matching:  For items 3 through 8, match the LES boxes listed in column 1 with the sections containing
those boxes in column 2.   Place your responses in the spaces provided.

Column 1 Column 2

LES Box Section

___ 3. Name, SSN, Typea. Section A
___ 4. Tax Inc This Period b. Section B
___ 5. Leave, Earned, Used c. Section C
___ 6. Itemized Listings of d. Section D

Entitlements
___ 7. Drill Information, e. Section E

Reservists
___ 8. Grade, Years f. Section F

UNIT SUMMARY

This study unit helped you learn the obligations of the NCO ranks.  All too often, the NCO leaves counseling
and looking after Marines to higher ranks but how can you expect to conduct an effective counseling session
as a staff NCO if you haven't learned the basics as an NCO?

This study unit informed you that by counseling and using the art of communication, Marines can be guided in
solving personal problems thereby maintaining satisfactory performance in their military duties.  You have
learned that counseling can be of four types--performance, personal, professional, or career.  Counseling can
be accomplished by directive, non-directive, or a combined method.

You now know the indicators that show a Marine needs counseling.  A Marine may ask for help directly or
indirectly; he may show the need through a drop in performance or a change of behavior.  You also know
now that you must research the subject, set up a counseling session, and establish the correct setting to
achieve a successful result from your counseling session.  Personal traits of the NCO counselor must include a
reputation for inspiring confidence, being available to the Marines, and knowing his own prejudices and being
able to set them aside.

This study unit also emphasized that the welfare of your Marines is one of  your prime responsibilities as an
NCO.  To look after your Marines, you must be know about the specialized agencies, both military and
civilian, that can help Marines and be able to direct Marines to the right people.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Review the TEC lesson on counseling as suggested in lesson 2.

2. Become familiar with the services provided by the military and civilian agencies mentioned in this study
unit and are available in your area.  Keep information pamphlets with local information such as phone
numbers, addresses, or names of people in charge.  Visit the agencies and ask questions about the services
provided.

3. Study your own LES carefully so that you are in a position to help other Marines who have questions
about it.

Reference

Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions

1. a. Performance 5301
b. Conduct 5301

Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions

1. advice, instruction, or judgment with the goal of 5201
influencing a person's attitude or behavior

2. b. 5201
3. a. Professional 5203

b. Career
c. Performance
d. Personal

4. d. Performance
5. c. Personal
6. a. Professional
7. d. Performance
8. b. Career
9. a. Asked for help 5203b

b. Drop in performance 5203c
c. Drastic change in attitude or behavior 5203d

10. a. Directive 5204
b. Non-directive
c. A combination of both the above
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Lesson Exercise Solutions -- cont'd

Reference

11. Directive 5204
12. Combination
13. Directive
14. Combination
15. Non-directive

Lesson 3 Exercise Solutions

1. c. 5301a
2. a. 5301b
3. d. 5301d
4. a. Open the session, create atmosphere, 5302

state the purpose.
b. Conduct the session, guide toward decisions.
c. Summarize the session.
d. Follow-up with needed action.

5. a. Being well-adjusted 5303
b. Having experience
c. Knowing personal likes and dislikes, biases,

and prejudices
d. Being observant
e. Being flexible
f. Being able to communicate

Lesson 4 Exercise Solutions

1. c.
2. a.
3. d.
4. b.
5. a.
6. c.
7. d.
8. c.
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Lesson Exercise Solutions -- cont'd

Reference

Lesson 5 Exercise Solutions

1. b. 5501
2. a. 5501
3. a. 5501
4. e. 5501
5. c. 5501
6. d. 5501
7. b. 5501
8. e. 5501
9. c. and d. 5501

Lesson 6 Exercise Solutions

1. c. 5601
2. a. 5601
3. a. 5601
4. c. 5601
5. d. 5601
6. f. 5601
7. e. 5601
8. b. 5601
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STUDY UNIT 6

LEADERSHIP IN PRACTICE AND IN SPECIALIZED SITUATIONS

Introduction.  The task of leading Marines is a privilege that you must never take lightly!
To make a unit perform efficiently, you as a leader, must give orders that cannot be
misunderstood.  Napoleon probably said it best "Don't give an order that can be
understood, give one that can't be misunderstood."  This not only applies in peacetime but
also in combat.  The six troop leading steps (BAMCIS) and the five paragraph order
(SMEAC) have been developed to assist you in giving the order that can't be
misunderstood.  If you practice and follow these steps, you will become confident in your
ability as a unit leader.  If your order is thorough, all Marines will know their task and what
is expected of them in any situation.  Your order will help them overcome the common
elements found in the combat environment such as fear, and confusion.  Remember
confidence breeds more confidence.

Lesson 1.  PANIC AND BATTLE FATIGUE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Define panic and identify the condition that causes it.

2. Identify procedures to avoid panic.

3. Identify methods used to stop panic once it has started.

4. Identify the causes and symptoms of battle fatigue.

5. Identify the corrective action required for battle fatigue.

6101.  Panic

Panic is the overpowering fear that causes the victim to take unreasoned and uncontrolled actions
to escape a real or imagined danger.  Whenever a Marine is in actual or imagined physical danger
there is a chance of panic.  Conditions that can cause panic include:

a. Hunger, thirst, fatigue, and exhaustion

b. Danger (real or imaginary, anxiety, insecurity, isolation, ignorance of the military situation,
tension, expectant waiting, homesickness, boredom, rumors, defeatist attitude, loss of confidence
in the leader, lack of belief in the cause, and absence or loss of leaders

c. Destruction of organization, heavy losses, reverses, conflicting orders, poor
communications, scarcity of arms and ammunition, scarcity of supporting weapons, and
introduction of new enemy weapons.
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6102.  Avoiding Panic

a. Panic is always possible but there are steps an NCO can take to help avoid it.  One of the
greatest causes of panic is fear of the unknown.  Keeping your Marines informed of what is
happening will often stop panic before it starts.

b. When rumors start, stop them immediately and replace them with the truth, as security
permits.  By communicating with your Marines and replacing rumors with facts, you can reduce
one condition that leads to panic.  Especially during a withdrawal, you must keep your troops
fully informed as to why the withdrawal is being made, how it is to be accomplished, and where
the new line of resistance is to be established.  Withdrawals must be carefully controlled at all
times.

c. A second way to avoid panic is through realistic training.  Marines who are well-trained
and are aware of their capabilities are less likely to be overcome by fear.  If Marines are trained
in realistic situations, they will learn to cope with those situations and will not be totally
surprised when similar ones arise in combat.

d. The third procedure to help avoid panic is to instill in your Marines confidence in your
leadership abilities.  If the Marines feel that you are competent and believe in your ability and
judgment, they are less likely to panic.  A strong example gives Marines a person to look up to
and rely on.  This allows them to concentrate on the job to be done and reduces their fears of the
unknown.

6103.  Stopping Panic

a. When a Marine is in a state of panic, the emotion of fear overrides everything else.  To
control panic you must first get through to the Marines--you must get their attention.  Once the
Marines' attention has been gained, you can take measures to stop panic and restore military
order.

b. One method of stopping panic is by the use of direct person to person interaction, including
talk or, in the worst situations, even forceful physical action.  Even though physical force is
illegal, there are times when the seriousness of the situation requires it as a last resort to prevent
loss of life or destruction of a unit.  To prevent the spread of panic in a unit in direct contact with
the enemy, physical restraint is a reasonable method considering the outcome if the panic is not
stopped.  Attempt to talk to the Marine to calm him down and bring him to his senses.  Once
calmed, the Marine can be persuaded to act rationally and can be reminded of his obligations to
himself, his unit, and his country.

c. A second method to stop panic is by personal physical action and your physical presence.
By using positive leadership and by setting the example, you can prove that one can survive.  If
you act rationally and calmly, you not only impress upon the Marines that you have the situation
under control, but you also instill new hope and confidence in your Marines.
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6104.  Battle fatigue

a. Battle fatigue is extreme mental and physical wariness caused by extended periods of
combat without a chance for a break or relaxation.  The major causes of such weariness are stress
and worry, lack of routine in sleep and meals, and long hours of physical work.  Marines
develops new worries as the unit approaches combat time and during actual battle, the worries
are likely to increase.  At first there is a fear of injury and death; the fear increases as the Marine
becomes tired, and it eventually will cause a breakdown of even the most stable person unless
something is done to offset it.  Keep your Marines busy only to the extent that they can keep their
minds off personal worries.  Maintain a businesslike conduct of operations.  You should, by word
and action, encourage your men in their natural tendency to turn to religion, the belief in
immortality, and faith in the effectiveness of prayer.  These are strong supports for an individual
while adjusting to combat, and they may help him continue to fight in battle.

b. Most men have to adjust to the unaccustomed sight and smell of death.  You can reduce
some of the men's reaction to the horrors of the battle field by paying particular attention to the
handling of the wounded and thoughtful care of the dead.

c. Some men feel guilty about killing the enemy because the have been taught that to kill is
wrong.  This principle is learned so early in childhood that it becomes a basic attitude; a part of
one's conscience.  You must counteract this attitude by convincing your men that, whatever the
cause for the war, they are using the only possible means to preserve the security and
independence of their loved ones and of protecting their country.  You can also point out that the
enemy must be killed as a matter of self-preservation.

d. Another thing the men must learn early in combat is to be concerned only with the present.
Teach them to live a day at a time.  If waits between engagements are long, Marines will become
restless and uneasy.  Try to keep your men gainfully occupied and provide them with activities
that distract their minds from private uncertainties.

e. The constant threat of danger causes Marines to reach a breaking point.  They experience
extreme physical fatigue and moderate fear, which causes tension, irritability, loss of appetite,
and loss of sleep.  When you observe these telltale signs, make every effort to provide rest for the
individual.  If rest doesn't completely restore him, assist him further by bringing these signs to
your officer's attention so he can possible initiate actions for reassignment or transfer through
temporary rotation to a less dangerous job.

f. Some men adjust to combat at first, but, after a period of time, begin to show abnormal
reactions.  These men need medical treatment, and the earlier the treatment is given the better the
change to recondition the Marine for further combat.  Abnormal reactions to watch for are

(1) Excessive nervousness and shaking
(2) Fainting under stress
(3) Extreme noise sensitivity
(4) Continued loss of sleep after combat
(5) Continued depression
(6) Disorganized thinking, temporary loss of emotional control, or panic
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6105.  Corrective action

Unfortunately, prolonged combat creates some form of battle fatigue in all Marines.  When
battle fatigue is severe, the Marine should be sent to medical personnel and then to the rear, or at
least off the front lines for some rest and recuperation.  Failure to do so not only risks the fatigue
Marine's life but also endangers the lives of your other Marines and your mission.

Lesson Summary.  In this lesson you learned the causes of panic and battle fatigue, how to avoid
panic and battle fatigue, and how to stop them when they do occur.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 1 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 8 by performing the actions required.  Check
your responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Panic is

________________________________________________________________

2. The greatest cause of panic is ________________________________________

3. Panic can be avoided by

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

4. What are the methods used to stop panic once it has started?

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

5. Battle fatigue is __________________________________________________
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6. Symptoms of battle fatigue are

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

e. _____________________________________________________________

f. _____________________________________________________________

7. Battle fatigue is caused by

________________________________________________________________

8. What is the corrective action for battle fatigue?

________________________________________________________________
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Lesson 2.  THE SIX TROOP LEADING STEPS (BAMCIS)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the purpose of the six troop leading steps (BAMCIS).

2. Identify the elements in the six troop leading steps:  METT, KOCOA, and the five
paragraph order.

3. Identify situations in which the six troop leading steps and five paragraph order
would be used.

6201.  Purpose

For any organization to accomplish a mission, it must set up plans and guidelines.  In the Marine
Corps, these guidelines are called the six troop leading steps.  The troop leading steps provide a
systematic, chronological basis for planning and operating on which the Marine Corps issues
orders and accomplishes its mission both in garrison and in war.  The steps can be remembered
by using the key word BAMCIS (Begin the planning, Arrange for a reconnaissance and
coordination, Make a reconnaissance, Complete the plan, Issue the order, Supervise).

6202.  Use of the Troop Leading Steps

a. Step 1:  Begin planning.

(1) Plan the use of available time.  After receiving the platoon commander's order, the
squad leader determines what has to be done based on the time available.  Available
time is planned to include time required for the movement of the Marines and time
required for final preparations.  The remaining time is divided between the leader and
subordinate leaders.  About one half of the remaining time should be allotted for the
subordinate leaders to execute their troop leading procedures.  For example, the time
interval between the conclusions of a platoon commander's attack order and the time
for the attack is two hours.  The estimated time required to move the squad from the
assembly area to the attack position is about half an hour.  This leaves an hour and a
half for the execution of the troop leading procedures.  One half an hour is allotted
for the squad leader's procedures and the remaining hour for the fire team leaders.
The squad leader allots time for reconnaissance, planning, and issuing the order.

(2) Begin the estimate of the situation.  At this time, the leader makes an initial estimate
of the situation and outlines a preliminary plan.  In this preliminary planning, the
leader considers the terrain, the enemy situation, and the employment of any
supporting arms available.  The preliminary plan is only a foundation for future
action and can be modified or discarded as the situation develops.
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(3) The squad leader then plans a course of action.  For example, in an attack situation,
he might consider enveloping his objective's left flank with two fire teams, using the
other fire team as a base of fire.  The squad leader analyzes this course of action and
considers its advantages and disadvantages by using the following "yardsticks".

(a) Mission
(b) Enemy
(c) Terrain and weather
(d) Troops and fire support available
(e) Time available
(f) Space available
(g) Logistics available

(4) (This list is often referred to as METT-TSL, the word formed by the first letters of
each yardstick.  It will be referred to by this keyword in this course.  METT-TSL is
discussed in greater detail in later paragraphs.)

(5) The squad leader then analyzes a second course of action by using METT-TSL.  He
compares the two, mentally weighing the advantages and disadvantages of each.  He
selects the one offering the greatest possibility of success.

(6) He may plan a third course of action, analyze it by using METT-TSL, and then
compare it with the one he chose from the first two.  The squad leader continues this
procedure until he has determined the best course of action to accomplish his
mission.

(7) When the squad leader begins his estimate of the situation, he considers his
objectives and the factors that will help him capture this objective as well as those
factors that will hinder this capture.  He must consider his mission, the enemy with
their capabilities and limitations, the terrain that will help or hinder the
accomplishment of the mission, how the weather will affect his plans, and the
friendly troops and support available to him for use against the enemy.  The factors
that the squad leader considers in his estimate and plan are discussed briefly as
follows:

(a) The mission is a clear, concise, and simple statement of the task to be
performed.  It must be carefully analyzed and thoroughly understood.  It is the
basis for all actions of the squad until it is accomplished and is the most
important factor in all planning.

(b) Information concerning the enemy comes from many sources.  The most
reliable information is obtained by personal reconnaissance, unless there is just
no time for it.  The most important information concerning the enemy is his
strength, composition, type of weapons, defensive positions, tactical methods,
and his recent action.  Other information can be obtained from sketches,
liaison, coordination with adjacent units and from the platoon commander.
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(c) The terrain and weather will affect all plans and actions of the squad.  They
must be studied from both the enemy and friendly viewpoints.  The weather,
present and predicted, will affect visibility, movement, and fire support.  The
squad's plan of action must take full advantage of the terrain.  An easy
"yardstick" to remember while evaluating the aspects of terrain is KOCOA,
(Key terrain, Observation and fields of fire, Cover and concealment, Obstacles,
and Avenues of approach) discussed below.

1. Key terrain.  Key terrain is any feature that gives a marked advantage to
the forces that control it.  The selection of key terrain is based on the
mission of the command.  Key terrain features under friendly control
give a marked advantage in the accomplishment of the mission.  A bridge
over an unfordable river, for example, is a key terrain feature since it
furnishes access to the opposite shore without requiring an assault
crossing.

2. Observation and fields of fire.  Observation is the ability of the unit to
see the enemy under various conditions of terrain and weather.
Observation is essential to bringing effective fire on the enemy,
controlling the movement of a unit, and preventing surprise.  Considered
from the viewpoint of observation, the best terrain permits both
long-range observation into enemy-held areas and close-range
observation of any attacking forward elements.  A field of fire is the area
that a weapon or group of weapons can cover effectively.

3. Cover and concealment.  Cover is protection from enemy fire.
Concealment is the hiding or distinguishing of a unit and its activities
from enemy observation.  In most areas, cover and concealment are
provided by wooded areas, buildings, valleys, hills, gullies, ravines, folds
in the ground, and similar features.  Terrain features that offer cover can
also provide concealment.  The greater the irregularity of the terrain, the
more concealment it offers from ground observation.

4. Obstacles.  Obstacles are natural or artificial terrain features that stop,
delay, or restrict movement.  They may either help or hinder a unit,
depending upon their location and nature.  For example, a deep creek
located across the direction of movement will slow up the attacker, while
the same type of creek on the flank of an attacker affords a measure of
security.  In general, obstacles perpendicular to the direction of
movement may give the attacker the advantage by protecting the flanks.

5. Avenues of approach.  An avenue of approach is a terrain feature that
permits an easy route of movement for a force.  It should provide ease of
movement, cover and concealment, favorable observation and field of
fire, and adequate maneuver room for the unit being considered.
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(d) Information on troops and fire support available should be complete and
accurate.  The squad leader must consider his own unit's strength and location
compared with that of the enemy.  He should know what assistance he has
available from supporting weapons.  This could include machineguns, rocket
launchers, mortars, anti-tank weapons, tanks, artillery, naval gunfire, and
aircraft.

(e) Time the mission is to begin and end.  This will allow you to plan the route,
which will let you estimate the amount time you have to complete your
mission. This will also let you know how much rehearsal time you will have. It
is extremely important that you use your time in the most effective manner.  To
do this, use four techniques:  issue a warning order as soon as possible, use the
"half-rule," delegate tasks, and use reverse planning.

(f) Space in the operating area.  Consider all distances and how they will affect the
movement of Marines and equipment.  How far is your objective, can fire
support cover all the space in the operating area, and how far is reinforcement?

(g) Logistics available compared to what is needed on the mission along with the
allotted time and space.  Consider what gear you will need and how it will
affect your mission.  Can you be resupplied?  Can the S-4 or Company Gunny
support the type of operation that you are planning?  These are the questions
that need to be answered during the planning stage.

b. Step 2:  Arrange for reconnaissance and coordination.

(1) Movement of the unit.  Arrange for where, when, and how the unit will be moved.

(2) Reconnaissance.  The squad leader plans as detailed a reconnaissance as time and
situation permits.  When possible, a physical reconnaissance is conducted.  Using his
tentative plan as a guide, the squad leader plans the reconnaissance of his entire area.

(3) Coordination.  After the platoon commander's briefing, the squad leader makes
arrangements to coordinate with adjacent unit leaders (fig. 6-1), with leaders of
supporting units, and with other unit leaders he may come in contact with during the
attack.  The purpose of the coordination is to exchange information on plans of
operation, to ensure that there is no conflict between units, and to ensure complete
and adequate coverage of the area.

c. Step 3:  Make a reconnaissance.  While the squad leader makes his reconnaissance (fig.
6-1), he continues his estimate of the situation and completes his terrain analysis.  In analyzing
the terrain, the squad leader uses KOCOA as a guide.
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Fig 6-1.  Reconnaissance:  the leader's eyes.

d. Step 4:  Complete the plan.  The squad leader now reviews his preliminary plan and
prepares notes for issuing the order.  He makes some final decisions involving the following:

(1) Routes of approach
(2) Location and strength of squad security to be used
(3) Where he will be located
(4) Method of attack

e. Step 5:  Issue the order.

(1) One of the most important and apparently most difficult troop leading steps to
accomplish is the issuance of an order (fig. 6-2).  Regardless of the soundness of a
plan and the effective accomplishment of all previous troop leading steps, if the
squad leader fails to issue a complete, effective, forceful order, his plan is doomed to
failure.  He must transmit his thoughts clearly to his fire team leaders if they are to
intelligently execute their assigned missions.  This is done by following a five
paragraph order sequence, using a complete or fragmentary (partial) form as the
situation dictates.

(2) The order must be as detailed and as complete as possible to ensure that all
information vital to the fire team leaders is given.  The order is given in clear, simple
language to avoid misunderstanding.  Each fire team leader is assigned a specific
mission for his fire team.  The order is delivered in the proper sequence at all times.
Before issuing the order, the squad leader should orient the fire team leaders on the
terrain, pointing out specifically those terrain features that he will refer to.  Though
the order may be given in an informal natural manner, interruptions that would tend
to cause the squad leader to lose his sequence and possibly omit important parts of
the order unintentionally must be avoided.
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Fig 6-2.  Issuing an order.

Allowing interruptions also tends to cause the issuance of an order to degenerate into
a general discussion or "bull session" that causes the impact of the order to be lost.
So, the squad leader should not allow interruptions as he speaks.  The squad leader
should provide time at the conclusion of the order for questions from the fire team
leaders to clear up any misunderstanding or obscure details.  It is well to remember
that the order should be kept simple, brief, and consistent with the situation; that no
important points are omitted, and that the necessary details are given to insure
wholehearted compliance by the fire team leaders.  The following indicates the
sequence of the five-paragraph order.  This sequence should be followed at all times
in issuing complete or fragmentary orders.

(3) The five paragraph order can be summed up by the key word SMEAC:  Situation,
Mission, Execution, Administration and logistics, and Command and signal.

(a) Situation

1. Enemy forces:  description of the enemy forces confronting the squad;
stressing their location, strength, and weapons disposition.

2. Friendly forces:  the location and mission of those units that are adjacent
to or directly affect the accomplishment of the squad's mission.  This
includes support that will be provided by other forces.

3. Attachments and detachments:  units detached to or detached from the
squad by higher headquarters, including the effective time of detachment
or detachment.
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(b) Mission

A brief, simple statement as to the exact and explicit mission of the squad.  An
example might be:  "We are to move out and secure that hill 300 meters to our
front.

(c) Execution

This is the paragraph in which specific missions are assigned to each of the fire
teams.  It is organized into subparagraphs with each fire team and attached unit
being given its mission in one separate subparagraph.  The initial subparagraph
is normally used to give a general description on how the squad as a whole will
accomplish its mission.  The last subparagraph is used to define coordinating
details such as formations, line of departure, time, and direction of attack.  In
addition, any instructions pertinent to two or more of the subordinate units are
included in this subparagraph.

(d) Administration and logistics

This paragraph includes instructions or information pertaining to such matters
as ammunition supply and re-supply, location of the corpsmen, food and water
supply, and evacuation of wounded personnel.

(e) Command and signal

The squad leader states where he will be located and gives instructions on
signals, pyrotechnics (use of fireworks for military signaling), and other forms
of communication that will be used.

f. Step 6:  Supervise.  Once an order is issued, the squad leader cannot assume that his job is
finished.  One of the most important troop-leading steps is the supervision of the execution of the
order.  As the situation develops, additional fragmentary orders may become necessary to
complete the mission successfully.  Proper supervision can remove doubts or misunderstanding
that may arise as the fire team leaders commence their action.  Attack formation and preparation
to attack at the proper time both require supervision by the squad leader.  Only through
aggressive supervision by the squad leader can the order be effectively carried out and the
mission be concluded successfully.  An example of the six troop leading steps and typical five-
paragraph SMEAC order follows.

A squad five paragraph order is given by the squad leader of the 3d squad, 1st
platoon, with a squad of M60 machines guns attached (see sketch no. 1, figure 6-3,
for the details of the tactical situation).  The squad leader and the fire team leaders
are located at the OP indicated on sketch no. 1.
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That direction is north.  Note the road on our right which runs parallel to our
direction of attack.  Take a look at the long ridge line about 400 meters to our direct
front at the head of the draw.  Joe (1st fire team leader), note the high ground about
150 meters to our right front.

So far, we have run into small scattered enemy groups, but the lieutenant tells me
that we can expect to hit their combat outposts soon.  We can expect fire from a
small group on those hills to our front as we move out.  They have some automatic
weapons with them.  I've spotted a machinegun on the forward slope of the left
portion of the high ground 400 meters to our front.

Our platoon is moving out on a frontage of 250 meters to seize that ridge line 400
meters to the front.  The 1st squad is over in the woods on our left and the 2d platoon
is over beyond the road on our right.  The 81s are going to put some prep fires on our
objective 5 minutes before we jump off.

We have a machine gun squad attached to help us in taking that hill.

Our squad is going to move out on a frontage of 150 meters from the road inclusive
over to the wood line and seize that ridge line 400 meters to our front.

Fig 6-3.  Sketch No. 1

We will attack with the squad on-line, 1st fire team on the left, 3d fire team on the
right.

First fire team, set up initially on the left portion of this ridge line where we are
located now.  Joe, move out on my signal and take that hill 150 meters to our left
front, the one I pointed out to your before.  Set up a base of fire there and prepare to
support the other two fire teams by fire.
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Be prepared to move forward from there by bounds along the left hand side of the
draw on my signal.  Assault the left portion of the squad objective on signal.

Second fire team, set up initially in the area directly to our front, on this ridge line.
Be prepared to support the maneuver of the other two fire teams by fire from this
position.  You will move, by bounds, down the draw on my signal and assault the
right portion of the squad objective on the assault signal.

Third fire team, set up on this ridge line over on the right.  Be ready to support the
other fire teams by fire from there.  Move forward by bounds, on signal, along the
left side of the road and take the hill I pointed out to you before.  Set up a base of fire
from there on the final objective.  Cease fire on signal and be ready to move to the
squad objective.

Machine gun squad leader, move into position on the center portion of this ridge next
to the 2d fire team.  Be ready to support by fire at my direction and to move by
bounds on my signal.  Be prepared to fire on that machinegun on our squad objective
if it opens up on us.

Fire team leaders, maintain constant visual contact with me for signals.  Line of
departure--present position.  Time of attack--on my order.  Be ready to go in 10
minutes.

Corpsmen are located with the lieutenant over in the woods on our left.  Le me know
if you need them.  There will be an ammunition re-supply in about 4 hours.  We will
get chow and water on the objective.

Signal for the assault will be a red star cluster.  Alternate signal--two short whistle
blasts.

I will be just behind the 2d fire team.

Any questions?

It is now 0840.  MOVE OUT"

Note in the example that the squad leader assigned each fire team a specific mission in paragraph
3, including the attached machine gun squad.  He followed the proper sequence in issuing his
order, and, even though he used informal phrasing and manner of speaking, he left no doubt as to
the mission of each subordinate unit.

Squad operation orders are not meant to be highly literary in nature, but simple, brief statements
of important details organized to be effective in transferring the squad leader's ideas and
commands to his fire team leaders.  Not all squad orders will be as complete and detailed as the
example given, but each order, complete or fragmentary, should be specific in assigning missions
to subordinates and should follow the prescribed sequence.
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g. Examples of the use of BAMCIS and SMEAC in non-combat situations.  Most Marines
think the troop leading steps and the five paragraph order are associated only with combat and
the infantry.  This couldn't be further from the truth.  With slight modifications, the troop leading
steps can be, and are, used to plan every mission assigned to every unit no matter how big or how
small.  The five paragraph order (SMEAC) likewise is not just for combat and the infantry.  The
issuing of every order uses SMEAC with minor changes, depending on the reason for the order.

(1) The mess sergeant has a meal to prepare and uses BAMCIS in the following manner:

(a) Begin the planning.  The mess sergeant figures out how many rations will be
needed and what type of food will be prepared for the men.

(b) Arrange for the reconnaissance.  The mess sergeant then prepares to go to the
storeroom or the warehouse to ensure that enough rations are on hand.

(c) Make the reconnaissance.  The mess sergeant then goes and physically checks
to see if the provisions are available.

(d) Complete the plan.  The mess sergeant, once satisfied that the provisions are
available, can finalize the plan.  If he finds that not enough of the selected food
is available, the mess sergeant will revise the original plan.

(e) Issue the order.  The mess sergeant instructs the cooks on preparing the meal.

(f) Supervise.  The mess sergeant then supervises and issues guiding instructions
to ensure that the meal is prepared properly and on time.

(2) Using the example just discussed, SMEAC can be used when issuing the orders as
follows:

(a) Situation.  The mess sergeant tells the cooks that a meal must be prepared to
feed the Marines.

(b) Mission.  The mission is to feed the figured number of Marines a nutritious,
balanced meal at a given time.

(c) Execution.  The execution is the assigning of specific cooks to prepare specific
foods and assigning mess Marines specific duties.  This also includes picking
up the rations, preparing them, and getting the food on the line for serving.

(d) Administration and logistics.  This section occurs when the mess sergeant tells
the cooks how many rations to draw and takes care of any paperwork involved.

(e) Command and signal.  The mess sergeant states who is in charge and when to
begin.
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Lesson Summary.  In this lesson you learned the purpose and application of the six troop leading
steps.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lesson 2 Exercise: Complete items 1 through 20 by performing the actions required.  Check
your responses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. The six troop leading steps are a systematic, chronological order for

_______________________________________________________________

2. The six troop leading steps in proper order are

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

e. _____________________________________________________________

f. _____________________________________________________________

3. METT-TSL is found in which troop leading step?

_______________________________________________________________

4. METT-TSL stands for

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

5. When analyzing the terrain, the key letters that you use are

_______________________________________________________________
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6. What does each letter of a terrain analysis stand for?

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

e. _____________________________________________________________

7. List in proper order paragraph headlines on the five paragraph order.

a. _____________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________

d. _____________________________________________________________

e. _____________________________________________________________
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Matching:  For items 8 through 19, match the statement in column 1 with the appropriate
paragraph of the five-paragraph order in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces
provided.

Column 1 Column 2

Statement Paragraph of the 5-paragraph order

___ 8. Pyrotechnics to be used a. Situation
___ 9. How the squad will accomplish b. Mission

the mission c. Execution 
___ 10. List of attachments and d. Administration and Logistics
   detachments e. Command and signals
___ 11. Statement of exactly what is

to be done
___ 12. Instructions pertaining to

subordinate units
___ 13. Hand and arm signals will be

used
___ 14. Description of enemy forces
___ 15. Statement of resupply schedules
___ 16. Location of friendly forces
___ 17. "We are to move out at 2100

and secure the hill."
___ 18. "We will use the column

formation."
___ 19. Location of corpsman

___ 20. Where can the troop leading steps and five paragraph order be used?

_______________________________________________________________
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Lesson 3.  SITUATIONS AND ANALYSIS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify an NCO's responsibilities for correcting subordinates.

2. Determine that the rank of NCO is earned and carries responsibilities even when the
billet has no subordinate Marines to be lead.

3. Determine that the duty of an NCO, except where the billet requires otherwise, is to
be a supervisor.

4. Determine that liberty should mainly be with ones contemporaries.

5. Determine the proper process for dealing with possible problem areas.

6. Determine that authority, not responsibility, can be delegated.

6301.  Situation 1.  Correcting Subordinates

Situation:  Cpl Mary Jones was walking to the PX at 1400 on a work day.  On the way, Cpl
Jones passed a male Marine who was not wearing a cover with the utility uniform, and his
hair was well beyond regulation length.  Cpl Jones approached the Marine and informed
him that he was out of uniform and in need of a haircut.  The Marine, a PFC, stated that he
wasn't listening to a WM corporal, and besides she wasn't in his unit so she had no right to
tell him anything.  At this point the PFC started walking off.

Questions:

1. Was Cpl Jones within her rights to correct the Marine?

2. What actions, if any, should Cpl Jones have taken when the Marine attempted to
walk off?

Answers/Analysis:

Cpl Jones was definitely within her rights to correct the PFC.  It is an NCO's responsibility to
enforce all regulations.  Cpl Jones' warrant does not say that she is a corporal of only WMs or
that she is a corporal only of Marines within her unit.  It simply states that she is a corporal and
all Marines of lesser grade will obey her lawful orders.

Cpl Jones should halt the PFC, demand his name, unit, and ID card and have the PFC escort her
to his first sergeant.  Cpl Jones then should explain the happenings to the first sergeant and let the
first sergeant take appropriate action.
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6302.  Situation 2.  The Meaning and Responsibilities of NCO Ranks

Situation:  Sgt Jenkins is about to enter the Marine House bar at the American Embassy.
Just before entering, he hears Cpl Smith, a newly promoted NCO, taking to LCpl Jones.
Cpl Smith is telling Jones, a newly assigned Marine, that Jones has no worries about being
promoted.  As an embassy Marine, the command has to promote Marines just to justify
keeping them on the duty.  Cpl Smith then continues to say the rank of corporal means
nothing on embassy duty.  Corporals do the same job as lance corporals; the only "benny"
is the little extra money involved.  At this point Sgt Jenkins enters.

Questions:

1. Should Sgt Jenkins say anything to Cpl Smith and LCpl Jones

2. If corrective counseling is to be done, should both Marines be talked to at the same
time?

Answers/Analysis:

As an NCO, Sgt Jenkins has the responsibility for taking corrective actions when a Marine is
being misled.  Sgt Jenkins should first take Cpl Smith off to the side and should inform him that
the rank of NCO is earned, not just given away.  If the command doesn't feel a Marine is ready
for the NCO ranks, then that Marine would not be promoted, no matter what the billet or duty.
Sgt Jenkins should continue to counsel Cpl Smith on his poor judgment and lack of loyalty to the
NCO ranks.  By telling a subordinate Marine that there is no difference between the ranks, Cpl
Smith hurts not only the respect due to him, but also the respect due to other NCOs.  It is Cpl
Smith's duty to instruct subordinates in a positive manner and give them sound leadership and
judgment and not to mislead them.

Sgt Jenkins should then call LCpl Jones to the side and correct Cpl Smith's poor instructions.  Sgt
Jenkins should set LCpl Jones straight as to what is expected and what rewards will be received
for good work thereby motivating Jones to have a positive attitude.

6303.  Situation 3.  The NCO is a Supervisor

Situation:  Sgt Green is in the habit of helping his Marines when they are assigned to field
day.  He usually gets down and helps swab the deck and jokes around with his Marines as
they all go about their work of cleaning up.  Sgt Green is continually criticized by his
superior for the poor quality of work of his Marines.  One field day, Sgt Green directed the
Marines to start and he just looked on.  Immediately, the Marines started to complain that
he wasn't doing his share.  Sgt Green told them to get to work; he's an NCO and doesn't
have to work.
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Questions:

1. Was Sgt Green's answer a right one?

2. Was Sgt Green in error by not physically helping with the field day?

Answers/Analysis:

Sgt Green, as an NCO, is expected to supervise; not to physically do the work.  Sgt Green should
have stated so, but should not have said, "I'm an NCO."  By actively getting down and helping
before, he hurt his personal performance.  The Marines think Sgt Green is a great guy when he
helps, but so far as respect as an NCO is concerned, Sgt Green receives none.  He has created the
image of being "one of the guys"; popularity appears to mean more to Sgt Green than doing the
job properly.  Performance of the field day is down because when Sgt Green is swabbing the
deck, he cannot supervise the other field day work areas.

As an NCO, Sgt Green should do physical labor only when he is showing the Marines how to do
the task.  Although this is the rule, in certain circumstances, such as when there is a short time
limit, an NCO can help out.

6304.  Situation 4.  Liberty Should Mainly Be With Contemporaries

Situation:  Cpl John Black enjoys going on liberty for a few drinks with his friends; all of
his friends are non-rated.  While on liberty, everyone is on a first-name basis, but Cpl
Black makes sure that, during duty hours, he refers to people on strictly a rank basis.  One
night, Cpl Black and his friends have really "tied one on."  The next morning, PFC White
isn't at formation, and, as the lieutenant asks Cpl Black where White is, White arrives.  Cpl
Black demands to know where White has been, to which White replies, "Don't you
remember, John, last night you said I could have extra time off in the morning."  Cpl Black
at this time tells White that he must be called Cpl Black and, no, he doesn't remember
telling White he could have time off.

Analysis:

By going on liberty solely with subordinate Marines, Cpl Black is creating problems for himself.
He is setting a double standard which is unfair to his subordinates.  When drinking, especially to
excess, Cpl Black could have very easily said to White that he could have time off.  Cpl Black
doesn't really know.  When an NCO goes on liberty with subordinates, he must always be careful
of what he says, to whom he says it, and who is present when he says it.

An NCO who wants the company only of subordinates is skirting the responsibility of leadership.
This NCO wants the benefits of rank but not the responsibility.
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6305.  Dealing with a Possible Problem Area

Situation:  The Drinking NCO

CAST: Sgt THOMAS, Platoon sergeant
Cpl REAGAN, Squad leader
LCpl STEWART, Squad leader, 2d squad fire team leader
PFC GREENE, Member, 3d squad

SCENE ONE

NARRATOR: The following skit deals with the actions of a platoon sergeant in handling
his Marines.  As the first scene opens, the platoon sergeant is talking to one
of his fire team leaders about the squad leader.

Sgt THOMAS: You think we'll be ready for the field test next week, LCpl Stewart?

LCpl STEWART: I hope so, sergeant.  If Cpl Reagan stays off our backs, we will.

Sgt THOMAS: What's wrong?

LCpl STEWART: He drinks too much!  Rides the Marines every chance he gets!  Something
needs to be done!

Sgt THOMAS: (Confidently) He seems like a good Marine to me.

LCpl STEWART: Maybe so, but the Marines are getting to the point where they just don't care.

Sgt THOMAS: Well, from the looks of things, I'd say he's gotten the job done.  That's what
we want, isn't it?

LCpl STEWART: I'm not so sure he's doing that.  He leaves the work to the rest of the NCOs.

Sgt THOMAS: Don't you think you're being just a little hard on him?

LCpl STEWART: No, I don't!

Sgt THOMAS: (Confidently) Well, don't worry about it; everything will be okay.

LCpl STEWART: I hope so!

(Question to the student:  What, if anything, would you do concerning LCpl Stewart's complaint?
Be able to justify your answer.)
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SCENE TWO

NARRATOR: The time is a few days later.  Sgt THOMAS has sent for Private Greene to
have a talk with him.

PFC GREENE: Sergeant, Private Greene reporting as ordered!

Sgt THOMAS: At ease, Greene.  What's this business about your talking back to Cpl
Reagan?

PFC GREENE: He stays on my back all the time!

Sgt THOMAS: That's no reason for talking back to him!  And you've been in the Marine
Corps long enough to know it.  What brought it on?

PFC GREENE: Every time I turn around, he's either putting me on some kind of detail or
he's riding me about something.  I just got tired of it!

Sgt THOMAS: Well, you've got to respect your NCOs, Greene!  I don't want this to happen
again.  Do you understand?

PFC GREENE: Yes, Sergeant.

Sgt THOMAS: From now on, do what they say without giving them any backtalk!

PFC GREENE: Yes, Sergeant.

SCENE THREE

NARRATOR: A few days later, the platoon is training in the field.  During a break, Sgt.
Thomas speaks to Cpl. Reagan, the fireteam leader.

Sgt THOMAS: Good morning, corporal.  Let's walk over to that rock where we can sit
down.  I have a few things I would like to talk over with you.

Cpl REAGAN: Okay.

Sgt THOMAS: Corporal, when I came up, you were yelling at Sullivan.  Why?

Cpl REAGAN: Sergeant, he got a little sassy with me.  I was just straightening him out.  I'm
afraid I've been too easy on him any way.  He always wants to give out with
some lip!
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Sgt THOMAS: I see.  Well, that's more or less what I wanted to see you about.  I had
planned to delay this talk until this evening; however, since this has
happened, it seems appropriate to have it now.  As you know, corporal, I've
had to delegate a great deal of authority to you in training the platoon,
primarily because I've been too busy with platoon duties to do much else.
I've placed a lot of confidence in you to get the job done.  I've always
backed you wherever it seemed necessary.  For a while, this has worked out
fine.  You were doing an outstanding job until recently.  But now I've been
getting some complaints from the Marines that you've been mistreating
them.  Because this could have bad results, if true, I thought it important
enough to require an investigation.  I've checked with a number of Marines
and I've watched you closely myself.

Cpl REAGAN: (Indignantly) What did you find out?

Sgt THOMAS: As I said, the Marines think you've been abusing your authority and I would
say they're right.  Over the past week, I've noted four instances of what I
consider to be poor leadership.  This one, today, makes number five.  The
other four are right here in my notebook if you would like to see them.
Now, I'd like to try to find out why all of this has been going on.
Something's going to have to be done to correct this situation.

Cpl REAGAN: (Resistingly) Sergeant, I wouldn't pay any attention to these gripes.  With
the field test coming up, I've had to crack down on some of the Marines.  I
guess that's what this is all about.

Sgt THOMAS: I don't think so, corporal.  The information I have is that you've been
drinking too much and letting it influence your job.  There's no excuse for
this.  Your mistreatment of the Marines could break down the platoon's
morale, and, if it continues, it's going to result in trouble for you.  I certainly
don't want that to happen!

Cpl REAGAN: (Less resistingly) I don't either.

Sgt THOMAS: Very well, then, Cpl.  That's your decision to make.  From now on, I'm
going to expect you to act with more discretion; I want you to do a better job
than you've been doing.  Stay off the Marines' backs and you won't have to
push them so hard.  You must be firm with them to train them for combat,
but that doesn't mean training them to hate the Marine Corps.  As far as the
drinking is concerned, I have no proof that you'd been drunk during duty
hours.  So, this is a warning.  From now on, be dead sure you're stone-cold
sober during duty hours or any other time you are handling any of the
Marines.  Further, I want no hangovers during these periods.  Now, if there's
anything I can do to help you, if you have problems, just let me know.  I'll
do what I can.
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And, if you decide you want to talk something over with me later, please
feel free to do so.  I don't hold a Marine's personal problems against him if
he tries to get help.  But, I'll tolerate no more of the second-rate leadership
you've shown me during the past week.  If it continues, I'll be forced to
recommend that formal charges be brought against you.

Cpl REAGAN: Yes, Sergeant.

Sgt THOMAS: Let me emphasize once more, corporal; if you have something bothering
you, come and talk with me about it; or let me set up a visit to the chaplain,
or something.  If you have problems, let's try to do something about them
before they wreck your career.

(END)

Analysis:

When he enters the Marine Corps, the citizen-Marine's circumstances are quite different from
those he knew in civilian life.  In the Marine Corps, he has little control over his living and
working conditions.  If he has problems that interfere and detract from his ability to do good
work, he may find that he has little power to work out solutions on his own; instead, he must
depend on his NCOs to provide the necessary help and assistance.  The effective NCO is
sensitive to these needs.  By taking appropriate action on the problems and complaints of his men
and by protecting them from unfair and abusive treatment, the effective NCO makes it possible
for his Marines to carry out their work assignments more capably.

An ineffective aspect of the platoon sergeant's actions was his apparent failure to fully accept his
fire team leader's complaint about the squad leader.  Although a platoon sergeant must see that
the unit accomplishes its assignments, he must also maintain the welfare of his Marines
regardless of whether it is being threatened from within the platoon or from outside.  The platoon
sergeant in this skit seemed to ignore this responsibility initially.  According to him, the squad
leader was getting the job done.  The possibility that the squad leader was getting the job done in
an improper manner was either not considered or was not deemed important.

After he spoke with Private Greene, the platoon sergeant took appropriate action to investigate
the two sets of complaints to determine if they had a basis.  This was very necessary because, if
the squad leader was actually mistreating the platoon, he had to be corrected quickly before the
situation got worse.  If he was not mistreating the men, the actual cause of the gripes would have
to be uncovered quickly, before the platoon's motivation and performance deteriorated further.

The platoon sergeant investigated these complaints tactfully and then confronted Cpl Reagan
with the problem.  At all times in their talk, it was clear that he would be a source of help and
support if Cpl Reagan had personal problems.  At the same time, however, he protected his
Marines from future mistreatment.  The importance of investigating gripes and complaints cannot
be overemphasized.
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Occasionally, the complaints will turn out to be groundless; however, they are more often
symptoms of problems within the platoon.  These problems must be solved if the Marines'
performance and morale is to be maintained.  Investigating all the facts of a situation and
providing counseling when it is needed often stops problems when they are still minor.

6305.  Determine That Only Authority, Not Responsibility, Can Be Delegated

Situation:  New Displays

CAST: Lt JOHNSON, Platoon commander
Sgt BLACK, Squad leader
Cpl BYRD, Fireteam leader
Pvt JONES, Fireteam member

SCENE ONE

NARRATOR: The following skit deals with a squad leader's actions while preparing for an
inspection.  As the first scene opens, the squad leader is checking with the
fireteam leader on a Marine's progress.

Sgt BLACK: How're things coming along, corporal?

Cpl BYRD: Great.  The squad is doing a good job.  Things are beginning to look up!

Sgt BLACK: Good!  Any problems?

Cpl BYRD: Just one.  It's about the equipment layouts.  With your permission, I'd like to
make a few changes.  I had Private Jones set up a sample.  Could you look
at it to see if you like it?

Sgt BLACK: (Lack of concern) Not now, Corporal!  I haven't got time.  I just stopped by
to see how the Marines were shaping up.  As long as the displays are like
the one I laid out this morning, they'll be okay.  And be sure they're lined up
straight!

Cpl BYRD: Begging your pardon, but I believe the displays would be more in
accordance with regulation if we set them up like Jones has his.

Sgt BLACK: Corporal, I know what's regulation, and I don't need any help from Private
Jones.  Now I want those display like the ones I set up.  Is that clear?

Cpl BYRD: Yes, Sergeant.
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SCENE TWO

NARRATOR: The time is five minutes later.

Cpl BYRD: (Loudly) Give me your attention, Marines!  I just had a talk with the
sergeant about the equipment layouts.  You'll have to keep them the way
they are.  They've got to be exactly like the one he set up this morning.

Pvt JONES: But, Corporal, he's not right.

Cpl BYRD: Right or not, we are going to do it the sergeant's way.

SCENE THREE

NARRATOR: The time is three hours later.  Lt Johnson has just finished inspecting the
squad.

Lt JOHNSON: Sergeant Black!

Sgt BLACK: Yes, sir?

Lt JOHNSON: The squad looks very good.  You did a good job.  The barracks and weapons
are in excellent shape, but I'm afraid the equipment displays are not
regulation.  There's no excuse for this.  Corporal Byrd should know the
proper way to lay out the equipment.

Sgt BLACK: You're right sir.  I told him to be sure everything was right.  I guess from
now on I'll have to personally supervise.

Lt JOHNSON: Sergeant, it's your responsibility to ensure the job is done correctly, no one
else's!

Analysis:

One of the primary functions of the squad leader is to receive assignments and directives from
higher command levels, interpret these to the squad in a manner in which they can be understood,
and then see that they are carried out satisfactorily.  Thus, to the squad, the squad leader presents
the guidance of higher command; at the same time, the squad leader is responsible to his
commanders for the success or failure of his platoon to the extent that it is within his control.
This responsibility involves both training for, and the execution of, assigned tasks.  Hence, the
squad leader must know the technical details of what is to be done; he must communicate
instructions to the Marines, and then he must supervise and guide the execution of the assigned
task.  In this skit, the squad leader has failed to do this, and his squad's performance has suffered
as a consequence.
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The failure occurred mainly for two reasons.  First, the squad leader did not know the regulation
way to set up a display.  This is a deficiency in technical proficiency.  It will not be dwelt with
further in this course except to say that additional or remedial training would be part of the
solution.  It is relevant at this point mainly because it set the stage for the ineffective leadership
behavior that followed.  Second, the squad leader rejected his fire team's suggestion that another
method of setting up displays would meet the regulations and did not check to determine whether
or not the corporal was indeed correct.  As will be explained below, this is by far the more
serious of the two leadership failures noted here.

Failures of this type are serious to Marines as well as to their NCOs.  For the sergeant, the
consequences are obvious.  The platoon commander, experienced in these matters, will quickly
learn whom to hold responsible if he doesn't already know.  However, the squad members are
also involved in these failures.  Everyone wants to belong to a good unit; no one enjoys being
part of a poor one.  Also if the squad leader's failure results in a particularly bad showing, the
squad may suffer some sort of punishment as a consequence; or, at the least, the members may be
forced to do double work to correct what could have been done right the first time.  The Marines
will resent these hardships!  Marines do not particularly resent punishment if they feel they
deserve it; however, they bitterly resent punishment and extra work they know to be undeserved.

It is helpful to remember that the squad's goal is good performance of assigned missions.  This is
the goal of each individual member of the squad because each gets both tangible and intangible
rewards from seeing a job well done.  For this reason, it cannot be overemphasized that the
performance of the platoon will almost inevitably improve to the extent to which the platoon
leader can capitalize on the experience, suggestions, and initiative of his men in accomplishing
the platoon's goals.

A final comment on the last scene is necessary.  Sgt Black could have maintained in part the
confidence, respect, and trust of his men by assuming responsibility for having given his platoon
incorrect guidance in laying out the equipment displays.  This was his only constructive way out.
By so doing, he could have shielded his Marines from the consequences of his error.  He failed to
take the blame when he was at fault, and failed to remember that the leader is always responsible
for subordinates' actions.

Lesson Summary.  This lesson gave you an opportunity to apply what you have learned in this
course by examining several typical leadership situations.
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Study Unit 6 Lesson Exercise Solutions

Lesson 1 Exercise Solutions

Reference

1. The overpowering fear that causes the victim to take 6101
unreasonable and uncontrolled action to escape a real or
imagined danger.

2. fear of the unknown 6102
3. a. keeping your Marines informed. 6102

b. training. 6102c
c. instill in your Marines confidence in your leadership 6102d

abilities.
4. a. taking. 6103b

b. physical action.
5. extreme physical and mental weariness. 6104a
6. a. Excessive nervousness and shaking 6104f

b. Fainting under stress
c. Extreme noise sensitivity
d. Continued sleep loss after combat
e. Continued depression
f. Disorganized thinking, temporary loss of emotional

control, or panic
7. Prolonged periods of staying in a combat situation without 6105

a break or chance to rest.
8. A period of rest and recuperation 6105
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Study Unit 6 Lesson Exercise Solutions--cont'd

Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions

Reference

1. planning and operating on which the Marine Corps issues 6201
orders and accomplishes its mission both in garrison and
at war

2. a. Begin the planning. 6201
b. Arrange for a reconnaissance.
c. Make the reconnaissance.
d. Complete the plan.
e. Issue the order.
f. Supervise.

3. The first step, begin the planning. 6202a(3)
4. a. Mission 6202a(3)

b. Enemy
c. Terrain and weather
d. Troops and fire support available
e. Time available
f. Space available
g. Logistics available

5. KOCOA 6202a(3)(7)(c)
6. a. Key terrain 6202a(3)(7)(c)

b. Observation and fields of fire
c. Cover and concealment
d. Obstacles
e. Avenues of approach

7. a. Situation 6202e(3)
b. Mission
c. Execution
d. Administration and logistics
e. Command and signal

8. e. 6202e
9. c.
10. a.
11. b.
12. c.
13. e.
14. a.
15. d.
16. a.
17. b.
18. c.
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Study Unit 6 Lesson Exercise Solutions--cont'd

Lesson 2 Exercise Solutions--cont'd

19. d.
20. In any situation 6201g
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FUNDAMENTALS OF MARINE CORPS LEADERSHIP

Review Lesson

Instructions:  This review lesson is designed to aid you in preparing for your final examination.
You should try to complete this lesson without referring to the course text or other materials, but
if you find that you must use the materials to answer some of the questions, do so.  If you answer
any questions incorrectly, they will be listed with the appropriate reference after the exam.  You
should study the reference material for the questions you missed before taking the final exam.

Multiple Choice.  Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
question.  After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate box.

1. The two purposes for the chain of command are to provide a link between the different
levels of command and to

a. set up a request mast cycle.
b. ensure that all Marines are well trained.
c. provide for a nonjudicial punishment system.
d. decentralize authority.

2. Three purposes of the NCO in the Marine Corps are to train subordinate Marines, to ensure
close supervision, and to

a. pass on orders and information. c. keep recruits in line.
b. provide rewards for loyalty. d. assist staff NCOs.

3. Before promotion to corporal a Marine must meet statistical and          standards.

a.  athletic c. academic
b.  personal d. physical

4. Your NCO promotion warrant tells you that you have an established leadership position,
that all Marine Corps subordinates will render obedience to your appropriate orders, and
that you are to

a. be given special benefits. c. be your "own boss."
b. be responsible for your unit. d. follow orders of superiors.
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5. The official publications that give an NCO the needed authority to perform assigned duties
are the United States Naval Regulations, the Marine Corps Manual, and

a.  Promotion Warrant Form (DD 216, MC).
b.  GUIDEBOOK FOR MARINE NCOs.
c.  Uniform Code of Military Justice, 1969 (Rev.)
d.  Judge Advocate General Manual.

6. When you become an NCO you accept added responsibility to your

a. country, Marine Corps, organization, and Marines.
b. God, country, Corps, and family.
c. country, Marine Corps, NCOs, and Marines.
d. God, country, organization, and Marines.

7. The sum of those qualities of intellect, human understanding, and moral character that
enables a person to inspire and control a group of people successfully is the definition of

a. giving orders. c. chain of command.
b. leadership. d. discipline.

8. The three elements of leadership are the leader, the situation, and

a. the mission. c. the organization.
b. those led. d. personal traits.

9. To organize, coordinate, delegate, and supervise are the reasons that a                is needed.

a. leader c. follower
b. subordinate d. work force

10. Creation and maintenance of an organization that will loyally and willingly accomplish a
reasonable task and will initiate suitable action in the absence of orders is the objective of

a. the promotion warrant. c. military discipline.
b. the chain of command. d. military leadership.

11. Military leadership is essential to coordinate the personnel and activities within the unit,
ensure the unit's success, and

a. hold the military organization together.
b. create and maintain a "chain of command."
c. keep unit mission in proper order.
d. delegate authority and responsibility.
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12. The two general responsibilities of leadership are the Marines and the

a. unit. c. mission.
b. situation. d. equipment.

13. The two extremes of leadership styles are the autocratic (authoritarian) and the

a. eclectic (combinations). c. physical (training).
b. intellectual (teaching). d. democratic (persuasive).

14. Which style of leadership is used by most Marines?

a. Democratic (persuasive) c. Intellectual (teaching)
b. Autocratic (authoritarian) d. Parts of democratic and autocratic

15. Individual Marines seek leadership to

a. fulfill needs. c. gain personal benefits.
b. get promoted. d. keep off work details.

16. By using the leader's code, the individual Marine can properly

a. lead in any situation.
b. conduct a leadership self-evaluation.
c. tell superiors where they are wrong.
d. conduct MOS training.

17. The purpose of leadership traits and principles is to

a. set personal guidelines. c. teach leadership.
b. pick out leaders. d. screen NCOs.

18. Those characteristics of personality that help an NCO to gain respect, confidence, and
willing obedience and provide a set of standards for leadership to be evaluated are called

a. military leadership. c. leadership traits.
b. NCO responsibilities. d. leadership principles.

19. General rules, or guides, for a Marine NCO to use to become a successful leader are called

a. leadership principles. c. NCO's responsibilities.
b. leadership traits. d. military leadership.
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Matching.  For items 20-23, match each phrase in column 1 with its appropriate leadership
trait in column 2.

Column 1 Column 2

Phrase Leadership Trait

20. Seeing and doing a task without. a. Loyalty
being told to b. Tact

21. Dealing with Marines            c. Integrity
without causing friction d. Initiative

22. Giving credit where it is due e. Unselfishness
23. Being honest, trustful, and upright

in moral character 

Matching.  For items 24-26, Match each phrase in column 1 with the appropriate leadership
principle in column 2.

Column 1 Column 2

Phrase Leadership Principle

24. Keep the answers to questions and     a. Develop a sense of responsibility 
demonstrate competence in your MOS in your subordinates.

25. Assign to your unit tasks that can be     b. Train your Marines as a team.
successfully accomplished c. Be technically and tactically proficient.

26. Delegate authority to your Marines so d. Employ your command in accordance  
that they can complete with its capabilities.
assigned tasks.

27. Morale, esprit be corps, discipline, and proficiency are               of leadership.

a. elements c. principles
b. indicators d. styles

28. Leadership indicators are used to

a. adjust the T/O of units. c. determine the readiness of equipment.
b. measure leadership within a unit. d. measure senior/subordinate relations.
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29. To create a high state of mind and a feeling of confidence and well-being which enables a
Marine to face hardship with courage, determination, and endurance is the reason why a
high state of _________ is needed.

a. proficiency c. esprit be corps
b. morale d. discipline

30. By observing Marines at inspections and interviews and by studying administrative reports,
a Marine can determine the state of

a. proficiency. c. esprit be corps.
b. morale. d. discipline.

31. A strong competitive spirit and willingness to participate in activities, expression a of pride
in a unit and in USMC traditions and history, a willingness to help one another, and a
belief that the USMC is the best are indicators of the state of a unit's

a. discipline. c. proficiency.
b. morale. d. esprit be corps.

32. Which of the following would be best for improving a Marine's morale?

a. Strengthening home, family, and church ties
b. Explaining a unit's history, traditions, and present role
c. Passing out orders promptly and accurately
d. Training the Marine in assigned duties

33. Prompt obedience to orders and starting proper action in the absence of orders is the
definition of

a. esprit be corps. c. proficiency.
b. discipline. d. morale.

34. Attention to detail, devotion to duty, relationships with individuals, proper senior/
subordinate relationships, a promptness in responding to orders and willingness to perform
without supervision, and adherence to the chain of command all indicate the state of           
          in a unit.

a. morale c. discipline
b. esprit be corps d. proficiency
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35. Discipline is achieved by

a. effective training and intelligent leadership.
b. rewarding subordinates for loyalty.
c. emphasizing the unit's history and traditions.
d. use of ceremonies and military music.

36. To evaluate a unit's proficiency one studies the following:  personal appearance/physical
condition of the Marines, appearance of a unit's area, equipment, weapons, and the

a. Marines' willingness to perform without supervision.
b. Marines' off-duty habits and personal relationships.
c. degree of skills demonstrated in carrying out the mission.
d. expressions of pride in USMC history and traditions.

37. Proficiency is achieved and maintained by

a. ordering it. c. a relaxed unit atmosphere.
b. effective continual training. d. continually repeating classes.

38. What do we call the trait that enables a Marine to make sound decisions, based on acquired
knowledge, in a practical way?

a. Professionalism c. Motivation
b. Leadership d. Morale

39. Professionalism is important in the military because a military leader is responsible for the
defense of the nation and for

a. military equipment. c. foreign policy.
b. America's allies. d. troops in combat.

40. To become a professional, you must obtain the attributes of sound values and attitudes,
good ethical conduct, and

a. strict discipline. c. blind obedience.
b. technical competence. d. friendly attitude.

41. The internal process of each individual to strive to satisfy personal goals or desired needs is
called

a. discipline. c. leadership.
b. morale. d. motivation.
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42. The NCO's role in motivation is to create an atmosphere in which Marines' personal
motivations are changed into

a. physical gratifications. c. social standings.
b. ethical conduct. d. military goals.

43. Assignment of useful tasks, providing guidance and supervision without oversupervising,
expressing appreciation for jobs well done and recognizing efforts, refraining from
personal humiliation and embarrassment, and challenging marines in accordance with their
capabilities for all methods increasing a __________ climate.

a. peaceful c. relaxed
b. motivating d. tense

44. An NCO can use both positive and negative mental and physical techniques to ______
Marines.

a. motivate c. communicate with
b. discipline d. evaluate

45. Communication is essential in the military because it is the only way to

a. deliver orders and instructions to personnel.
b. check the readiness of equipment.
c. determine the state of morale.
d. move troops from one place to another.

46. An NCO can communicate instructions by physical touch, by physical movement and
gestures, and by

a. Marine Corps orders. c. communication barriers.
b. written and spoken word. d. inferences.

47. The effectiveness of communicating can be determined only by looking at the

a. reasons for communicating. c. actions which result.
b. expression of the listener. d. physical equipment used.

48. Different backgrounds and experiences, poor listening, a closed mind, and fact versus
inference are all _____________ communicating.

a. barriers to c. techniques of
b. methods of d. reasons for
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49. Whether on duty or on liberty, relations between senior and subordinate Marines should
always be on a _________ level.

a. social c. professional
b. relaxed d. technical

50. An NCO in dealing with senior Marines should use a (an) ______ manner.

a. friendly c. familiar
b. humble d. respectful

51. The primary responsibility of an NCO when dealing with subordinate Marines is

a. using their talents to the best advantage.
b. working physically at all times with subordinates.
c. constantly supervising their duty and liberty habits.
d. becoming very friendly with them on liberty.

52. As an NCO you should use rank to

a. look out for subordinates' welfare.
b. separate yourself from subordinates.
c. gain the personal privileges it provides.
d. take advantage of the increased social standing.

53. Increased rank has built into it extra privileges but more importantly, it brings greater

a. responsibilities. c. physical work.
b. freedoms. d. personal problems.

54. The three main phases of the decision making process are

a. instruct, train, and evaluate.
b. dictate, follow up, and implement.
c. analyze, identify, and decide.
d. prepare, decide, and act.

55. The decision making process can be used to solve ___________ problems.

a. only military c. almost all
b. only civilian d. personal
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Matching:  For items 56-59, match the process of decision making in column 1 with the
appropriate decision making phase in column 2.

Column 1 Column 2

Decision Making Process Decision Making Phase

56. Hold brainstorm sessions a. Preparatory phase (1st)
57. Identify the problem b. Decision making phase (2d)
58. Gather information c. Action phase (3d)
59. Evaluate the results

60. The number of women in the Marine Corps has expanded partly because

a. of problems in recruiting enough men.
b. women are more suited for more billets.
c. more admin billets are available.
d. the draft includes more women.

61. The proper way to deal with Women Marines is to treat them

a. with special considerations. c. as any secretary or file clerk.
b. as Marines, not male or female. d. without regard for physical limitations.

62. The authority awarded by the promotion warrant is not based on the sex of a Marine but on

a. proven ability. c. physical strength.
b. age. d. appearance.

63. As an NCO, when you assign tasks to Marines you should take into consideration the
Marine's

a. proficiency and sex. c. ability.
b. sex and physical limitations. d. age and sex.

64. Getting along with groups of people of different races, backgrounds, and ethnic groups in
the work and recreation environment is the definition of

a. racial prejudice. c. racial tension.
b. race relations. d. racial discrimination.
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65. The irrational attitude directed toward people of different races, groups, religions or their
supposed characteristics is the definition of

a. racial prejudice. c. racial discrimination.
b. race relations. d. racial tension.

66. The unequal treatment of the minority by the majority and organizations that work to
subordinate minority group members is called

a. racial tension. c. discrimination.
b. race relations d. racial prejudice.

67. Racial tension is caused by limited recognition and awareness of minority groups, absence
of inter-group relations, the failure of leaders to investigate and properly act on complaints
of either minority or majority, and

a. Marine Corps orders. c. equal opportunity programs.
b. insensitive leadership. d. request mast.

68. The indifferent response of minority Marines to a majority NCO or the reverse, unfair or
impartial treatment, and polarization indicate

a. racial tension. c. leadership principles.
b. leadership traits. d. racial unit.

69. To reduce racial tension, NCOs must communicate, give fair and impartial treatment,
organize group activities, and

a. order Marines to shake hands. c. ignore complaints.
b. transfer trouble makers. d. investigate complaints.

70. A physical or psychological dependence, peer pressure, impulse, and as an escape from
reality are reasons why Marines

a. take drugs. c. desert.
b. daydream. d. take leave.

71. The indicators of drug abuse are catching the Marine with drugs, hearing an informer say
that the Marine is using drugs, or finding that the Marine

a. is always ill and at sick bay. c. has a positive result on a drug abuse test.
b. is physically weak and thin. d. is always on disciplinary charges.
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72. The official order for the Marine Corps on substance abuse is __________.

a. MCO P5210.1Q c. MCBUL 5215
b. MCO P5300.12A d. MCO P5312.1A

73. Drug abuse and alcohol abuse are classified as __________ diseases.

a. physical c. moral
b. social d. organic

74. The alcohol abuser is one who doesn't know when to quit drinking or who has become

a. a nuisance. c. medically sick.
b. boisterous. d. unruly.

75. The three methods used to prevent drug and alcohol abuse are by leadership, education, and

a. medical treatment. c. punishment.
b. restriction. d. enforcement.

76. Mental disorganization suffered by Marines transferred into a foreign environment is called

a. culture shock. c. racial tension.
b. leadership shock. d. drug abuse.

77. The characteristics of culture shock include confusion, frustration, nervousness and
contempt, hostility, and

a. a sense of helplessness. c. loss of appetite.
b. continual dizziness. d. constant tiredness.

78. A Marine experiences culture shock when put into a (an) _________ situation.

a. unpleasant c. leadership
b. unfamiliar d. relaxed
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79. The first situation in which a Marine usually experiences culture shock is in

a. an overseas assignment. c. changing work situations.
b. moving from east to west coast. d. boot camp.

80. To reduce culture shock an NCO must orient the Marine to the local law a and unit
standards, introduce that Marine to contemporaries, and make the Marine feel

a. independent. c. impressed.
b. welcome. d. nervous.

81. The art of communicating advice, instruction, or judgment with the intent of influencing
others is called

a. counseling. c. leadership.
b. communication. d. race relations.

82. The four types of military counseling are career, performance, professional, and

a. social. c. religious.
b. marital. d. personal.

83. The reasons for counseling are to aid in solving problems and to

a. get to know marines. c. identify the command.
b. practice counseling techniques. d. improve performance.

84. Indicators that counseling is needed include the Marine's asking for help, showing a
performance drop, or

a. the results of an attitude test.
b. reaching the due date for a monthly session.
c. a change of attitude and behavior.
d. the arrival of a new NCO.

85. The three approaches to counseling are directive, nondirective, and a (an)

a. intense instructive approach.
b. isolation/instructive approach.
c. group therapy approach.
d. combination of the directive/nondirective approaches.
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86. The three conditions for setting a counseling session are to have researched the problem,
selected a physical setting that is private and quiet, and

a. decided the best course of action.
b. given plenty of advanced warning.
c. informed the CO of the problem.
d. scheduled it the day the need is known.

87. To be an effective counselor, a Marine NCO must know personal prejudices, must be
available to the Marines, and must

a. always do all the talking.
b. counsel only when there is a problem.
c. have a reputation for confidence.
d. ensure that there is always a witness.

88. The rules (not listed in order) for conducting a counseling session include:  guide to a
decision, ensure a solution is found, follow up on the session, end on a motivating note,
and

a. establish the proper mood. c. take authoritative control.
b. have witnesses available. d. do all the talking.

89. The civilian agency that helps the Marine to obtain emergency leave is

a. the Department of Veterans Affairs.
 b. the credit union.

c. the Red Cross.
d. Navy Relief.

90. An NCO should direct a Marine who wishes to make a will to which specialized military
office?

a. Chaplain's office c. Education office
b. Legal office d. Career planner

91. Which section on the leave and earning statement shows the Marine's Social Security
number and EAS?

a. Section A c. Section C
b. Section B d. Section D
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92. One of the greatest causes of panic (or overpowering fear) is fear of the

a. enemy. c. unknown.
b. natural elements. d. future.

93. To avoid panic, an NCO must build confidence in the Marines as to his leadership, must
train the Marines, and must

a. start rumors to minimize danger.
b. ensure all tasks involve no danger.
c. threaten with nonjudicial punishment.
d. control rumors by communicating.

94. If panic occurs it must be stopped.  An NCO should take which action FIRST if panic
occurs in his unit?

a. Command the men to turn back.
b. Divert flight to some restricted area where control can be established.
c. Gain the men's attention and give them factual information.
d. Threaten the men with weapons.

95. Battlefield fatigue is characterized by loss of appetite and listlessness and is caused by

a. loneliness. c. prolonged exposure to danger.
b. a rainy, dreary climate. d. poor, insensitive leadership.

96. For battle fatigue to be cured the Marine needs rest, medical attention, and possibly a
period away from

a. other troops. c. an adverse climate.
b. the front lines. d. the base.

97. The purpose of the six troop leading steps is to establish a systematic, chronological
method of

a. filing NSA reports. c. conducting investigations.
b. planning an operation. d. coordinating air/ground elements.

98. Under which step of the six troop leading steps would you tentatively consider the troops
and fire support that is available?

a. 1 c. 5
b. 2 d. 6
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99. Which of the following is not included in the situation paragraph of the 5-paragraph order?

a. Attachments and detachments c. Description of friendly forces
b. Description of enemy forces d. Mission of fire teams

100. BAMCIS and SMEAC can be effectively used for any                   activity.

a. military c. recreational
b. social d. civilian

LAST PAGE OF THE REVIEW LESSON
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Review Lesson Solutions
Page reference

1. d. 1-1
2. a. 1-1
3. b. 1-2
4. d. 1-2
5. c. 1-2
6. a. 1-3
7. b. 1-4
8. b. 1-4
9. a. 1-4
10. d. 1-5
11. a. 1-5
12. c. 1-5
13. d. 1-5
14. d. 1-5
15. a. 1-5
16. b. 1-6
17. a. 2-1
18. c. 2-1
19. a. 2-1
20. d. 2-2
21. b. 2-2
22. e. 2-2
23. c. 2-3
24. c. 2-3
25. d. 2-3
26. a. 2-3
27. b. 3-1
28. b. 3-1
29. a. 3-2
30. b. 3-2
31. d. 3-2
32. a. 3-2
33. b. 3-3
34. c. 3-3
35. a. 3-3
36. c. 3-3
37. b. 3-3
38. a. 3-4
39. d. 3-4
40. b. 3-4
41. d. 3-5
42. d. 3-5
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Review Lesson Solutions – continued
Page reference

43. b. 3-5
44. a. 3-5
45. a. 3-6
46. b. 3-6
47. c. 3-6
48. a. 3-6
49. c. 3-7
50. d. 3-7
51. c. 3-7
52. a. 3-7
53. a. 3-8
54. d. 3-8
55. c. 3-8
56. b. 3-8
57. a. 3-8
58. a. 3-8
59. c. 3-8
60. a. 4-1
61. b. 4-1
62. a. 4-1
63. c. 4-1
64. b. 4-2
65. a. 4-2
66. c. 4-2
67. b. 4-2
68. a. 4-2
69. d. 4-2
70. a. 4-3
71. c. 4-3
72. b. 4-3
73. b. 4-3
74. c. 4-3
75. d. 4-3
76. a. 4-4
77. a. 4-4
78. b. 4-4
79. d. 4-4
80. b. 4-4
81. a. 5-2
82. d. 5-2
83. d. 5-2
84. c. 5-2
85. d. 5-2
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Review Lesson Solutions – continued

Page reference

86. b. 5-3
87. c. 5-3
88. a. 5-3
89. c. 5-4
90. b. 5-5
91. d. 6-1
92. c. 6-1
93. d. 6-1
94. c. 6-1
95. c. 6-1
96. b. 6-2
97. b. 6-2
98. a. 6-2
99. d. 6-2
100. a. 6-2
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